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In Our 110th Year

een&Heard Students Get
Superiors At
Around
Music Meet
Murray

nue purpose of the
nese is to lay a legal
"selective COMPOIINIAion" with specific
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Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, May , 1969

Several Cases Are
Heard In Court Of
Judge McCuiston

10. Per Copy

Uncle Jeff's Has
Many Bargians In
Grand Opening Sale

Vol. LXXXX No. 103

Muffay State Signs
Contract For New
Women's Dormitory

Uncle Jeff's, located at the
Several cases have been disposed of in the Calloway Counedge of the city limits on U.S.
ty Court of Judge Hall McCuis641 South, is observing a grand
ton during the past week. New
opening of a new addition to
records are as follows:
the store this week. The new
'ways amazing to us teat a
Murray students received supClifton D. Finney, Farmingsection of the firm, which exh that looks as crummy as erior ratings in the State Music
ton Route One, speeding, fined
tends north, will contain the
Azalea does in the winter Festival held at Murray State
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Ponew sports and automotive dee, can become such an over- University last weekend.
lice.
partment primarily.
helming thing of beauty in
They are as follows:
Curtis C. Newbern, Paducah,
Russell Dowdy, owner a n d
spring. We have in mind the
Girls Chorus, Junior Division, speeding, fined $10.00 costs
operator of the firm, first startig purple Azaleas that art Murray High School; Girls
$18.00; State Police.
ed in what was then a gravel
uck in a corner behind the Chorus, Senior Division, MurC. W. Bogard, Flint, Mich.,
pit five years ago with a store
use. They were uninspiring ray High School; Girls Chorus,
containing 6,000 square feet.
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
uring the winter, but you Senior Division, Calloway CounContracts have been signed
$18.00; State Police.
The business today contains 40,ould see them now. Not real- ty High School.
and
work is expected to comDeronda C. Pierce, Atlanta,
000 square feet and he has exy purple but a delicate shade
mence immediately on a new,
Flute solo: John McKee and 'Ill., speeding, fined $10.00 costs
panded five times over the past
f lavender. Just as pretty are Mary Ann Taylor, Murray High
10-story residence hall for wofive years.
$18.00; State Police.
he white ones. Even the one School.
men at Murray State UniversMrs. Ronald L Borden, Pa"We have over 99,000 items
at old Sport mashed into the
Clarinet solo: Donna Jones ducah, cold checking, amended
in the store", Mr. Dowdy said. Forty-two traffic accident re- ity, Dr. Harry M. Sparks, preund has risen like a phoenix and Robbie Wilkerson, Murray to disorderly conduct, fined
Included in the store are the ports have been filed by the sident of the,University hes
nd is just busting out all over High School.
$10.00 costs $25.00; Sheriff.
clothing department, shoe de- Murray Police Department for announced.
'th clusters of white blooms. Oboe solo: Willis Dean and
The new dormitory, which
Roger D. Warren, New Conpartment, housewares depart- the month of April.
Mary Matanazzo, Murray High cord, speeding, fined $10.00
ment, pictures and picture
No accidents were reported in will be the seventh for women
• have a fine Rabbit Tobacco School. at Murray State, will be the
frame department, hardware de- the city on Wednesday.
casts $18.00; State Police.
plant growing at the side of
Bassoon solo: Mary Caudill,
Route
partment, paint department, au- Injuries to five persons have second built in a planned reNoel Cole, Murray
e house. This is not what University School.
tomotive department, sporting been reported from the accid- sidence hall complex of four on
Two, public drunkenness, fined
everybody else calls Rabbit To- Tenor saxophone solo: Scott
goods department, book depart- ents in the city. They are Flora the east side of the campus be$10.00 costs $18.00; Sheriff.
bacco, but what we call Rabbit Willis, Murray High School.
ment, record department, health Brittain of Murray ,Route Six tween Chestnut and Payne
Talmadge Scavers, Mayfield,
obacco. Looks like a tobacco Baritone saxophone solo: Daand beauty aids department, toy and Ida Whitworth of St. Lou- streets.
speeding, fined $10.00 casts
lant. What everyone else calls vid Hill, Murray High School.
The first, White Hall, housMho Pam Lassiter ... Kiss Spring INS
department, plumbing depart- is, Mo., on April 16, Gary Hen$18110; State Police.
Rabbit Tobacco is Balsamweed. Violin solo: Rita Schell, UniJames K. Thompson, Joliet,
ment, and the light fixtures de- ry Ballard of Murray Route ing 400 men, was completed in
versity School.
Three on April 24, Jack Per 1966.
Ill., speeding, fined $10.00 costs
partment.
-This month's South Central
Scheduled for occupancy with
Cello solo: Diane Clark, Uni- $18.00; Stati Police.
The store literally has thous- bles of 1205 Kirkwood, Murray,
Bell Note, a little publication versity School.
Ronald W. Alderdice, Route
ands of items in the huge build- and Bonnie Watson, North 18th the spring semesten• of -1971,
that comes with your bill had
the new dormitory will become
Coronet.Bolo:_ Iletty Jo Ward, One, Lynnville, speeding, fined
ing. The new departments are Street, on April 28.
--a writeup on the Louisville Zo- Murray High School.
,the third major building cursporting goods and automotive.
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Po(f
Society. If you join you
rently under construction on
French Horn solo: Ernie Wil- llee.
In a special section of the
will be a supporter of the zoo liams, Murray High School.
the growing Murray campus.
Ledger and Times today, Uncle
Edward Kirks, Murray, disorlocated there. You can write to
Work was started December
Bs s Quintet: Murray High derly conduct, given twenty
"Fresh as the Breatn of rears; on tne BUICK and Gold Jeffs is advertising flie grand
Louisville Zoological Society, School.
11 on an 11-story addition to
days, suspended on condition Spring" may be a phrase that staff, president of Tri-H1Y and opening of the newly expanded
1100 Trevilian Way, Louisville,
that he not be back in court has been used many times, but a good htedent.
store.
The Ledger and Times con- the Price Doyle Fine Arts
)Kentucky 40213. The Notes also
for remainder of 1969; Sheriff. it certainly fits Miss Lassiter,
Readers
are
urged
to
look
tains
thirty pages today in one Building, and on March 4, conAt Murray State_ahe is a
-7had a 'good shot of an elephant
Kean R. McKinny, Calvert the Ledger and Times Mlm freshman and a member of
through this six page section ef the largest regular weekday struction was begun on a sixcoming at you headon.
City, speeding, fined $10.00 Spring 1969.
for the bargains that Uncle Pasties of the daily newspaper. story classroom building beSigma Sigma sorority.
costs $18.00; State Police.
Jeff's ig offering during the
Today's paper includes one tween Wells Hall and the Unigirl,
Mies
"All-American"
An
In fact this is such a good shot
Howard Payne, Jr., 402 North
ten page section, one six page versity School on the west side .T
19 year old daugh- Spring loves tennis, baton twirl- grand.opening sale.
Pam
is
the
that we are running the picture
Psi at, the national honor 2nd Street, Murray, speeding,
section on the grand opening of of the campus.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. James D. ing, and bowling. She likes to
of the elephant further on down fraternity in Jpsycholoo, will
The new residence hall will
PUBLIC MEETING
fined $10.00 costs $18.00; State Lassiter of Murray Route Four. fish and enjoys water sports.
Uncle Jeff's newly expandeJ
-.1 this column Thanks South present sever/1160ft flints fea- Police.
house
396 coeds and will boost
Murray
store,
and
at
a
fourteen page secis a freshman
Blue is her favorite color.
Central for the use oL your turing W. C. Fields Friday, Jake Barnett, Murray, col She
University's
on-campus
A special public meeting will tion showing the visit of Mimi the
as
where
she
University
State
and
clothes
sports
liked
She
May 2, from seven to nine p. m. checking, two charges, fined
elephant.
mire formal gowns as well and likes be held at the Calloway County Spring, Miss Poun Lassiter, thr- housing for women to 2,434. AlEnglish
with
a
in
majoring
in the recitei hall of the fine $10.00 costs $25.00 on each
Court House tonight (Thursday) ough a large number of Mur- so planned for the new strucor in Secretarial Science.
dances. Neal Diamond is her
Rash day we think our purple arts building. They are ogen charge; Sheriff.
ture are four guest rooms and
at
7430 p.m. to discuss the pro ray stores.
favorite singer.
Maim looks prettier than the to the public and admission
eight staff offices.
Possessed of an engaging
and
the
merposed
tax
Issue
Cradis Colson, Murray Route
Ledger
and
Times readers
Of all the seasons, Miss
1=c
it is more orebid will be 50 cents per person. Two, speeding, fined $10.90 smile, Miss Spring is as intellThe first floor will include
appropriately enjoys ger of the Calloway County and are urged to look through to- the main vestibule and lobby, a
S.•er
aefilcndsp'tFI3dsltshla eosts $18.00; Sheriff.
igent as she is charming. She
Murray
Independent
School
dieday's
1111411
easefully,
chock
the
most.
the
Siring
vaudeville comedy, with such
Evelyn Colson, Murray Route graduated from Murray High
offers of Merle Jeffs, go with formal lounge and the buildHer most recent honor was irate.
And now a good reader comes selections as "The Big Than*" Two, public drunkenness, fined School where she was very accity
persons
In
flesh
the
All
Miss Spring through Murray ing's mechanical equipment.
being named second runner-up
to tell us the correct way and "California Bound."
On the second floor will be
Or.
tive in extra-curricular activit,
Interested
Inand
county
$10.00 costs $18.00; Sheriff.
stores,
and to see the offerings
in the Miss Kentucky contest
break eggs. You don't smash
an
informal lounge, guest bedfes. She was a Miss Murray
urged
to
attend.
vited
and
of
many
other
merchants of the
held last Saturday at Fulton.
them on the counter top, she
High finalist, played in the
TWO CITED
city in other pages of the daily rooms, a manager's apartment
and
enjoys
life
Spring
Miss
says, or bust them on the skiland graduate student quarters.
school band and was vice-presipaper.
maybe the reason is, she puts
let. What you do is bang them
Floors three thrcitgh 10 will
dent of the band as a senior,
Two persons were cited by
The
Ledger
and
Times
with
immost
much into it. "It is
together. That's right, bang the Murray Police Department
contain
identical
dormitory
was co-head majorette for two so
4550
paid
subscribers,
with
most rooms for
portant for a girl to be at her
them together and only one of on Wednesday. They were for
women students,
of them in Murray and Callo- with the exception of a superbest at all times," she remarkThree persons were injured in
'them will break. Now we have public drunkenness and for
way County, serves Murray and visor's apartment on the fifth
ed when asked what advice site
accident
that
ocan
automobile
(Continued On Page Ten)
driving while intoxicated.
Calloway County merchants bet- floor. The building will be
had for high school girls, "and
curred about midnight on Tuester than any other advertising equipped with two elevators
to be aware of any opportunity
day night near Hazel.
medium.
that might come her way and
Lonnie Gipano, age 20, and
and two stair towers.
advantage of it".
Chuck Rounds, also age 20, both
General contractor on ,t h e
Last Friday afternoon after to take
Her father James D. Lassiter
of Benton were treated at the school the fat ety of Murray
project is the George Ryan
and
her
Tappan
at
employed
is
emergency room of the Murray- High School had a big surprise
Company of Evansville, Ind.
mother works at Cato's. She
Calloway County Hpspital at awaiting them in the office.
Miller Plumbing and Heating, •
has one brother Philip who is
about 12:15 a.m. Wednesday.
Benton, has the mechanical
Miss
Kathleen Madrey h a s
Members of the Murray High in the army.
Gipano had lacerations and
contract, and the John Smith
been elected corresponding secThank you Miss Spring for
contusions and Rounds had lac- School Parent-Teachers &woeElectrical Company, Hopkinsretary
of
Phi
Beta
Lambda,
Ledger
busthe
pages
of
the
gracing
nation
had
brought homemade
erations. They were x-rayed and
vine.
, has the electfical contract.
iness
organisation,
Murray
State
urge
our
We
today.
Times
and
cakes of many varieties hi celereleased.
Costing an estimated $2.273,University.
Miss
the
Vernon Lofton, age 28, of bration of Teacher Apprecia- readers to turn to
The Murray girl is a junior 011, the new building will be
Spring section today and travel
Benton had lacerations to the tion
majoring in general business financed largely through fedMurray with her, visit the
Larry D. Wilson, son of Mr. vide further information.
scalp. He was admitted to the
Each member ot we faculty over
and is a member of Alpha Del- eral • loans from the Housing
with
her
firms
business
many
Mrs. Charles B. Wilson,
This year 503 Army cadets hospital and was in satisfactory wants to express his apprecieta Pi social sorority. She is the and Urban Development Dex 63, Hazel, Kentucky, has won two-year scholarships in condition on Wednesday, ac- Om for this delicious gift and see what Murray merchant,
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ern- partment.
been awarded a two-year ROTC the 15-state First Army area.
cording to hospital authorities. which was enjoyed by the tea- have to offer.
Jay Lockhart
est
Madrey
of Murray Route
sehceership, the Department of
A total of eight two-year schocher
'
. family, also.
One.
the Army announced today.
larships were awarded to cadets
NOW YOU KNOW
The scholarship will pay his at Murray State. Others receivThe "ohs" ana -*sea" neara
tuition, textbook and laboratory ing the awards were Mark W.
as the teachers waiked into the
fees at Murray State University Hall, Alton, Illinois; Lee A. by United Press International office and saw the tables fillwhere Wilson is studying phy- Rials, Berdwell, Ky.; Mark A.
The Eiffel Tower, made of ed with cakes expressed their
Dear Mr Williams:
James H. McKinney is the
sical education.
Lilly, Anchorage, Ky.; James bolted iron girders and stand- thanks to President Aude McWe wish to thank you for new govetnor of Murray Moose
The grant, which has been J. Brooks,,Colts Neck, New Jer- ing 984 feet high, expands sev- Kee, his committee who aryour
co-operation
during
NatLodge No 2011 instead of Dan
rded to 1,338 outstanding sey; Patrick D. Ihunphress, en inches in height on a sunny relived this event, and the
Jay
Lockhart, evangelist, arms; Ralph Tesseneer, Max ional Library Week. The week McKinney as published in a
members who personally baked
students throughout the coun- Frankfort, Ky.; Ronald L. Ben- summer day.
Glenwood Church of Christ, Ty- Hurt, and Glenn Doran, direct- proved to be a huge success and story of the installation o n
the mikes.
try, also provides an allowance nett, Fulton, Ky.; and Timothy
ler, Texas, will deliver the main ors.
much of the creelit for that is Wednesday.
of $50 per month during the J. Wilcox, Falconer, New York.
address at the RotatY An n
The ladies reception commit- due to you and your staff. The
Max Barnett, instead of Mike
academic year and $171 per
Night to be held by the Mur- tee is composed of Mrs. C. 0. excellent publicity your news- Barnett, will continue as a trusmonth during the six-week sum
Holton,
Henry
Bondurant,
Mrs.
ray
Rotary
Club
tonight
(Thursmer camp which comes between
tee of the lodge.
(Continued on Page Ten,
day) at 6:30 o'clock at the Ken- Mrs. IL L. Oakley, Mrs. Lloyd
- the cadet's junior and senior
Jacks, Mrs. Tommye Taylor,
lake Hotel.
Years.
The speaker is a former mem- Mrs. James Lassiter, Mrs. Don
Wilson was selected for the
ber of the Murray Rotary Club Keller, and Mrs. Ronald Churappolarship from applicants in
He ik the former minister of chill.
first two years of Army
The fellowship committee of
the Seventh and Poplar Church
ROTC. He has agreed to serve
is C. 0. Bondurant
Rotarians
of
Christ.
four years of active duty in the
Hugh Oakley,
Holton,
Henry
Special
music
will
be
by
a
Army following his commissioncombo composed of Chuck Sim Lloyd Jacks, Tommye Taylor
ing.
ons, Jim Frank, and Terry Shel- James Lassiter, Don Keller, and
„ The award was granted in reton with Mrs. Vernon Shown as Luther Robertson.
cognition of his demonstrated
vocalist.
.leadership ability, academic exRotarian Bill Furgerson will
cellence, physical fitness, and
be the toastmaster with the inparticipation in extracurricular
vocation by Rotarian Ed Christivities.
man. Rotarian Owen Billington
tAny student who successfulwill lead in group singing with
y completes the first two years
Mrs. Pete Farmer at the piano.
The ninth annual art auction,
Army ROTC may apply for
Rotarian Donald R. Tucker, sponsored by the Kappa Pi Art
the scholarship. The Profemor
president of the club, will give Division of Murray State Uniof Military Science at any ROTC
the welcome to the Rotary Anna versity for the art scholarship
coIlee or university can proPictured above are the tw•vity-on• stuoents from the
with the response by Mrs. Jim fund will take place in the bailtutoring servk• program of the 4th, 5th, and 6th grades at
Byrn.
room of the Student Union
Carter and Austin School as they were leaving for • picnic
The presentation of ORS will Building on Wednesday, May
on Tuesday at Kerslake State Park. The picnic was sponsored
be by Rotarian H. T Waldrop, 7, from seven to ten p.m.
by and paid for by the Murray Woman's Club, wile has also
assistant sergeant-at-arms. The
The doors will open at six
uoised Prins latersaltbesal
paid for refreshments served to the stedests two afternoons
intrAu:tion of Rotarians and pm, so that the public can view
a week after school during the year. Mrs. Robert Mabry,
ley United Press international
guests will be by Vernon Shown the paintings, drawings, cerasocial worker under Title I, Is director of the Tutoring SatMostly sunny and warmer tovi?e-president.
mics, weavings, sculpture, deday and Friday. High today in
vice which Is now In Its 'wend wear, and Is assisted by Aim
Other officers of the club sign, and jewelry pieces th:t
Polly Bryant, remedial reading, Mrs. Ray Brownfield. quidthe upper 60s east to upper
President Harry it Sparks of Murray State University congratulates Larry Wilson lre Harald T. Hurt, secretary; are to be auctioned.
/Os west Clear and not as cool 'en winning a two-year ROTC scholarship.
ante counselor, and Miss Beth Broach. physical education.
Ben Humphreys, treasurer, RoThe public is invited and urgtonight, low 45 east to 55 west.
Twenty-two volunteer tutors also assis•el during the year.
nald
Churchill, sergeant-at- ed to attend.

Traffic Accidents
Total 42 In City
For Month, April

Miss Spring Visits Fir=
{her11ie it This Vier

Fields Films To "
Be Shown Friday

ma

Thirty Pages Today
For Ledger Readers

sig-

Three Persons Are
Injured In Wreck

Murray Teachers
Honored By PTA

Wilson Receives
wales'Scholarship

1

Kathleen Madrey Is
Elected Officer

Jay Lockhart Speaker For
Rotary Ann Night, Kenlake

Letter To Editor

James H. McKinney
Is Moose Governor

Ninth Art Auction
Planned Wednesday
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Moog by forces that are only bright side. 1 mid to myself, if
tioualy
agmosed
to participation oppose all were while denying
dingy perceived and renadety
DDT continuos to settle in my
In war in any lona."
K to three who differentiate cm •
understood.
fatty lissom perhaps I will
On. Chamois
moral grounds between "just"
1 suppom an example of this eventually become insect-proof
One challenge was filed in and "unjust" wars.
can be found in the discussions
nice
to
silt
out
on
be
It would
Boston by John W. Simeon Jr.,
Teach Tend Pacifism
this week about the discovery the veranda on a summer's ev22, a Harvard graduate who says They point out that certain
tbst mho salmon caught in ening and not be bothered by
he Is opposed to war but not religious bakes—such as QuakLMs Michlean contained DDT mooquitoea. They wouldn't dare
became of religious belief.
ers and Mennonites—teach total
oencentrations ranging up to 19 to attack 110101000* iateo Is veriIn early April, Federal Dis- pacifism, or blanket opposition
parts our million.
bomb.
bug
waildng
a
tably
trict Court Judge Charles W. to any we rat any time for any
Now my interest in coho sal- The point is, however, tkst
Winooski Jr., ruling in Sismcm's MUSS.
'Win
By DICK
mon is lukewarm at mod. I this is not a oondities I wished
gavot, held that in the draft kre But other religious bodies —
By
LOUIS
CASSILS
WASHINGTON RE2 — There wasn't even aware thst oobo sal- on myself. It aurae about due to
"Congress unconstitutionally di- including the Roman Catholic
United Press Intensatioriel
is a tendency to hems curved mon existed until members of cireunastances beyond my conThe First Amendment to the scriminated against atheists, ag- Church and moot of the b I g
unrest in this country en much Congress and the Feed and trol.
nostics and men, whether they
cocomtmiono—oddere
Nobody called a meriting said U. S. Conetitution forbids Con- be religious or not, who are Protestant
lames as nodal teneies, the Drug Admindsbatbon began talkto
the
"just war" docso-called
gress
to
enact
ace,
law
which
Vinton War, the antibMIhnic ing about the problem. But co
- mid, "Everybody who wants
motivated by profound moral trine which holds that in mine
miedie ABM system and Bar- ho salmon mid I eggimently DDT in your fatty tissues noise boron one redigious viewpoint beliefs which constitute the censituations, war may be morally
over another.
ham Streamed's seethrough have someibill he esignaen.
your right hands."
Now going through the courts tral convictiooe of their be- defensible m the lamer of two
In a detested on the mether,
pants.
Had there been such a meetevils.
ings."
In the opinion of some social Sen. (Word Nshon, D-Wis., ing, and had the majority mt. are two important test oases Government attorneys h•v e
The obvious purpose of the
which
contend
that
Contras
observers,
howevpolitical
cited a study by the Public ed tor DDT, I vrould have
and
indicated they'll appeat the rul- California are is to lay a legit
notated
this
constitutiond
preer, the aura of diimontent that Smith Service that indicated gone along. Being outvoted is cept
ing to the Supreme Court.
basis for "selective conscienin writing the present
pervades the nation is much the average American hos 12 not what Is disturbing; A is
The other test case was filed tious objection" with specific
porta per million of DDT stated never being oonsuited M Ml. 'motive Service Act.
in San Franciico by 11 Catholic
more deeply rooted.
in his fatty tissue*.
We simply wake up one morn- These comes seem likely to priests and two Catholic lay- reference to the widely unpop- X Maw they my, from a
ing and are told thet--like it wind op in the Supreme Court. men. The National Council of ular ovr. in Vietnam. The prinhaling that we, as indtviduals, Experts say that amount of or not—we have a smattering Both challenge the section of
niPie of selective conscientious
base lost oomrol of our own DDT in the body probably isn't of_ DDT in our fatty tissues. No the draft taw dealing with com- Churches and six Protestant de- objection has been endorsed
dattinite. Worse yet, nobody harmful. Nevertheiess, the tho- wonder the natives are restless mendations objectors. But they nominations have filed support- and by the governing assembileaCk A on different grounds. ing briefs.
lies of several Protestant deoleo seems to have control of ught that I have become an inThe Catholic plaintiffs argue nominations. But Congress revoluntary repository for an inThe section in dispute defines
ehem either.
marker
in
This is the cess•••ry
a conscientious objector as one that kis unconstitutional relig- fused to write such a provision
secticide is unsettling.
Being Swept Along
Vi illiatii Booth 8A the found
Charleston which relates the trim
"who
Looks
on
We
by reason of religious ious discrimination for Con- into the draft law the last tine
are
aright
no
longer
Side
masters
of
detective story which teak piece
er of the Salvation Army.
I
have
our
training
tried
and belief, is conacien• gress to grant conscientious ob- It was up for revision.
fates,
but
are
looting
on
being
swept
the
there on March 12, 1788.
jeotors status to persons who
II
found on the spot where the

Detective Story on Stone Lossz.Of

If

Sy STEVE LISSY
Written ftsperiady for Central
Press and This Newspaper
MORE THAN A CENTURY
before Edgar Allan Poe became
America's first and foremost
early mystery writer, a real-life
detecUve story was carved on
a gravestone and installed in
1 the churchyard of famed St.
Philip's in Charleston, S.C.
Known to many a South Carolinian and referred to lovingly
as "The Footpad's Memorial."
the pair of stone slabs bear the
,details of the crime which
caused the death of one Nicholas John Wightman nearly 200
years ago.
Situated in the western section of the cemetery, almost directly across the street from
the main entrance to St Philip's. the two stones rest flat on
the ground at grass level, between a dogwood and an oleander. At the foot of the stone
slabs is a masonry wall topped
with iron pickets -- the fence
which surrounds the cemetery
containing the remains of many
more prominent early Americans.
• • •
ONCE white, the slabs—the murder wicsgsrimitted, by a
top is a truncated triangle, the child, a soul ef Mr. Edgar Wells,
saved with other
are -now Mercht
bottom a rectangle
gray with age. They are en- proofs, to discover and convict
crusted with mom. Only by him.
"This marble is erected. by
close scrutiny and the aid of a
pointed instrument may one an affectionate Brother & Sister, in memory of the virtues
trace the story on the stone:
-To the memory of Nicholas of their dear Brother, who was
was , beloved by all who knew him.
Who
Wightman
John
Killed b y a Footpad. on the He was mild and affable in his
Night of the 12th of' March. manners. Just Generous, and
#
Humane He is loved with the
• 1788.
"Aged 25 years. Peaceably sincerest affection. HIS SOUL
returning home to his Brother's RESTS AT THE MERCY
CREATOR.boom.. where he resided. The SEAT OF HIS
• • •
Villain met and made an atMANY noted patriots are
tempt to rob him, which he ê.
awed. and was Eistmegy oat buried in the cemetery of St
-. Philip's, which is cut into two
-deed on the spot_
_ :13.15 brother with but small plots. by Church Street, leaving
assistance the NMe night, se- one section across from the
cured the murderer and six ac- church.
#
Among those buried in the
complices. being the whole of a
t
gang that then very much in- two plots are Edward RuUedge,
fested the peace of the City, a signer of the Declaration of
and by their frequent Robberies Independence: John C. Calhoun.
and attempts to set fire to vice - president of the United
houses, kept the inhabitants in States, senator and cabinet ofThey WWI ficer: cot. William Rhett. coconstant alarm
shortly after tried, and op= lonial hero who captured the
the fullest conviction, Con- pirates Black bea rd and Bonnet: and Christopher Gadacien,
demned and Executed.
"Divine Providence ordered It Revolutionary leader whose
so that a single button, belong- grave is unmarked by his own
ing to the coi.t of the murderer. request.
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Ask Computer
Which College
To Attend
By FREDERICK H. TREESH
By United Press Internatinial
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The typical high school student
headed for a higher education
does not really have a clear idea
of what he wants in college. But
he has to make the choice from
among more than 2,800 colleges
and auuor colleges in the United
States.
By ordering catalogs from a
few name brand or nearby schools or consulting with his guidance
counsellor, he can become acquainted with only a handful of the
.infinite possibilities.
" Wouldn't it be helpful if somebody put into a computer the
courses offered, the requirements, the costs and financial aid
available; the religious affiliation and other data about all 2,900
schools?

the college courses he's interested in, his high school record, his
scholastic aptitude test scores,
size and location of schools
be meek prefer, his financial
Meek and much more.
The computer prints out the
names of 10 schools that come
closest to meeting the student's
preferences and that he would
be qualified to enter. It even
addresses post cards to the colleges requesting catalogues and
additional information for the
student.
David Dewan, the young man
who runs Search, says, "What
Search is designed to do Is prescreen all the colleges and recommend 10 that are just about
right-in terms of the student's
objectives, academic requirements, size, tuition costs, location
and whether they're coeducational."

Test Cases
In Religion
In Court

Destinies
issuelause

6

HEM TIE RED BARON IS HERO
(BUT SNOOPY'S DAME-PLAN
IS COMPLETE)
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:One of 10 Ideal

'We're not saying to the student 'Go to one of these 10
schools.' We are saying that
quite often one of these 10 schools
is ideal."
Dewan suggests that before a
student apply to any of the 10
he discuss them with his guidance counsellor and, if possible,
Has Done It
someone, who has attended them,
Search, which has been con-.
Well students, somebody has
ducting its computer screening
done it
A Cambridge, Mass., firm, of colleges since the spring of
1967, now is receiving applicasearch, founded by a 2,6-year-old
tions for its service at the rate
student at Harvard Graduate Schof 1,000 a week-many from high
ool of Business,has programmed
school juniors seeking a college
Into Its computer information
to enroll in 1970.
about ever) two-,three-, and four
The program, Is updated collyear college in Am4rica.
ege by college every six months
For a $10 fee, it will match
with dela supplied by the colleOgs
that data against information a
themselves. Much of it is veristuient supplies abbot himself. fied
by independent sources.
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"CURSE YOU,RED BARON!"
Somewhere in the skies lurks the cursed Red Baron.
His only thought: to steal the incredible new
formula for Hart's White Bread.
Oh boy! If Snoopy ever needed help, it's now. And he's
counting on everybody. So here's the second and final phase
of Snoopy's master battle plan. Everybody shake your fist
and shout (all together): "CURSE YOU, RED BARON!"
Here's how it wcrrks. When the Baron is in clear sight over
the city. the signal will go out over the radio for everyone

1.

CLEARED IN COURT MARTIAL Spec 4 Henry G Lamarque,
21 i'right I. walks down corridor of U.S., Army headquarters
building in reankfurt. Germany. after he. was acquitted on
charges of passing defense data to a female accomplice.
cu ba. I,otoi_
Lamarqtie -was born in Haiti.

•••• TIIC•1•00,4',

to synchronize watches, get outside the house,and all
at the same time shake your fist up at the Red 13aron
and shout: "CURSE YOU, RED BARON!"
You kids especially have got to help.
Snoopy figures a few
thousand kids all holler.ing
at once ought to scare
anybody. And scare him out of
town for good.
Stand by. And start practicing.
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MORE TENDER,
MORE TEMPTING,
MORE NICE
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I tiers while denying
who differentiate on
,unds between "just"
ist" were.
ti Total Pacifism
Ant out that mean
oldies—math as Quakonnonites—teech tote!
ir blanket opposition
me any tiers for any

religious bodies —
the Roman Catholic
d most of the big
communions—adhere
ailed "just war" (loci hokh that in some
war may be morally
as the lesser of two
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Selected As A Beet All Round Kentucky Community Newirriaper
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The Primary
Source of News
In Murray ard A
Calloway Coutiay
nited Press International
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In Our Nth Year

een&Heard Students Get
Superiors At
Around
Music Meet
Murray

btu purpose of the
ease is to lay a legal
"selective conenrtion" with /peel&
the widely unpopI Vietnam. The prinlentive conscientious
has been endorsed
governing arse:Libreria Protestant de
But Congress mite such a provision
set key the Last time
for revision.

111

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

"low

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, May I, 1969

Several Cases Are
Heard In Court Of
Judge McCuiston

10. Per Copy

Uncle Jeff's Has
Many Bargians In
Grand Opening Sale

Vol. LXXXX No. 103

Muffay State Sip
Contract For New
W en's Dormitory

Uncle Jeff's, located at the
Several cases have been disedge of the city limits on US.
posed of in the Calloway County Court of Judge Hall McCuis641 South, is observing a grand
ton during the past week. New
opening of a new addition to
records are as follows:
the store this week. The new
'ways amazing to us nut a
Murray students received supClifton D. Finney, Farmingsection of the firm, which exush that looks as crummy as erior ratings in the State Music
ton Route One, speeding, fined
tends north, will contain the
Azalea does in the winter Festival held at Murray State
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Ponew sports and automotive deme, can become such an over- University last weekend.
partment primarily.
lice.
helming thing of beauty in
They are as follows:
Russell Dowdy, owner a n d
Curtis C. Newbern, Paducah,
he spring. We have in mind the
Girls Chorus, Junior Division, speeding, fined $10.00 costs
operator of the firm, first startig purple Azaleas that am_ Murray High School; Girls
$18.00; State Police.
ed in what was then a gravel
tuck in a corner behind the Chorus Senior Division, MurC. W. Bogard, Flint, Mich.,
pit five years ago with a store
ouse. They were uninspiring ray High School; Girls Chorus,
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
containing 6,000 square feet.
uring the winter, but you Senior Division, Calloway CounContracts have been signed
The business today contains 40,$18.00; State Police.
nould see them now. Not real- ty High School.
and work is expected to comDerooda C. Pierce, Atlanta,
000 square feet and he has exy purple but a delicate shade
mence immediately on a new,
Flute solo: John McKee and
panded five times over the past
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
f lavender. Just as pretty are Mary Ann Taylor, Murray High
10-story residence hall for wo$18.00; State Police.
five yearn.
he white one*. Even the one School.
men at Murray State Univers"We have over 99,000 items
Um. Ronald L Borden, Pathat old Sport mashed into the
ity,
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, preClarinet solo: Donna Jones ducah, cold checking, amended
said.
store",
Mr.
Dowdy
Forty-two
in the
traffic accident reground has risen like a phoenix and Robbie Wilkerson, Murray
Aaed.
Included in the store are the ports have been filed by the sident of the University, has
10- *srdsrIy---eea4uet-.1
end is just busting out all over High School.
$10.00 costs $25.00; Sheriff.
clothing department, shoe de- Murray Police Department for announced.
with clusters of white blooms.
The new dormitory, which
Oboe solo: Willis Dean and
partment, 'housewares depart- the month of April.
Roger D. Warren, New ConMary Matarazso, Murray High cord, speeding, fined $10.00
ment, pictures and picture
No accidents were reported in will be the seventh for women
W• have a fine Rabbit Tobacco School.
at Murray State, will be the
frame department, hardware de- the city on Wednesday.
costs $18.00; State Police.
plant growing at the side of
Bassoon solo: Mary Caudill,
partment, paint department, au- Injuries to five persons have second built in a planned reNoel Cole, Murray Route
fru house. This is not what University School.
tomotive department, sporting been reported from the accid- sidence hall complex of.four on
Two, public drunkenness, fined
everybody else calls Rabbit ToTenor saxophone so/o: Scott $10.00 costs $18.00; Sheriff..
goods department, book depart- ents in the city. They are Flora the east side of the campus bebacco, but what we call Rabbit Willis, Murray High School.
ment, record depart‘ent, health Brittain of Murray Route Six tween Chestnut and Payne
Talmadge Scavers, Mayfield,
Tobaccn. Looks like a tobacco Baritone saxophone solo: Dacosts
and
beauty aids department, toy and Ida Whitworth of St. Lou- streets.
fined
$10.00
speeding,
- plant. What everyone else calls vid Hill, Murray High School.
The first, White Hall, housMina Pam Lassiter ... Wes Swing 12611
department, plumbing depart- is, Mo., on April 16, Gary Hen$1800; State Police.
Rabbit Tobacco is Balsamweed. Violin solo: Rita Schell, Unihunt, and the light fixtures de- ry Ballard of Murray Route ing 400 men, was completed in
James K. Thompson, Joliet,
versity School.
partment.
Three on April 24, Jack Pee- 1968.
Ill., speeding, fined ;10.00 costa
This menth's South Central
Scheduled for occupancy with
Cello solo: Diane Clerk, Uni- S18.00; State Police.
The store literally has thous- bles of 1206 Kirkwood, Murray,
- Bell Note, a little publication versity School.
the
spring semester of 1971,
Alderdice,
Route
ands
of
items
in
the
huge
buildand
Bonnie
Watson,
W.
North
18th
Ronald
that comes with your bill had
the new dormitory will become
Coronet solo: -Betty Jo Ward, CME Lynnville, speeding, fined
ing. The new departments are Street, on April 26.
a writeup on the Louisville Zo- Murray High School.
the third major building cursporting goods and automotive.
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Po(*logical Society. If you join you
rently under construction on
French Horn solo: Ernie Win lice.
In a special section of the
"will be a supporter of the too llama, Murray High School.
the growing Murray campus.
Ledger and Times today, Uncle
Edward Kirks, Murray, disorlocated there. You can write to
Work was started December
Brass Quintet: Murray High derly conduct, given twenty
"Fresh as the Bream of years, on tne Mace and Gold Jeff's is advertising the grand
Louisville Zoological Society, School.
11 on an 11-story addition to
days, suspended on condition Spring" may be a phrase that staff, president of Tri-Hi-Y and opening of the newly expanded
1100 Trevillan Way, Louisville,
store.
that he not be back in court has been used many times, but a good student.
The Ledger and Times con- the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Kentucky 40213. The Notes also
Readers
are
for remainder of 1969; Sheriff. it certainly fits Miss Lassiter,
urged
to
look
tains
thirty pages today in one Building, and on March 4, conAt Murray 8iste.,160 is a
had a good shot of an elephant
Through
this
six
Keen R. McKinny, Calvert the Ledger,,
page
section
of
the
largest regular weekday struction was begun on a six.
Alghtnan and a member'of Sigcoming at you headon.
for
the
bargains
that
City, speeding, tined $10.00 Spring 1969.
Uncle
issues of the daily newspaper. story classroom building bema Sigma Sigma sorority.
Jeff's is offering during the
costs $18.00; State Police.
Today's paper includes one tween Wells Hall and the UniMiss
girl,
"All-American"
An
In fact this is nub a good shot
Howard Payne, Jr., 402 North
ten page section, one six page versity School on the west side
old daugh- Spring loves tennis, baton twirl- grand opening sale.
year
the
19
Pam
is
that we are running the picture
Psi Chi, the national honor 2nd Street, Murray, speeding,
section on the grand opening of of the campus.
Mrs. James D. ing, and bowling. She likes to
of the elephant further on down fraternity in ilenthoilop, will fined $10.00 costs $18.00; State ter of Mr. and
The new residence hall will
PUBLIC
MEETING
Four.
Uncle Jeffs newly expandel
Route
Lassiter of Murray
fish and enjoys water sports.
..n this column. Thanks South present seveshort Sims fee- Police.
house
396 coeds and will boost
store, and a fourteen page secfreshman at Murray
Blue is her favorite color.
Central for the use of your turing W. C. Fields Friday, Jake Barnett, Murray, cold She is a
University's
on-campus
A special public meeting will tion showing the visit of WWI the
she
is
where
University
State
and
clothes
sports
likes
She
May 2, from seven to nine p. m.
elephant.
checking, two charges, fined majoring in English with a min- formal gowns as well and likes be hold at the Calloway County Spring, Miss Pam Lassiter, thr- housing for women to 2,434. AlIn the recital hall of the fine
Court House tonight (Thursday) ough a large number of Mur- so planned for the new struc$10.00 costs $25.00 on each or in Secretarial Science.
dances. Neal Diamond is her
Each day we think our purple eats building. They are open charge; Sheriff.
ture are four guest rooms and
at 7:30 p.m. to discuss the pro- ray stores.
favorite singer.
Azalea looks prettier than the to the public mei admission
staff offices.
eight
merthe
Possessed of an engaging
posed
tax
issue
and
Cradis Colson, Murray Route
Ledger and Times readers
Of all the seasons, Miss
day before. Is,a more =hid will be 50 cents per person. Two, speeding, fined $10.00 smile, Miss Spring is as intellThe first floor will include
ger of the Calloway County and are urged to look through toenjoys
appropriately
if.
St‘rir
:The Ana deceit Fields in his costs $18.00; Sheriff.
igent as she is charming. She
Murray Independent School dis- day's issue carefully, check the the main vestibule and lobby, a
Siring the most.
vaudeville comedy, with inch
tricts.
Evelyn Colson, Murray Route graduated from Murray High
offers of Uncle Jeff's, go with formal lounge and the buildwas
Her most recent honor
And new a good reader comes selections as "The Mg Thumb," Two, public drunkenness, fined School where she was very acboth
the
city
All
persons
In
Miss Spring through Murray ing's mechanical equipment.
being named second runner-up
In to tell us the correct way and "California Bound."
On the second floor will be
interested
are
incounty
tive in extra-curricular activitand
$10.00 costs $18.00; Sheriff.
stores,
and to see the offerings
in the Miss Kentucky contest
10 break eggs. You don't smash
ies. She was a Miss Murray
vited and urged to attend.
of many other merchants of the an informal lounge, guest bedFulton.
Saturday
at
held
last
them on the counter top, she
High finalist, played in the
TWO CITED
city in other pages of the daily rooms, a manager's apartmer.t
Miss Spring enjoys life and
says, or bust them on the skiland graduate student quarters.
school band and was vice-presipaper.
puts
is,
she
maybe the reason
let. What you do is bang them
Floors three through 10 will
dent of the band as a senior,
Two persons were cited by
TheLedger
and
Times
with
much into it. "It is most imtogether. That's right, bang the Murray Pollee Department
contain
identical
dormitory
was co-head majorette for two so
4550
paid
subscribers, with most
portant for a girl to be at her
them together and only one of an Wednesday. They were for
rooms for women students,
of
remarkthem
in
Murray
times,"
she
and
Calloat
all
best
Three persons were injured in
with the exception of a superthen will break. Now we have public drunkenness and for
way County, serves Murray and visor's apartment on the fifth
ed when asked what advice she
an automobile accident that oc(Continued On Peas Ten)
driving while intoxicated.
"and
girls,
Calloway
school
high
County merchants bet- floor. The building will be
had for
curred about midnight on Tuester than any other advertising equipped with two elevators
to be aware of any opportunity
day night near Hazel.
medium.
that might come her way and
Lonnie Gipano, age 20, and
and two stair towers.
advantage of it".
Chuck Rounds, also age 20, both
General contractor on t h e
Last Friday afternoon after to take
Lassiter
James
D.
father
Her
of Benton were treated at the school the facrity of Murray
project is the George Ryan
and
her
Tappan
at
employed
emergency room of the Murray. High School had a big surprise is
Company of Evansville, Ind.
mother works at Cato's. She
Calloway County Hospital at awaiting than in the office.
Miller Plumbing and Healing,
has one brother Philip who is
about 12:15 a.m. Wednesday.
Benton, has the mechanical
Miss Kathleen Madrey h a s
Members of the Murray High in the army.
Gipano had lacerations and
contract, and the John Smith
been elected corresponding secThank you Miss Spring for
contusions and Rounds had lac- School Parent-Teachers AssocElectrical Company, Hopkinsretary
of
Phi
Beta
Lambda,
busLedger
the
pages
of
the
gracing
erations. They were x-rayed and iation had brought home-made
vile, has the electrical contract.
iness
organization.
Murray
our
State
urge
today.
We
cakes of many varieties in cele- and Times
released.
Costing an estimated $2,273,University.
Vernon Lofton, age 28, of bratIon of Teacher Apprecia- readers to turn to the Miss
011, the new building will be
The Murray girl is a junior
Spring section today and travel
Benton had lacerations to the tion Week.
majoring in general business financed largely through fedMurray with her, visit the
Larry D. Wilson, son of Mr. vide further information.
scalp. Be was admitted to the
Each member as Lae faculty over
and is a member of Alpha Del- eral loans from the Housing
d Mrs. Charles B. Wilson,
This year 503 Army cadets hospital and was in satisfactory wants to express his apprecia- many business firms with her
ta Pi social sorority. She is the and .Urban Development Demerchants
Murray
x 63, Haul, Kentucky, has won two-year scholarships in condition on Wednesday, ac- tion for this delicious gift and see what
'
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ern- partment.
been awarded a two-year ROTC the 15-state First Army area.
cording to hospital authorities. which was enjoyed by the tea- 4.have to offer.
Jay Lockhart
est
Madrey
of
Murray
Route
scholarship, the Department of
A total of eight two-year schocher's family, also.
One.
the Army announced today. , larships were awarded to cadets
NOW
YOU
KNOW
The scholarship will pay his at Murray State. Others receivThe "ohs" aira "sibs" neara
tuition, textbook and laboratory ing the awards were Mark W.
au the teachers walked into the
fees at Murray State University Hall, Alton, Illinois; Lee A. by United Press International office and saw the tables fillwhere Wilson is studying phy- RIAU, Bardwell, Ky.; Mark A.
The Eiffel Tower, made of ed with cakes expressed their
Dear Mr. Williams:
James H. McKinney is the
sical education.
Lilly, Anchorage, Ky.; Janes bolted iron girders and stand- thanks to President Aude McWe wish to thank you for new governor of Murray Moose
The grant, which has been J. Brooks, Colts Neck, New Jer- ing 484 feet high, expands sev- Kee, his committee who aryour co-operation during Nat- Lodge No 2011 instead of Dan
rded to 1,338 outstanding sey; Patrick D. Humphress, en inches in height on a sunny ranged this event, and the
Jay
Lockhart, evangelist, arms; Ralph Tesseneer, Max ional Library Week. The week McKinney as published in a
students throughout the coun- Frankfort, Ky.; Ronald L. Ben- summer day.
members who personally baked
Glenwood Church of Christ, Ty- Hurt, and Glenn Doran, direct- proved to be a huge success and story of the installation o n
try, also provides an allowance nett, Fulton, Ky.; and Timothy
the cakes.
ler, Texas, will deliver the main ors.
much of the credit for that is Wednesday.
of $50 per month during the J. Wilcox, Falconer, New York.
address at the Rotary A n n The ladies reception commit- due to you and your staff. The
Max Barnett, instead of Mike
academic year end $171 per
Night to be held by the Mur- tee is composed of Mrs. C. 0. excellent publicity your news- Barnett, will continue as a trusmonth during the six-week sum
Holton,
Henry
Mrs.
ray Rotary Club tonight (Thurs- Bondurant,
mer camp which comes between
tee of the lodge.
(Continued On Pass Ten,
day) at 6:30 o'clock at the Ken- Mrs. H. L. Oakley, Mrs, Lloyd
the cadet's junior and senior
lake Hotel.
JaekK Was. Tommy* Taylor,
The speaker is a farmer mem- Mrs. James Lassiter, Mrs. Don
Wilson was selected for the
ber of the Murray Rotary Club Keller, and Mrs. Ronald Churtegholarship from applicants in
He is the former minister of chill.
je first two years of Army
The fellowship committee of
the Seventh and Poplar Church
ROTC. He has agreed to serve
Rotarians
is C. 0. Bondurant
of
Christ.
four years of active duty in the
Special music will be by a Henry Holton, Hugh Oakley,
Army following his commissioncombo composed of Chuck Sim Lloyd Jacks, Tommye Taylor
ing.
ens, Jim Frank, and Terry Shel- James Lassiter, Don Keller, and
The award was granted in reton with Mrs. Vernon Shown as Luther Robertson.
cognition of his demonstrated
vocalist.
leadership ability, academic exRotarian Bill Furgerson will
cellence, physical fitness, and
be the toastmaster with the inparticipation in extracurricular
%motion by Rotarian Ed Chrisactivities.
man. Rotarian Owen Billington
;In Any student who successfulwill lead in group singing with
ly completes the first two years
Mrs. Pete Farmer at the piano.
The ninth annual art auction,
of Army ROTC may apply for
Rotarian Donald R. Tucker, sponsored by the Kappa Pi Art
the scholarship. The Professor
president of the club, Will give Division of Murray State Uniof Military Science at any ROTC
the welcome to the Rotary Anna versity for the art scholarship
college or university can proPictured above are the twenty-one stvoents from the
With the response by Mrs. Jim fund Will take place in the balltutoring service program of the 4th, 5th, and 6th grades at
Byrn.
room of the Student Union
Carter and Austin School as they were leaving for a picnic
The presentation of gifts will Building on Wednesday, May
on Tuesday at Kenlake State Park. The picnic was sponsored
be by Rotarian H. T Waldrop, 7, from seven to ten p.m.
by and paid for by the Murray Woman's Club, who has also
assistant sergeant-at-arms. The
The doors will open at six
trakial Probe laSerselisael
paid for refreshments served to the students two afternoons
intrdurlion of Rotarians end pm, so that the public can view
• week after school during the year. Mrs. Robert Mabry,
*by United Press international
guests will be by Vernon Shown the paintings, drawings, cerasocial worker under Title I. Is director of the Tutoring Sec.
Mostly sunny and warmer tovi ce-president.
mics. weavings, sculpture, deday and Friday. High today in
vice which is now In Its ascend year, and Is assisted by Mrs.
Other officers of the club sign, and jewelry pieces thpt
• the upper 60s east to upper
Polly Bryant, remedial reading, Mrs. Ray Brownfield. quiet
President Harry At Sparks of Mtn-ray State University congratulates Larry 'Wilson are Harald T. Hurt, secretary; are to be auctioned.
70s west. Clear and not as cool
mince counselor, and Miss Beth. Broach, physical education.
Ben Humphreys, treasurer; RoThe public is invited and urgen winning a two-year ROTC scholarship.
tonight, low 45 east to 55 west.
Twenty-two volunteer rotors also assit•ed during the year.
nald
Churcfiill, sergeant-at- ed to attend.

Traffic Accidents
Total 42 In City
For Month,.April

Miss Spring Visits Firms
Over The City This Week

Thirty Pages Today
For Ledger Readers

Fields Films To
Be Shown Friday

Three Persons Are
Injured In Wreck

Murray Teachers
Honored By PTA

Wilson Receiv
wo-Year Scholarship

Kathleen Madrey Is
Elected Officer •

t

Jay Lockhart Speaker For
Rotary Ann Night, Kenlake

Letter To Editor

James H. McKinney
Is Moose Governor

Ninth Art Auction
Planned Wednesday
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Latin Comeback
AUBURN, La.(UPI) - Latin
will be taught at Auburn University in the fall after an absence
of 31) years from the curricula.
The Wady agricultural school
will also offer a masters degree
program i in Spanish for the first
time.

MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS

PVIRLEINED by LEDGER • TINES PURLISRDICI COIRPANY.
Ocemolidation of the Murray Ledger. The Calloway Timm sad
The Thaes.ilaralit, October IS. MK and the Wad MaasIdea.
Janniaey 1. WA
11111 N. 4th 148064. Murray, RasterIcy ern
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Stanley F. Yolles, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health

MILNE=

WS nerve the right to reject any Advertiaing. Letters to the &Mr.
or Public Voice items which. In our otiftlioll, are hot for UN htlil
Interest 010W readers.

General Pnbeillocurs
Cast Spot
Waist illness

physician within four months
before their death. If the physician is alert to their troubles,
You should be alert to the
he can help suicidal persons.
fact that your family doctor,
An unexplained tremor, perlike other general practitioners,
sistent facial redness, or unusual
Entered at the Post Office. Rearray,
for tasatinalsekman
can
spot emotional factors that
behavior or dress can tip off the
Eleocind Mae Matter
may lead to mental disorders
family doctor that a long-time
SUBSCIPTION RATER: By Carrier In Murray, per week 36e. pie
later on.
patient of his has a drinking
Month s1.52 In Calloway and adjoining counties, par year, S1.40;
Alertness on the part of the
problem.
Zones 1 & 2, 113.00; 113sawbere NOM. All service aubscriptions MAL
general physician and you can
Similarly, he may spot the
be a major help in combating
tell-talc signs of narcotic drug
"The Ostetandlag CNN Ansi at a Cessammitr
jhe
mental
illness.
addiction's beginning or of mislialagrity ef lis Nowaparato
General
practitioners, or
use of such ordinary drugs 'is
"G.P.'s", see far more patients
sleeping pills., pep pills, or
than psychiatrists or other
tranquilizers.
specialists One out of every
Because the physician who
seven adults who visits a
goes into general practice
ILMDCoil•TIMES VIM
has - a complaint that involves
usually doesn't receive extensive
mental illness factors.
psychiatric training in medical
These complaints are a clear
Darrylin Parker is the valedictorian and Linda Crouch is the
schools, the National Institute
indication of emotional probsalutatorian of the Kirksey High school graduating class
of Mental HeM+r"ports
lems. They include such very
trairying pr
ams to help physiThe Murray State Faculty string quartet composed of Roman
common things as worry over
er detect emotional
cians
Prydatkevytch, ROW Darnall, David Gowans, and Neale Mason
the heart and circulatory system
troubles and handle melytal
will present a eillicert next week as a part of the Festival of
and over digestive troubles.
patients.
Contemporary Arta at Murray State College,
Such complaints can be foreThese programs. ,pon,ored
runners
more
of,
Miss Rita
serious
mental
Was elected president GI eFuture Homeby medical- Societies, medical
7 -illness.
makers of
schools, and hospitals. are
Early case finding is crucial
Mr. and Mrs. alleles Tolley and daughter, Leslie Wyann,
underway _t most
states
to the successful treatment of
returned to their home in Young Harris, Georgia, after a visitva
ildr
throughout the country. They
most mental illnesses. In
his parents, Mr. as. Mrs. Bryan Tolley.
are bringing new knowledge And
many cases, the family do, r
new :iv...aeries,of what tin and
is in the best position to make
should he done about mental
an early diagnosis and forestall
illness to thousands of family
the development of a more seridoctors. The ultimate aim is
ous mental illness.
to help you. the individual who
This is especially true with
1.16/301111•11111311) FILE
visits one of these physicians.
alcholics, drug abusers, and
potential suicides.
If you, or anyone you know,
Sixty five percent of all perseems to be developing emoDeaths reported are Jefferson Davis Eaker, age 86, who died
sons who commit suicide, we
tional or mental trouble talk it
April 29 at his home at 10th and Vine Streets, Murray, and Larry
know from studies following up
over with your physician. He
Rae Trees, two day old son of Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon Treas of
these tragedies. have visited a
can help you.
Murray, Route Four.
Nearly fifty Members of the Homemakers Clubs of Calloway
Ceimty will- attend the Ifith annual district meeting of the Kentucky
Federation of Homemakers at Barlow.
In Time of Emergency
Mr. and Mrs. George Hart are atterding the state bankers
convention in Louisville. Mrs. Hart *epresented Murray High at
the state PTA convention held earlier in the week.
The Senior Class of Hazel High School is sponsoring a program
of fun and music using all local .alent on May 3.
NATIONAL REPREEINTATMEI: WALLACE WITMER 00, 1SW
Madison Ave.. Memphis. Tenn.; Time & We Bldg, New York. N.Y,
inaphason Bldg. Detroit, Mich.
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Ten Years Ago Today
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If Warning Sounds,
Here's What to Do

Bible ThoughtforTeday
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IOW God esaunendeth his love toward us, in that,
while we were yet sinners. Christ died for as.
—Romans S:S.
The crowning evidence of God's love for mankind
is Christ dying on a cross in order that we may be saved
from sin.

Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
SPACE CENTER, Houston- Professor Paul Gast, relating a conversation in which a iiighranking Soviet scientist turned down an
offer to examine rock samples when they are brought back from
the moon by a manned American spacecraft:
"He wasn't interested becallee he still thought they were going
to beat us there."
WASHLNGTON - A scientist , explaining the size of the earth
woula be if it were as tigttly compressed as a neutron star:
"You could hold New York City in the palm of your hand."

•
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ATLANTA - Billy Charles pans, in a letter to his girl friend
written six weeks before he was killed in Vietnam:
"If I ever come back it'll be in a box,"
TUCSON, Ariz. - Newspaper reporter Bob Thomas, wheekit poet
Alan Ginsberg in the mouth when Ginsberg usedprofanity during an
argument:
"Those are fighting words out here."

ALMANAC

COMPARES SENTENCES
CAIRO al — The Egyptian
newspaper Al-Goenhourie said
by WOW Prins Isensetiens today Sirlis
B. Sirloin was
Today .is Thursday. May 1, sentenced
)r :
to death for killing
Hof the 121st day of 1969 with 244 Sen. Robert F. Kennedy beto follow.
t
came Sirban is AM Arab. The
The moon is between its first paper compared the
,,aid
sentence
quarter and full phase.
raf
to the life imprisonment orderThe morning stars are Venus, ed for James Earl Ray, convict(ant Mars and Saturn.
ed stayer of Martin Luther King
The evening *WV are Mer- Jr., and said Ray received the
cury and Jupiter.
sentence because, 'althoOn this day in history:
ugh he has a police record, be
In 1873, the penny post card Is a first-c
American citiwent on side for the first time.
"
In 1884, work was started in
Chicago on a 10-story building
that was to be called "the sky.
kart Warren succeeded Fred
scraper."
In 1931. the Empire State M. Vinson as Chief Justice 9L
Building, world's tallest sky- the -United -States wheg Vinson
scraper, was dedicated by Gov. died in 1953.
Al Smith in New York. It has
102 stories.
, In 1980, the Russians shot
down an American U2 plane on
an intelligence mission over the
Soviet Union.
A thought for the day —
William Gladstone said, "Selfishness is the greatest curse
of the human race."

141414 TRIP
WASHINGTON UPS — Former Vice President Hubert H.
litunphrey will speed two weeks
be in the Soviet Union in July at
(-. the invitation of the Soviet government, UPI has learned. --.
Humphrey and his wife will
attend the investiture of the
prince of Wales at Caernavon,
Wales. July 1, and traditional
American Independence D s y
ceremonies, in Ribild Hills. Denmark, July 4, and perhaps ernisc for a week among the Fords
•
of Norway before flying to Moscow They will return to the
United States July 26.

TEACHER OF THE TEAS 1969
and President Nixon exchange big smiles In the
Rose Garden of the White
House. She is Barbara Goleman, bead .of the -English
Department it Jackson High
School in Miami, Fla.

MOUSE ROUTS TOWN Sandbags along the Mouse River are filled by
volunteer workers
as about 12,000 of the 35,000 residents of Minot. N.D.,
are evacuated during a damaging
flood. Usually a placid river, the Mouse, swollen by melting
snow and ice, will be a milewide lake before Minot's ordeal is over.
Sunland

s't.

PETERSBURG, Fla.

The Atlantic Ocean covers
Tana fish can race through
the ocean at 47. miles hour. upe-sixth of the earth's surface.

(CPI)-The sire
.et edition of the
Si. Petersburg Evening Independent is given away free anytime
the sun fails to shine here over
24-hour period.
It now has been more than
two years since the paper liaN
been ‘fi.rn away said it has happened only 223 times since the
offer was started in 1911).
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Sfreceedif 3 7,41,4

WEE
Kiddie Show
Sat. 1 p.m.
"For The Love

of Mike"
... the story of an Indian boy and his horse.
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WitThing of air Wady attack eel the United States
probably would be prbeeded by a period of interne-tional tension or crisis.which would help alert all citizens to the possibility of attack. The actual attack ••*-warning, however, would be given to the public by out- r.
door warning devices, supplemented by radio or television.
If an attack actually occurs, it is'almost certain that
incoming enemy planes and missiles would be_detected_
by our networks of warning stations in time for peoplç.
to get into shelters or at least take cover. This warning
time might be as little as 5-15 minutes in some locations, and as much as an hour or more in others.
Outdoor Warning Systems I stations also,
except in an acMany U.S. cities and towns ! tual nuclear emergency—will
have outdoor warning systems, l be broadcasting all the official
using sirens, whistles,horns or information
available. The
bells. Although they have been telephone hues will be needed
installed mainly to warn citi- for official calls.
zens of enemy attack, some
local governments also use If There Is a Nieles Flash
them in connection with natuIt is possible but
ral disasters and other peace- that the first warningunlikely
of an
time catastrophes.
enemy attack would be the
THE ATTACK WARNING flash of a nuclear
explosion
in
SIGNAL will be sounded only the sky some distance
away. Or
in case of enemy attack. The there might
a,.& flash after
signal itself is a 3 to 5-minute warning had be
been given, posrising and falling sound on the sibly while
people were going
sirens, on whistles, horns or to shelter.
TAKE COVER INSTANTLY. If there should be a nucleat flash, take cover instantly
in the best place available. By
getting inside or under somemme1111111 ANL me Ell MI= thing within a few seconds,
serious burns or injuries from
the heat or blast waves of the
other devices, repeated as. nec- nuclear explosion might be
essary. The Attack Warning avoided. If the explosion were
Signal means that an actual some distance away, a person
enemy attack against the might have 5 to 15 seconds beUnited States has been de- fore being injured by the heat,
tected, and that people should and perhaps 30 to 60 seconds
take protective action immedi- before the blast Neve arrived._
ately. This signal has no other Never look at the flash of an
meaning, and can be used for explosion or the nuclear fireball—it could cause permano other purpose.
In some communities, the nent blindness...
local government uses an alert
Anykind of a building—a
signal to get the attention of storm cellar or fruit cellar, a
citizens in a time of threatened subway station or tunnel, a
or impending natural disaster, ditch or culvert alongside the
or some other peacetime
road, a highway-sanderpass, a
This attention or entrgcy. alert storm sewer, a cave or outsignal is a 3 to 5-minute steady cropping of rock, a pile of
blast on sirens, whistles, horns heavy materials, or a,trench or
or other devices. In most places, other excavation—would proit means that the local govern- vide some protection. However,
ment will broadcast important if no cover is available, simply
information and official in- lie down on the ground and
structions on radio or television curl up covering the head with .
concerning a Peacetime
arras -and band& The-'sints
aster.
portant thing is to avoid being
,burned by the heat, thrown
When the Attack Warning
about by the blast, or struck by
Signal Sounds
flying objects. Then go to a
The Attack Warning Signal fallout shelter for protection
means—unless other instruc- against the radioactive fallout,
tions have been issued by which would arrive later.
local government—that people
should go immediately to a
public fallout shelter marked
The information in this
with a yellowstory was furnished by the
and-black sign
U.S. Department of Deor to a home
fense, Office of Civil Defallout shelter.
Once in the fallfense, to help people preout shelter, the
pare for a nuclear attack
radio should be
and learn what actions to
tuned to any
take in case an attack
'
P local station
should occur. Local govthat is broademor Nio
ernment authorities are
casting to get
responsible for supplying
official informa1 the public with more detion and instructions.
If there is no public or pri- '
'Dined survival instrucvate shelter available, fallout
tion,. for this area. This
protection should be improinformation was drawn
vised. As a last resort, take
front the OCD publicacover anywhere possible.
tion "in Time of EmerIf a warning signal mounds,.
gency" (H-1.), which is
do not use the telephone to obtain further information and
available without charge
advice about the emergency.
at local civil defense ofEsidio stations—and television
lees.

JIM

RAQUEL
BROWN WELCH
BURT REYNOLDS
III
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Rhode Islandroost
populous state in the nation
with a densits of 819.3 persons
per square mile.

MIth Centory f o. presents

100
RIFLES
A *ARVIN SCHWARTZ ProductIon

only
With each $3.00 Purchase
--of Ashland Gasoline
. 5,

FREE!

reit

AO

• COTTON CANDY FOR THE KIDDIES
• SPECIAL GIFTS FOR ADULTS
REGISTER FOR 25 DOOR PRIZES!
NOTHING TO BUY - NO OBLIGATION
JUST REGISTER YOUR NAME

-

FIVE POINT ASHLAND
Five Point

Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-9116
s

Ashland

•
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back
La.(UPI) — Latin
ht at Auburn Univerfall after an absence
from the curricula.
agricultural school
fer a masters degree
Spanish for the first
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BASEBALL ROUNDUP
National League

r thru Sat.

three-bit pitching of Sam McDowell. Larry Brown had a single and a double and scored two
By FRED DOWN
runs to back McDowell's power
UPI Sports Writer
pitching which handed rookie Bill
scored seven runs in the fourth.
Frank Howard, the 6-foot, 8- Burbach his first loss.
Jimmy Campanis scored on a Maloney also received a big assiInch, 265-pound gentle giant of
": the Senators, hit his eighth homer passed ball by Duane Josephson st from rookie shortstop Darrel
of the season Wednesday night with two out in the ninth inning Chaney, who made a one-handed
In a 1-0 victory over the Boston with Moe Drabowsky, who pitched somersaulting coach of Edwards'
Red Sox and then admitted he only 2-3 of an inning in relief looping fly to left in the sixth.
can't follow Manager Ted Willia- picking up the victory. Wilbur Edwards, a former Red who also
Wood, whose knuckleball went used to be Maloney's roommate,
ms advice.
Williams, the last man to bat through Josephson, suffered his caught the two previous games by
National Lae,*
t• .400 in the major leagues, has first defeat alter two victories. Maloney in which he went into
East
GB
tried to instill in the Senators' Rick Monday hit the first grand extra innings with hitless ball.
W. L.
I, minds the principle of "hitting slam of his career to highlight
Chicago
16 7 .695
Strong Pitching
a six-run uprising in the third
13 8 .619 2
t your pitch."
Pithsbugh
9 11 .450 5%
"The great hitters can do th- inning that carried the Oakland
New York
Strong pitching by Jim Bunning St. Louis
9 12 .428
at," said Howard. "But I can't. A's past the California Angels.
9 11 .421 6
Wheel feel like I've got to swing, The homer came off Angel start- and Bob Gibson - both 2-2 was Phila.
er George Brunet. John "Blue the key as Pittsburgh and St. Montreal
7 13 .350 7%
I do."
West
Jim Hannan went seven innin- Moon" Odom picked up the vic- Louis divided two games. Bunning tossed a five-hitter in the
W. L Pct. GE
gs, yielding four hits and striking tory.
first game for his first complete San Fran. 15 6 .714
out five, to receive credit for
1
game in a year. Rookies Al Oliv- Los Ang. 14 7 .667
the victory with Dennis Higgins
er and Manny Sanguillen hit back- Atlanta
14 7 .667 1
picking up a save for two innings
9 11 .450 5%
to-back doubles in the fifth as the ()Methane'
of relief work. The loss was the
9 14 391 7
Pirates scored their two runs. San Map
third of the season against one
In the second game,Gibson pitch- Houston - -4 20 .167 12%
victory for Stange.
By VITO STELIAO
Wednesday's Results
ed a four-hitter and helped his
UPI Sports Writer ,
York 2 Montreal 1, night
New
own
an
cause
RBI
with
single
in
Orioles Nip Tigers
the five-run fourth highlighted by Phila 3 Chicago 1, night
Jim Maloney was relaxed on
Pitts 2 St. Louis 1, night
The Baltimore Orioles nipped the pitching mound Wednesday Joe Torre's leadoff homer and
St. Louis 8 Pitts 1, and, night
the Detroit Tigers, 3-2, the Minn- night but he got a little reckless Lou Brock's two-run single.
Juan Marichal pitched a two- Atia 6 San Diego 3, night
esota Twins defeated the Seattle while running the bases.
hitter
to give the San Francisco Cinci 10 H,ousten 0, night
Pilots, 6-4, the Cleveland Indians
After pitching no-hit ball for
San Fran 3 Los Ang 0, night
beat the New York Yankees, 3-0, eight innings, he pulled a groin Giants their ninth straight vicTodays Probable Pitchers
the Kansas City Royals edged muscle while scoring in the last tory with the triumph over Los
All Times EDT
Angeles.
Willie
Mays
singled
in
the Chicago White Sox, 3-2 and of the eighth after running throuNew York, Cardwell 0-3 at
the
sixth
to
score
the
first run. Montreal, Stoneman 2,3 4p.
the Oakland A's coasted to a 9-4 gh the coach's stop sign at third
Tom Seaver pitched a fivevictory over the California An- base.
Los Angeles, Foster 0-1 at
hitter and the Mets topped the San Francisco, Saclecki 2-1, 4
gels.
But Maloney ignored the pain
Frank Robinson hit his 10th and retired the Houston Astros Expos as Ken Boswell singled p.
homer of the season, setting a in the ninth inning to complete home Rad Gaspar in the ninth
St. Louis, Briles 0-2 at Pittsmajor league record for the mo- the second no-hitter of his career Inning._ guy Wegener and also burgh, Veale 2-2, 8 p. in.
nth of April, and Bong Powell as the Cincinnati Reds romped pitched a five-hitter and took
San Diego, Kelley 1-2 at At'the loss for the Expos.
lanta, Reed 3-0, 8 p. M.
also homered for the Orioles, to a 10-0 victory.
Woody 'Fryman blanked ChiHouston, Wilson 1-2 at Cinwho scored their seventh victory
On Aug. 19, 1965, Maloney pitcago over the last seven innings cinnati, Merritt 1-2, 8 p.
In nine games. .
ched a 10-inning no-hitter to beat
to pitch the Cubs past the Phils.
Only games scheduled
Robinson's homer came after a the Chicago Cubs.
Richie Allen doubled in the tieFriday's Games
single by pitcher Dave McNally
While Maloney is celebrating
In the fifth inning while Powell his latest no-hitter, he'll have to breaking run in the fifth and New. York at Chicago
Mike Ryan homered for an in- Pitts at Montreal, night
homered in the eighth.
take it easy. Trainer Bill Cooper
Phila at St. Louis, night
surance run in the sixth.
.!'l don't know how serious
Tito Franc= drove in three San Diego at Cinci., night
Third Steal Home
the groin pull is but he won't be
runs with a two-run single in San Fran at Houston, night
able to 63 his running for three
the third and a run-scoring doub- Los Ang. at Atlanta, night
Rod Carew drove in two runs or four days."
le in the fifth as Atlanta topped
and scored two others, one on
Elsewhere, in the National LeAmerican League
his third steal of home of the ague, Philadelphia edged Chica- San Diego. Phil Niekro pitched
East
season, as the Twins scored go, 3-1, San Francisco blanked his fifth straight complete game
W. L. Pct. GB
their fifth straight win and 13th Los Angeles, 3-0, St. Louis beat and boosted his mark to 4-1. Baltimore
16 7 .695
In 17 games since losing four Pittsburgh, 8-1, after losing the
11 9 .550 3- %
Boston
straight to open the campaign. first game, 2-1, New York edged
New York 11 10 523 4
Tom Hall won his second game Montreal, 2-1, and Atlanta topped
12 11 .521 4
ST. LOUIS UPI - The St. Louis Wash.
with the relief help of Bob Miller San Diego, 6-3.
10 10 .500
Cardinals and the Pittsburgh St- Detroit
and Ron Perranoski while Gene
Cincinnati gave Maloney, now eelers of the National Football CieveLsnd
2 15 .118 11
Brabender suffered the loss.
. West
3-0, strong support with a nine- League will plan an exhibition
The Indians snapped a 10-game hit attack paced by Bobby Tolan,
American League
game at Norfolf, Va. on Saturday
losing streak and won their sec- who banged out three hits and night,
W. L. Pct. GB
Aug. 16.
ond game in 17 tries behind the drove in four runs. The Reds
Minnesota
13 7 650
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MSU Track NFL And AFL In Agreement
Team In Dual
MeetSaturday

been mane.
Commissioner Pete Rozell
indicated as much Wednesda
NEW YORK UPI - Now that when he said that both the Nat
the two professional football lea- ional and American Football Legues seem to agree on thelaast agues lean toward adopting
Oakland
11 8 .579 1%
method of realignment, the next new realignment plan for 197,
Chicago
8 8 .500 3
The Murray State track team step is to get everything on paper. which would balance the two lea
Kansas City 9 10 .474 3% will run Arkansas State in a dual
That might happen today when gues at 13 teams each by shift's
Seattle
7 11 .389 5
meet Saturday at Jonesboro, Ark. the two leagues meet jointly, three NFL teams to the AFL
Calif. "1." 6 10 .375
This proposal, if ad0Pted.wou
The meet will be only the third or it might not happen at all
dual for the Racers this season. this week. There are many ram- Id enable each league to keel
Wednesdays
In the first two, they beat Augus- ifications to consider. But at any Its identity- the thing that bob
Minn 6 Seattle 4
tans 98-47 and lost to Southeast rate, progress seems to have leagues seem to feel is of ut
Cleve 3 New York 0, night
most importance.
Missouri 75-70.
Wash 1 Boston 0, night
The big problem concernini
Last Saturday, the Racer 440
Bait 3 Detroit 2, night
the favored proposal Is gettini
relay won its event at the Indiana
an litly 3 Chicago 2, night
three teams to volunteer to job
University Relays with a time
9 Calif 4, night
of 41.9 and John Boyer woo the
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. UPI - the AFL. Rozelle, however, sat
javelin with a throw of 209-5. Leon Sandifer has announced his there were at least a half doze:
Todays Probable Pitchers
The Racers are still having resignation as head baseball coa- teams which had approached tan
•
All Times EDT
injury problems,numbering amo- ch at Austin Peay State Univer- with the idea of exploring sucl
Cleveland, Williams 0-3 at ng their wounded, sprinters Le- sity after 18 seasons at the soh a move.
Roy McGinnis and Larry Cole- ool.
New York, Bahnsen 0-5, 2 p.
Seattle, Barber 0-1 at Min- man and long jumper David HaSandifer, whose teams comnesota, Boswell 2-2, 2:50 p. in. zelwood. McGinnis reinjured hLs piled a 126-134 record prior to
MARE EVERY GRAVE
Chicago, liorlen 2-2 at Kan- leg at the IU Relays but may be this season, said he was stepping
sas City, Rooker 0-0, 2, 7 p.
able to run this weekend. Both down for health reasons. He will
Boston, Culp 4-0 at Washing- Coleman and Hazelwood appear remain as an instructor in the
ton, Moore 2-1, 7:30 p. m. to be nearing recovery, but Coa- athletic department.
Baltimore, Palmer 3-0 at De- ch Bill Cornell says he may hold
troit, McClain 3-3,- 9 p.
them out of competition for anoth- wnose concUtioning suffered whiOakland, Nash 3-1 at Califor- er week.
le he was injured, had a poor
nia. May 1-1, 11 p.
McGinnis and Coleman both time in the highs but turned in
Since 11111
run on the 440 and mile relays a strong lap for the 440 relay.
Friday's teames
In addition to the 100 and 220
Following the Arkansas State
dashes. Recently recovered from meet, the Racers will run WestBait at New York, night
leg injuries are hurdler Ed Smith ern Kentucky at Bowling Green,
Seattle at Oakland, night
BUILDERS OF FINE
Kan City at Calif 2, twi-night and halfmiler Al Hicks. Hicks had May 6, and Southern Illinois at
MEMORIALS
his best half of the season at IU, Carbondale, May 10. The Ctio
Cleveland at -Wash., night
Peeler White • Manager
a 1:54.4. He ran a time trial Valley Conference meet will be
Detroit at Boston, night
111 Maple St. 753-2512
Only games scheduled
half of 1:52.2 last week. Smith, May 16-17 at Bowling Green
By FRED MCMANE
UPI Sports Writer

moult.

Sailer Resigns

Murray Marble

Works
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Portable Now...
Built-in Later!
GENERAL ELECTRIC
FRONT LOAD
DISHWASHER
;2-Level Thoro-Wash with Power
Arm and Power Tower
• Power-Flo Mechanism
• Built-in Soft Food Disposer. No.
Hand Rinsing or Scrpping ....Just
Tip Off Large or Hard Scraps.
• Automatic Detergent Dispenser
• Exclusive Retracting Stabilizers
• "Handles-up" Silverware Basket
• Unicouple Connector

.1
NEW SHIPMENT MEN'S — A Real Good Selection

Best of Styles, Colors and Material.
Just what you are looking for!
MEN'S SUMMER

SUITS - - - - $3499 to $5999
1 TABLE MEN'S

ase

$2500 to $3500

Summer DiisElvS PANTS
$899 & $999

oo\

Regular $4.99 & $5.99

PAJAMAS
$299

MEN'S STAY PRESS
Never Need Ironing!

•

CASUAL PANTS
$599 & $699
MEN'S TIES
T S ,LECTION

'1.00

and

11.50

'2.00

'2.50

Tee Shirts - - - - 3 for $229
Knit Briefs----3 for 5229

•

$399

ONE TABLE

•

$249.95
19.1 Cubic Feet
In only
30/
1
2-Inch Space!

,NEW SHIPMENT
MEN'S SILK &"WOOL - A Real Bargain:

SUITS

General Electric

Portable
Color-TV

Economy
Washing

6000 BTU!
Choice of Five Colors

$6999

MEN'S DRESS HATS
Reg. $ 7.99
Reg. 9.95
Reg. 12.95

Sale 5.95
Sale 7.99
Sale 10.95

MEN'S NIT BRIE S
Sizes 34 to 40

$ 00

$299

BOY'S SOCKS
Crew Socks
Sport Socks

Rust Proof Case

Side-by-Side

Refrigerator
Freezer
•7 Day Meat Keeper
• Freezer Holds Up to 234 lbs.
• No Ellafrcsting Ever
• Rolls Out On Wheels
• Available in Avocado,
Coppartone. Harvest and White

.
Model TFF
19DE

Ne*Able Tv

MODEL WA 500U

AUTOMATIC

18

II DIAGONAL
MEASUREMENT

WASHER

• Big 100 sq. inch Picture
• Mobile eo lb. Lightweight

Spray rinse • Turbo-type
pump • Unbalance load control • Counter depth (25") •

• Sharp Natural Color
•Effioient Serviceability

Counter height (38") • Heavy
Duty Motor • Porcelain enamel

Model5m9276:5

cover, lid, tub and basket •
Positive water fill • Spiral
Activator?.

General Electric
-Fashionette 6000"
Air Conditioner
• Choice of five colorful
rustproof cases.
• Air exchanger. 4
rotary air directors.
• Use on any adequate.
115-volt household circuit.
Model AGKE6061:

$159.95

3 pr. 11.00
_ 59' & 79' pr.

Settle - Workman Company
•

Spinovers, hard-to-ramove drips
and spatters are immaculately
Cleaned — ELECTRICALLY. Has
spacious oven, clock, Automatic
Oven & Minute Timer and HiSpeed Catrod *surface units!
Available in White. Coppertone,
or Avocado.

ONE TABLE

GOOD SELECTION

MEN'S BELTS
$150
$1"
$250
$2"

SELF-CLEANING
OVEN RANGE

LOW, LOW PRICE

MEN'S GOOD QUALITY BROADCLOTH

CASUAL JEANS
S ecial! $3"

(IDDIES

I I isjJ

APPLIANCES•TELEVISION•STEREO

SPRING SALE

SIMMER SPORT COATS

iI

WHEY'S

210 .t Main Street
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Miss Mary Lyelle Balch Beco
Of Ronald Wayne Beshear In mes Bride
At The Frankfort Episcopal Ceremony
Church

rams 702-1011 or 753-4047

•

— BWLISSLy

otyied with a scalloped empire
waistline encircled by a moss
Veen grosgrain ribbon with
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Edmond
The T I
bow and streamers. She carTanninc
Oneice
Rome
lion
of
Ammar 1
ried a nosegay of pink roses.
One are the parents of a
Miss Shirley Cochran, bridedaughter, Jennifer Carel, weighMr, Joe D. Beshear served elect of Robert K. Martin, was
ing eight pounds five ounces,
his son as beat man. Ushers complimented with a delightborn on Thursday, April 10, at
were David Balch, brother of fully planned household showroch
the Murray-CALkrway County
the bride, Tony Cavanah and er held Thursday, April 24, at
or Pub imme•
Hospital.
Caters.
Ken Sheridan, cousins of the seven-thirty o'clock in the evenPete/sal grandparents art
groom and Gary Marshall of ing at the home of Mrs. James
NATIO
Mr. and ltre. Chrome Sleeks if
IL Washer on West Olive
Paducah.
Madero
Obese City, Tann, and nalles•
Street.
ShePhe
daught
For
her
er's wedding
nal grandparent* are Mr. MS
The gracious hostesses for
Mrs. Balch chose a pink knit
Babes
Mrs. A. D. Elkins of Farmingthe occesion • were Mrs. Wade
Tlieredee, sway 1
dress
matchi
with
ng
coat
ten
acRoute
One.
sociation of Childhood EdUcater, Mrs. Jack Cochran, Mrs.
A household Mower lee Mk.
• ••
cented by a delicate hat of Bob Cochran, and Mrs. Hub
las International Convention in
MTh& and Mrs. Ames Morris semi
seek flowers. She wore a white Perry.
Houston.
Month their 5ve children whom home
orchid corsage.
Mrs. Agnes McDaniel and
Miss Cochran chose to wear
Zones and coots were destroyed by
Mrs. Jewell Montgomery agreed
Mrs. Beshear, mother of the for the occasion a trousseau
fire will be held at the Dexter
to attend the Alpha Delta Kapgroom _chose for the occasion frock of cream colored linen atCommunity Center at 7:30 pm.
pa meeting at the National Edu•• •
aq aqua blue knit dress with tented with black pin. Her
A skrie show sod tea was held
cation Association Convention
matching whimsey and a white shoes were Meek and she was
The Dexter Hameenairets Club
by two sewing classes of the
in Philadelphia this summer.
orchid corsage completed, her presented • yellow daisy cormeet at the Conummity
Dr. Gwenodlyn Grossman re- Kirkaey 4./1 Club at the home
sage by the hostesses.
I I Center.
ensemble.
ported her reservations to at- of Mrs. Jewel MeCallon ea
Mrs. Clifton Cochran, mo• ••
Immediately following the ther of the honore
tend the tea at the Internation- Thursday, April 114.'
e, wore a
The Tenni and Censtry Homeceremony a reception was held green silk dress, and Mrs
al Reading Association ConvenThe girls modeled their shirts
makers Club will most at the
in
the
that
parish
tion
ad to visit headquarters in
they bed, node in their
hall of the George Martin of Princeton,
Dar home of Mrs. Anthem J0611110114
church.
Lamm City in May.
claims this you. '
mother ofthe groom-elect, was
salute 171.9 Magnolia, at TM p. n.
* ••
Girls in Mrs. MeCallon's elms
• ••
For traveling the bride wore attired in a gray knit dress
The
are Sandra Stark, Penny Higga kelly green d'ress with a scal- Their hostesses' gift corsages
P ryda The Garden Ihspdkamt of
ins, Janet Uarey, Melanie Norloped neckline,'jacket to were of bite carnations.
Supporting Role
will t the Murray Wawa% amb mast
wood, Barbara Pierce, and Chi
The bride-elect opened her
Conte: at the club
match, accented by navy blue
st ill p. se
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Clorir dy
M is This will be g..Most
-accessories and a white cyrn- many lovely and useful gifts
Leschman,one-time co-star ofthe
Members of Mrs. Ray Brooch's
e
are Meridiem
maker
bidftim orchid lifted from her including the steam iron, a gift
"Lassie" television series, will sewing.clase
are Skint Dixon.
of the hostesses.
Frank Kidt.
Mr. Kentoe Miller,
bridal
play a supporting role in
bbuque
t,
Diane
Rhoades, Sandra Bibb,
Refreshments were served
Mies Baby Slaspassi
return W. H. Mason, J.P. Murphy, L
Hall of Mirrors" starring
.After the wedding trip the trom the beautifully appointed
Paul Martha IkCallon, and Kathy
his pa W Panctsall, Aosi%silk *A- Rho Chinkr at their April Newman and Joanne
couple will be at home at table overlaid with a white linWoodward. Broach.
dolph Therms, L E. Keflavik. meeting mid tribute to Miss
.5.
The mothers of the this in
Coach Estates, Murray, Ken- en cloth and centered with an
and Guy Billingtoa.
Ruby Simpson by initiatint her
the classes were special guests
• ••
tucky.
arrangement of spring flowers
as on bavaney amber. Ont.
for the style show and tea.
The Lutheran Women's Mb- stetulalll OthtithIdnits to lie
The bride lit a junior at Mur. Yellow punch, individual cakes
Promot
• ••
ed
Amory League will
at in the field of edneetien are pert
.
3
ray State',University and'was nuts, and mints were served.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Gene
chapel /ounce of the Inmema- the qusilikeitlems for Ikneinry
recent
ly named "OtItstandingl Mrs. Jamie Washer and Mrs.
'7 Minutes
uel Church at 7:30 p. tn.
Membership mblek
eforerrad Evans has played some 190
Junior
English-Student" and Michael Sykes assisted the hos•••
HOLLYWOOD
tesses in serving.
by Alpha Delta Hama Icoolo servicemen roles in movies and
-(UPI) also
serves
as treasurer of the Thirty
Deal Members of Purchase Ares quarterstelevision as an enlisted mad, Richard Fleischer' will
persons were present
Women
Studen
's
Govern
t
ment. or sent gifts.
April Homemakers Club will meet at
MRS. RONALD WAYNE
but becomes a colonel in "There and direet the new IrvngCralcItie
Mks Simeon nerds tbie
cce
BOSNI
A*
The groom is a 1968 graduate
Rae 1 Thurman's Furniture tlerem, cognition by Ye geeinth
•••
novel. "7 Minutes,-efer
usal Was a Crooked Man."
°1206
of Murray State where he was
M urra Murray, at ten am. for spmeal dedication and
Ce cur).-Fox.
Misg Mary Lyelle Balch be- ing glowing white tapers lining
aninfailind
President of Sigma Nu FraNes. training for the lessons ea services. For twenty yaw she
•came the bride of Mr. Ronald the center aisle of the church
, ternity and Vibe-President of
Count "Trends In Home Furniabinp". was Chairman of the Depert.
Wayne Beshear • oh Saturday,
•••
The bride, given in marriage the student body. He is pres.
Fader
neat of Home Economies at
April 12, 1969 at 2:30 in the by her father, wore an
-Six girls were In the secOnd
Friday, May 2
Emma- ently employed on the fatuity
Msuway State University. Dui-afternoon' at the Episcopal dome original floor
year sewing clam of 4-11 Club.
conk The Senior Citizens will
length of Murray 1110 SchooL
at Mg this time she was state preChurch tn Frankfort, Ken- gown of candlelight
taught by Mrs. JeweilleCallon.
the sts at 12 noon at the Community shiest of the Kentucky Home
silk with'
tucky. Reverend Robert Insko venise lace accenting
Four lessons were conducted
The Center. Hostesses will be Mes- Economics Amociation; particithe em- Rehearsal Dinner
pe r formed the double-ring pire waistline, neck
by Mrs. McCalion for the girls
of fun dames Birdie Parker, Cilia pated in the State Department
and heart On Friday evenin
g, April to make cotton skirts.
ceremony.
Crawford, Jewel Parte, and Ed- regional research project and,
,shaped sleeves. The back was
They
;
11th the rehearsal dinner was were taught
na McReynolds.
how to lay • patset
The
consult
off
as
bride
ant
coordin
and
is
with
the
ator,
daught
silk
a
bow
er of
falling given by the groom's
••
parents, tern and the importance of folMr. and Mrs: David Lyelle to the hemline. Her veil of
set up a home economics exMr. and Mrs. Joe D. Beshear, lowing a guide sheet.
Church Women United of pansion progra
Balch, 122 State-Street, Frank- silk illusion fell in soft folds
m in 'turkey unat the Georgia Room in FrankMurray and Calloway County der the Interna
Girls in the class are Sandra
tional Coopera'feet, Kentucky. The gloom is ,to below the shoulders and
will have its May Fellowship tion Administration
fort, Kentucky.
Stark, Penny Higgins, Janet
.
the
was
son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
caught to a forward deDay program at the Immanuel
Usrey, Melanie Norwood, Bar-Her foresigte and leadership
D. Beshear, 237 Center Street, sign of venise lace. She car- The attractive tables were
_ . while Lutheran Church at 11 a. an. A were responsible for the
centered with silver candel- bars Pierengand Cindy Hill.
MurPrincet
ried
on.
a
bouque
potluck luncheon will be served.
t of white ors• • •
ray State University Child Deabras holding glowing green
•••
A program of pre-nuptial chids with white satin streamvelopment
Center
Progra
tapers
m
flanke
d
by
white
roses
The I nited States is the chid
Carter Elementary School
music was presented by the ers tied in love knots. The
which promotes the knowledge
. teCh will hold its annual
ipricot producing country in the
bride's only jewelry was a sin- and fern.
spring ma- and values of child growth
church organist.
end
Those attending were: Miss wed&
• from sk festival in the Murray High
The ceremony w a a per- gle strand of pearls, a gift'
family living education. In apSchool auditorium M4* a,n.
Mary Balch, Mr. Ronald W.
from
the
groom.
preciation for this work the
formed before an altar decor• ••
Miss Nancy Balch, sister of Beshear, Mr. and Mrs. Ddvid Gary Marshall, Mr. 'Avid
new building was officially deated with large baskets of
dicated and named the Ruby
the
bride, served as maid of Reich, Mr. Robert Balch, Miss Balch, Jr, Miss Linda Leroy,
white
majestic daisies and
Saturday, May 3
Nancy Balch, Rev. and Mrs. Miss Mary Stivers, Miss MarSimpson Child Development
honor.
She was attired in a
chrysanthemums with twelveDarby Day dinner deem Center in
DEAR ABBY: All of a sudden, my husband loves sailing
Robert 'mem, Mr. Tony Cav- tha Yates and Mr. and Mrs.
the fall of 1968.
floor
length
dress
branch
of
rose
brass
silk,
candel
abras
holdmil be Mid at the Oilaway
anah, Mr. Ken Sheridan, Mr. Joe D. Beshear.
She is active in social, civic, more than anything in the world. I thought it would be fun, but
SP)County Onida
y
ken and professional organizations after we got a boat I found that I was terrifie
versa Wel pm. In me
d
to go out on the
SAL
lake in it
offer ner will be catered Thedb- and activities. She travels ex
by the tensively and has just returned
Last
summer I really tried, but my stomach was tied
the m. "House of Grace" mod
in
nark from a tour of the Far East — knots every
"Hr will be byythe Four C.
time I was on the boat and I just couldn't.enjoy
Make :span, Hong Kong, and the
• to ben reaervatio& by May
myself.
2 with Phillipines.
My husband knows how I feel, but he just gets mad
Messrs and Meador:a Woodand
WA. fin Hataon, Gingles Wallis. Hostesses for the meeting says if I gave myself a chance
I'd learn to like it. Well, I have
were
Catheri
Mrs.
Hopkins
ne
,
swillI Charles Sexton, Vernon Stubtried; and I just can't. I think I should tell you that
my husband
"Yt blefield, Jr., John Quitter- Mrs. Jewell Montgomery, Mrs. never sailed before
we were married.
Mary Nenney, and Miss Barmous, Robert 0. Miller, kin bara Haggett
We've been married for three years and have
. Mrs. Harney pretwo little
ATI Livesay, or John J. Roach.
sented a lovely program of ones. I really love my husband, but I don't want to
•••
sail with
writte
slides and lecture about her
him.
"If
Sunday, May 4
recent lisys-Fnibright grant and
AnOther thing. Now he's talking about getting a
bigger boat
The Martins Chapel and Good trip to India. Mrs.-Clinton Row
for $5,000. Don't you think he's selfish to invest
that kind of
Shepherd MT will sponsor a lett reported attending the Al- money
Fri
in a hobby only HE enjoys?
Alan( hamburger
HATES SAILING
nipper et the Good pha Delta Kappa tea at the AsNet
argua Shepherd Church startin
g at
DEAR HATES: If you've baseatly tried to sail.
and eam't,
five p.m. Everyone is invited to Church.
yea sbenidn't be forced I. go I dee't knew
124
haw math year
•••
attend this supper. Price, $1.00
husban
d can afford to speed, but 115,M, seems high
all
far a bobby
for adults. and fifty cents for
Wednesday, May 7
only HE enjoys. I'd say year marriage was beaded
•Aildren under eight
for troubled
The ladies of the Oaks Counwaters,
se yen had better set sail for seine
3ril
•••
try Club will have • luncheon
marriage
Homecoming
singing and fashion show in the club aramelling.
and
by Slailied at North Fork Baptist lounge
at 12:15 p.m. Reservat11
-ir
.1
‘
DEAR ABBY - THIS MAN I'm going with
14 Chasth.
ions ISy be mode by calling
claims that be is
the
a-• '
Mra."bert Hendon 753-5714 a "CONFIRMED BACHELOR"—and there
isn't a woman
A t t4),..„_
ft4
at or Mrs. J. K. Garrison 753-5383 living who could change his mind.
Is this possible?
JAN
iaid
lag TIMIPist 111 MOM Ithinediat prior to May 5.
DEAR JAN; Yes. He's the kind of man
rat quoit
who is convinced
1969 VW Squareback Sedan. Automatic
ThI
that the only vital marriage was the one
*-ou
transmis1967 FORD Country Sedan Station Wagon.
that predneed km.
Autosion, 3500 actual miles.
lam Mars
matic, double power, air. Real nice,
The
DEAR ABBY: I have a real big crush
1968 VW Sedans. 5 to choose from
on a boy in one of
1968 CAD1LLACS (2). 'Ruff said.
my classes at school, but he doesn't seem
On
to have very much to
1968 VW Fastback. Air conditioning.
say to me, altho -he sure stares at me
'
In
1967 CHEVROLET Impala 4-Door Hardtop.
a lot when he doesn't
Autothink I know it. He spoke to me once in
went
1967 VW Sedans. 2 to choose from.
matic transmission and power Extra clean.
the hall last week when
he called the purse I was carrying a "fish
In
basket."
1.966 PONTIAC Bonneville 4-Door Hardtop.
1966 VW Sedan. Red with beautiful !Mack
Chia,
How can I let him know I would like
Air,
cus
to know him better? I
that
automatic, all power. Newest '66 in town!
interior.
don't want to be too pushy. We are both
15 LIKES KEVIN
scrap
1966 BUICK LaSabre 4-Door Hardtop. Air
1965 VW Sedans. 2 to choose from.
DEAR LIKES: You'll need. little
In
and
cooperation. Get one of
power. White, with blue interior.
year girl Meads to tell one at Kevin's
Build
bey friends that the girl
•
•
•
•
scram
with the "fhb basket" is in the market
1963 FORD Convertible. Local car
let a live one.
1968 FORD Contina Station Wagon. Automatic, 4Al Si
Automatic
transmission. Good shape.
cylinder. Priced to sell.
102 s
DEAR ABBY: Please be fair and
print this for us working
In
LOOK AT THIS! 1941 CHEVROLET Impala 4-Doe
wives who took such a lambasting from
1965 FORD Gal. 500 4-Door. Automatic, power, air.
r
down
a housefrau:
Sedan. "6" automatic. It's new! You must
With
only
one hour for lunch how would you
.
Local
one-ow
ner.
Real
an jut
sharp.
Fey
like
to
pull
up
it to believe it!
to a drive-in bank to get a check
Soviet
cashed and find yourself
behind some idiot housewife, conduct
A
ing all her banking for 00a
month?
Willis
fishne
Or at the supermarket when the
quick check-out counter is
of the
closed, you have only one item in your
hand, but the housewife
ahead of you stands there with
her overflowing basket
pretending not to notice. Thai after
all her groceries are
bagged she starts fishing around in
her purse for her pen and
WA
check book, and all those little discoun
t coupons!
er Vi
And while we're airing our pet
peeves, why do these
Hump
Bo
women wear their "7 children and
Ej QUALIFIED - SERVICE AND HONESTY Mr
10-room homes" hie a
b. in the
martyr's badge? These are hers by her
own choice, I hope.
(• the in
PLEDGE
Some working wives have as much
ermine
to do as she, PLUS a
full time, job. So what's the big
Hun • FIRST TIME TO
deal?
ASK li'OR PUBLIC OFFICIL .
Okay, Abby, I feel better now.
attend
Keep well.
prince
MARY IN DANBURY, CONN.
SHERIFF'S OFFICE OPEN SATURDAYS - 1411.84
Wales
Everybody has a problem. What's
Ameri
DAY
years? For a penises!
ugly write to Abby, Box
CeMWM
es7se. Les Angeles, Cal.
Meell, and
mart. • WHEN YOU CALL ME I WILL
aides/ a stamped. self-addressed
COME
eavelepe.
ist for
YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE APPRECIATED
Hate is write letters? Seed Cl te
•of Nor
Abby, Rex some, Les
Angeles, Cal. NMI, fee Abby's
W row '
booklet. "How to Write Leiters
— tinited
Democratic Primary May 27, 1949
kr All Occasions."
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Shirley Cochran Is
Honored At Shower
At Washer Home

Alpha Delta Kappa Rho Chapter Honors
Miss Ruby Simpson At April Meeting

Style Show & Tea
Held At Home Of
Mrs. McCallon

gr, will

of

Sewing Class 4-H
Has Four Meetings

Bi

1

His Boat Hobby
Makes Her Sick!
By Abigail Van Buren

HONEST DEALS
GOOD USED CARS
ON THE SPOT BANK FINANCING
and a

rn

•

100% GUARANTEE On Used Cars
at

stissmu

CARROLL V W , INC.

_shima

VOTE FOR

JOHN
WATSON

•

see

These Friendly and Courteous Personnel
are Eager to Serve You

Sheriff

Tommy Carroll
Bill Fields

You Always Buy With
Confidence at...

a

OPEN MON.& FRI.
TILL 7 P.M.

S.

1

Ed Carroll
Cletus Hubbs

cARM YOLK
SWAGON
800 Chestnut Street — Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-8850

0
.
1
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ley Cochran Is
iored At Shower
Washer Home
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Vietnam SENSING THENEWS

Shirley Cochran, brideof Robert K. Martin, was •
mented with a delighl.---aanned household show.
Thursday, April 24, at
hirty o'clock in the even.
the home of Mrs. James
aaher on West Olive

MURRAY. KENTUCKY
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By Thurman Sensing
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

Southern States Industrial Council

As

gracious hostesses f o r
mice were Mrs. Washrt. Jack Cochran, ME-1.
:ochran, and Mrs. Hub
Cochran chose to wear
e occasion a trousseau
cream colored linen acwith black pin. Her
were Mack Iliad she was
ied a yellow dairy cory the hostesses,
Clifton Cochlea, mof the honoree, wore a
silk dress, and Mrs
Martin of Princeton,
ofthe groom-elect, we,s,
in a gray knit dross.
hostesses' gift corsages
white carnations.
bride-elect opened her
lovely and useful gifts
ng the steam iron, a gift
hostesses.
eshments were served
he beautifully appointed
verlaid with a white linh and centered with an
ement of spring flowers
punch, individual cakes
ind mints were served
Jamie Washer and Mrs.
I Sykes assisted the /roan serving.
y persons were present
gifts.
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TIME FOR A CRACKDOWN

CHARGING N. VMS
DRIVEN SACK, LOSE
30 DEAD IN ATTACK
ON CAMPED TANKS
NIAR LAOS BORDER

SOVIET FIRING UST SOCKET SUNS
FROM HOME SOIL TO WO MI 1401TH
OF MIDWAY. LASTS UNTIE JUM IS

legislation that would make it
a federal crime to disrupt any
The issue of law and order, federally assisted college or unwhich played so large a part in iversity.
Tough state and federal legisthe presidential campaign, has
NORTH KOREA PROUDLY
become increasingly meaningful lation along this line most probPROCtAINS SHOOTING
DOWN U.S. NAVY SPY
to Americans in recent weeks ably is the best way to deal with
PLANS,
STRIFE ROCKS
11 ON WARD
as strife has worsened on the the organized minority of radical
IN TH1 S1A Of JAPAN
MONTSERRAT,
IN
FOOTSTEPS
campus and the prospect of ano- disruptionisis who are trying to
"
Of ANGUILLA
• .1,
.
ther "long, hot summer".worri- paralyze American education and
root out all patriotic values and
SAW
es many citizens.
00111111011111OUS
Perhaps the most shocking de- programs.
MOSS
CON00 AIR POICE FLAME
IS
Other types of action are needCIASMS IN CONGO RIVER,
INNIS
velopment of recent years was
CA/AlOOLA ANNOUNCES
KLUNG ALL 43 ASOARD
ect,
howeve
r,
to
deal
with career
the appearance on the Cornell
RELATIONS WITH U S
ARE IMO RESTORED
University campus, in Ithaca, agitators who organize virtual
N. Y. of a band of black militants wars against towns and cities,
who armed themselves with shot- who harass communities for moguns and rifles and required the nths over some absurd non-Issue.
university president, under dure- No reason exists why peaceful, and can deprive a community
Law-abiding communities sh- protect Americans against hared the idea of pre-trial detention
ss, to make a number of humilia- progressive communities should of needed revenue. Hospitals and ould have
protection against de- assment and danger, is the sy- of danger
ous hard-core criminting concessions. The picture of have to submit to weeks and mon- other vital community institutio- magogic
stem
individuals whose preaof preventive detention such als whose
freedom "presents a
campus hoodlums, carrying we- ths of marching in the streets and ns can be impeded in their works ching of
"non-violence" is sim- as Britain's Defenseof the Realm clear danger
to the community."
apons; unquestionably shocked Implied threats of riot. One re
re- - mercy and service by agitators ply a cover for
Act
has
engend
embod
ering
ied
acts
for
many yeaeven many liberals who in the sourceful agitator can cost a who fly in each weekend for mar- of violen
rs,
ce.
One
system
that
* * *
past have dreamed up all manner city hundreds of thousands of ches and demonstrations that po- states and
the federal governme- Indeed President Nixon in a
of excuses for campus protest- dollars in extra police payments se the danger of riot and arson nt may be
averag
The
e life span of
forced to adopt, to speech on crime in the District
on a large scale.
ers. Even the New York Times
of Columbia, already has advanc- beaver is 10 to 12 years.
compared the armed band to Nazi stormtroopers who attacked
German universities in Hitler's
rise to power.
It may be that the sickening
developments at Cornell provided a shock of recognition to
many liberals who have steadfastly refused to see any evil
or hear any evil 4n campus :
orders. Indeed.the latest round
ref riotous events already MS
produced some healthy reactions. The New York State Senate
unanimously approved a bill to
impose a year's jail sentence
and a $1,000 flne on anyone who
prevents college classes from
being held. Other state legislatures are considering similar bills, aimed at thwarting revolutionary organizations such as the
Students For A Democratic Society.
In Congress, U. S. Rep, Albert
W. Watson (R-SC) has called on
the House Committee on Internal
Security to investigate the Southern Student Organizing Committee (SSOC), which is trying to
foment strife in high schools as
It
well as colleges.
'PIE RWOOD
.
Another valuable step has been
FOR ST
...... We '
..i.,.,4• -'"A..-,
taken by Sen. Robert C. Byrd
4„. ..„....,""...i.
(D-West Va) who has introduced
.. -_-•••-•!... :
:.- '.. --':
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toTIME FOR A CRACKDOWN

GRASS FIRES TOUCH
Off 400 TOM OF
AMMO AT DA NANG

DA NANG

•

1401 AN

4

WAR'S LARGEST
ARMADA OF 132,
DROPS MORI THAN
I 000 TONS SOMIIS
ON REGROUPING
NORTH VIETNAMS
NEAR CAMBODIA

,•

SOUTH
VIETNAM

• ••

,ing Class 4-H
Four Meetings
girls were in the second
swing class of 4-H Club.
by Mrs. Jewel McCa/lon.
r lessons were conducted
s. McCallon for the girls
ike cotton skirts. They
Aught how to lay a patnd the importance of fol• guide sheet.
I in the class are Sandra
Penny Higgins, Janet
Melanie Norwood, Bar-ierce,gand Cindy Hill.
1. ••

1

FOR RESTFUL LIVING
• "SHERWOOD -FREW
Located Just Off Wiswell Road

80 HOMES1TES - 65 WOODED

Lots Average 100x200 feet
City Water and Natural Gas
1600 sq. ft. minimum on homes, excluding
garages, carports, patios

United :
.qate,, is the chief
producing country in the
SOON-TO-BE CARDINAL -- Cardinal - designate
Terence J
Cooke (right),

Marshall, Mr. Ellivid
Jr., Miss Linda Leroy,
Viary Silvers, Miss Marsites and Mr. and Mrs.
Beshear.

• •

archbishop of New York, and James
Cardinal
McIntyre, archbishop of Los
Angeles, share a laugh as they
arrive at Rome's Fiumicino Airpor
t. The 48-year-Old Archbishop Cooke is in Rome for
his investiture as cardinal.
Cardinal McIntyre is one of the
six surviving U.S. princes
of the Roman Catholic Church
.
(Cablephoto)
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Enjoy flat Spacious Feeling ...

MOBILE HOMES
6

AUCTION

1

CAMELOT
_1

SATURDAY, MAY 1 Mg 10:00 A.M.

FOE'S?

Mobile Homes • Campers • Trailers • Canopies
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY

A

(Located on old Clarksville Pike, directly behin
d Sears & McDonalds
on Ft. Campbell Blvd.)

Ion Wagon. Autoeal nice!

1.

a.

sr Hardtop. Autoper. Extra clean.

This sale is being conducted to reduce stock and mak
e
room for new lines for LAND, SEA, and AIR Trai
ler
Sales. All units being offered are new and leading
brand
names — with increased costs on this type inve
ntory, this
jean excellent opportunity to buy at a great redu
ction!
LAND, SEA and AIR Trailer Sales are giving
you a
chance to buy at your own price.

or Hardtop. Air,
st '66 in town,

INVENTORY

iardtop. Air and
erior.

• Mobile Homes
• Star Craft Campers
• Star Craft Trailers
• Holiday Esquire Pull
Trailer
• Holiday Truck Campers
• Hi Lo Trailers
• Man of War Truck
Campers

c a r Automatic

;.:'r Impala 4-Door
ew! You must see

XI PIGSWOOP

0

Lovely WoodedWooded Areas ...

Recreation Facilities — 2-Acre Park under construc
tion, 2 Paved Tennis Courts, Paved Bask
Court, Facilities for Horseback Riding, Playground,
etball
Short Driving Range.
— THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY FOR PLE
ASANT LIVING

ativ4 .

• Cavalier Truck Campers
• Richland Campers
• Mark Twain Truck
Canopies
• Stutz Bearcat Truck
Canopies
• Wards used Test
Campers

Sale To Be Held Rain or Shine
I • TERMS: Cash, cashier's or certified check, or
personal check w/bank letter of credit. Also there

Wide Roadways

Country Living Near Town
..'t

w ill be financing on ground available day of sale.

fAGON

GET A LOT FOR YOURSELF...BUY
OTHERS FOR AN INVESTMENT
Land Valties Going Up! You Can't Mak
e A Finer Investment!

Inspection invited prior to sale.
For information contact . . .

Ken- Morris Reality & Auction

ay, Ky.

g56-546

Skyline Drive

Hopkinsville, Ky.

.

Nb.

SHERWOOD FOREST

Bill Warren, Developer

_ ir 753-3782 Day- 753-4592 Nite
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whetting stone.
sand each day after their a revolutionary
military thanakha paste, allow it to dry
Grinding the bark on morning bath. Shops sell precut council),
Burmese have tinkered and brush.
sandstone produces a golden chunks of thanakha bark for with thanakha
wood.
Is it any wonder that in
yellow paste, which is the basic milady's toilet.
From its hard
cosmetic used by Burman
Experts say thanakha trees carved combs andwoods,artisans Burma poets have composed
pins to adorn ballads praising the thanakha
women.
may become extinct because women's hair,
rosary beads for tree?
Thanakha cream is applied to they are cut extensively without Buddhist
worshippe
face, neck, hands and fel It any systematic replanting or country kitchens rs, ladles for
and smoking
Most C.hineee
softens and perfumes the skin, cultivation.
pipes with fine grains in the
In California
By U BA THAN
and blends with perspiration
The tree .gonvs slowly. It bowls.
RANGOON (UPI) - into a golden sheen.
takes 10 to 15 years for a tree to
An old Burmese
LOS ANGELES (UPI) —
Thanakha makes an excellent
Ready -prepared thanakha reach its full height of about 10 malaria prescribes remedy for The latest
available census
a
broth
made
cosmetic. And it can be carted paste in the form of dried cake rf.et with a girth of about
12 by boiling thanakha leaves and figures show California has the
into smoking pipes, is prescribed can be purchased in the market. Inches.
salt.
largest Chinese population, more
for malaria and is just the thing But most Burmese women prefer
Since the middle ages when
And to remove oil stains from than 95,000, of any state in
to remove all stains from to make their own cream by kin p ruled Burma (now ruled
by clothes, dab the stain with the union.
clothing.
Thanakha a versatile tree,
grows wild in the hot, dry
jungles of central and northern
Burma, and few Burmese women
would be without it.
The cosine bark of the tree SLUGGO
produces the bask makeup used HAS
A
by most Burmese women. And
NEW
JOB
the tree's yellowish wood scented, tour'. sd closetrained
- has beer :rved for centuries
Into corn
hairpins and
smoking pink
In this Buddhist nation of 25
million people living between
Indochina and India, women
art the day with a strange
erase.
They take a chunk of bark
En a thanakha tree, wet it
ith water and grind it in a
'rcular motion on a polished

THURSDAY — MAY I HMO

Burmese Find
Many Gifts
From A Tree

e,

?fancy

FEEDING THE MIUTANTS—Artned militant students in control of the library building at Voorhees College in Denmark,
S.0 , reach through an open window for food brought by
supporters. The students are demanding establishment of a
Negro studies program. A rifle is visible at the left.

TRIANGLEI INN
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• CATFISH
• COUNTRY HAM
• STEAKS
Jet. OS & SO

Aurora, Ky.
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(UPI)—The Pennsylvania State
University is expanding its mushroom research facility here to
help Pennsylvania maintain its
position as the nation's largest
producer of mushrooms.
duell
ed 16968
2 PerPecn
enTolvfania
the 187million pound mushroom coop
for a cash value of $38.2 million.

by Ernie Busbmiller

BULLDOG
FOR SALE
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Memorial Wreaths and
--Arrangements ..

SAY IT WITH A

Ronessoloor your loved ones with one of these beautiful erresigements.
.7.

WREATHS

Kuhn's has a wonderful selection of Mothers
Day
Cards from which to choose.

r.

$100

9499

POTTED ARRANGEMENTS

$277 and $299

LADIES'
Cannon Bleached White Sheets

SLEEPWEAR

It

Twin Flat or Fitted __
ea. $1.88
Full Flat or Fitted _ _ ___ _ _ ea. $1.97
Matching Pillow Cases
— _ pair 88c

These crisp cool 65% Polyester
and 35% Cotton shift gown and
baby doll pajamas are just for
mother. Sizes — Small, Me.
dium, Large. Colors — Pink,
Blue, Maize.

Cannon Monticello Towels
BAROQUE VELURA JAQUARD—A new era of bath
fashion in Raspberry Ice, Moss Green, Tiger Uly Orange, Bross or Royal Blue.

Tra

Parisienne Velura Frosty Print

iet a

Right off an artist's palette and right into your both.
a touch of Paris in your bathroom. Choose from
Firefly Yellow, Fresh Pink or Celestial Blue.

124
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.he
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DREAM SONG VELURA PRINT

1

An old fashion bouquet of garden favorites in Vibrant
Pink, Blue Bells or Empire Bronze
Choose any of these styles:

;
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NYLON HOSE
Ladies Mesh,
400 - Noodle,
Credo H••I ,
Troo Run Guard
Top and Toe.

Clutch Bags,
French
Purses.
Many styles In
your choice of
groins and colors. Fine quality leather.

24x44 Fringed Bath Towel
16x28 Fringed Face Towel
12x12 Washcloth _ _
THE NEW

$1.88
$1.00
49c

orekci.

LUGGAGE SET

Use es • lightweight
portable Wow Sr
with Its ceavsehosa
&Ole stand. With
2/
1
2 qt. capecity
gloss mixing
Deposit Dyne - Teo
'ipso Soft/. Tyre triploshrente
plated
beaters &tit argoinsOk beano ekeMr. Gavotte& heel
met. Yew cholas of
White, Avecedo,

Oold. 441.

988

Includes ?nrain Case, Over
night Case and Pullman
Popular TrojciA's famous
Structo moulded shell coy
.red with durable vinyl
Soled from Blue, Charcoal
Gold or Green

• goisesionweeinsi
••••..

So gentle, so practical, especially for you Two shaving edge's
one for legs and one for underarms
Never a cut, never 'any irritation Fnioy shaving in
comfort at an unbelievably low price

YOUR
CHOICE

GENERAL
ELECTRIC
AM TABLE

RADIO
A Awe sound pos.
former
with sad
mete circuitry fee
high reliability pipe
InWerd meet Largo
4' slynatek speaker.
sot White Caleset.
•

ci

•

44•_

4

;DAY - WY' 1 ION
miag Project
'ERSITY PARK,j8e.
he Pennsylvania State
y is expanding its mushmarch facility here to
insylvania maintain its
as the nation's largest
of mushrooms
168, Pennsylvania proper cent of the 181pound mushroom et*
sit value of 838.2 mil-

ie Bushmiller
/7 /7 /
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PAGE SEVEN
THE LEDGER & TIME
S - MURRAY, KE
NTUCKY
there are problems.
THURSDAY - MAY 1, 1969
pulled off the computer
Both men stress, of course,
and Handle With Care
Army wortn is a term appli
the value of air conditioning
The first L .5. census reco
ed
rded
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (UPI)
installed when a home is being
SKOKIE, ILL. (UPI) - An pumped into the rest of the
3,929,214 persons.
- to a certain caterpillar.
West
buil
ern Air Lines gave
ding by fans through
built. The home is designed for Ingenious computer user has
extra
It and the cost is absorbed in the turned a liability. into an asset overhead ducts. The system also careful treatment recently to
uses
the
handl
heat
ing
that
mort
put
gage.
is expected to save up to
of an air cargo
out by the
By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS that about 2.8 million home
s
building's lights, by the bodie shipment from Thailand
$4,000 a year in heating bills.
Always a Way
s
addresNEW YORK (UPI) - More had central air conditioning in
of
the corporation's 70 sed to a local animal deale
Computer Management
While it takes a little more
than 900,000 central air 1963, representing 3.2 per
r.
cent planning to get
air conditioning Consultants Inc. has channeled employees and by four electric The manifest listed the contents
conditioning systems and some 3 of the market at that time:
*This installed in
coils
of
locat
the
ed
in
heat
container as four king
the building.
from its Honeywell Model
an existing house or
pion room units will be figure since has grown to
7 per apartment,
When CMC opened its new cobras, five Malayan
Holm said, there is a 200 computer into the heating
purchased this year for cent, representing abou
pit
t 4.5 way for any
build
ing in May, 1968, the four Russell's vipers, fourvipers,
system of the corporation's
situation.
residential use by people who million homes, he said.
mangrove snakes, one elephant trun
If there is a forced warm air 6,500-square-foot building in contractor predicted
If your family is among those
are remodeling homes, building
k
heating bill snake, 10
heating system in reasonably this Chicago suburb.
Tokay geckos, two
savings of from
new ones, or just thinking about planning to air condition,
$2,500 to rock
right good condition, a centr
pythons, four baby rock
The heat generated by a $4,000 on the basis
comfort.
al system
now is none too soon to
of the
start usually can be installed
without computer's densely-packed wires corporation's present pythons and four water moniIncreasingly, air cooling is planning. You'll get
Our best Color TV starts
your trouble. It also will
at $388.85
becoming as important as dealer's undivided atten
be less and speeding electric circuits, 1 2- ho ur-a-day, six -day week tors.
tion, his expensive than
doing the whole has been considered an computer operation. He
heating to home owners - and stocks will be complete and
COL
UMB
LS, 0.(UPI)- Sixsaid
you house with room units
, Holm unwanted side effect of savings would go up when CMC's ty students who couldn't meet
may even save a bit on price.
to apartment dwellers, too.
computer operations, although computer goes to
What will it cost? It depends, said.
The first home system was
a college entrance requirements are
If a house has steam or hot easily controlled by cooling round-the-clock,
cap igned for a Minneapolis of course, on just what type
312 No. 4th St.
seven-day week going to class at Ohio State UniPhone 753-5865
of water heat, there is more
this year.
of a units.
millionaire's mansion more than air conditioning is involved
versity in a new program aimed
- a problem because there
Durin
the
CMC
In
syst
g
is
no
em heat is
half a century ago by Willis H. central system or room units
the summer part of at helping them make up aca; a existing duct system. In
the computer's heat is
Carrier, father of air system installed in a new
some
Only
vented by demic deficiencies.
home. homes, Holm said,
10 exhaust fans,
Offers
it may be a personal inspection
conditioning. Today, according
Called "New Careers," the
and
of
the
the
THE
8-YEAR PRO-RATED PICTUR
E TUBE
to Melvin C. Holm, chairman of or in existing unconditioned relatively easy to install ducts in house, give you free, written building is cooled by two 15-ton program is conducted in cooperthe attic, basement, or both, so recommen
WARRANTY
Carrier Corp., residential air space.
dations and a cost air conditioning units mounted ation with Ohio State's School
- ONE FULL YEAR FREE SER
on the roof.
Roberts points out that, as that central cooling can be estimate. It is perf
conditioning accounts for close
of Social Work and the Columbus
VICE ectly
Metropolitan Area Community
40 per cent of all air residential air conditioning has utilized. Some dealers use legitimate - and wise Half
to
ord
James - Owner
* * *
Action Organization to prepare
nditioning volume for U.S. gained in ,popularity in recent fiberglass for the ductwork, he obtain bids from two or three
Bobby H. Wilson - TV Technici
an
uildings. The market's years, systems have been said.
stude
dealers. Be wary of any bid that
nts
for
respo
The
nsibl
e
jobs in
vorninent of Asia has an
When considering central air is greatly
;portant growth began in the introduced that have more
fields of mental health, welfare
out of line.
area of 17.139,445 squar
condi
miles
e
tioning, you probably will
. and correction
y 1950s, with homes moving capacity at lower price. He says
s.
to first place only a few years it costs a home owner today want to consider also automatic
humid
ifica
tion
to
cut
approximately 30 per cent leas
down on
o.
William H. Roberts, president to install central air conditioning winter dryness that afflicts most
home
s, and electronic air
f Borg-Warner Corporation's that it did five years ago.
Carrier's Holm says a typical cleaning to help control duct,
ork division, estimates that 25
30 per cent of all new homes three-bedroom house may take smoke, pollen and odors.
In homes where central air
being built with both heating two or three tons of cooling,
nd air conditioning systems. He depending on the size of the conditioning would involve
otes, too, the rapid growth of rooms and how hot it gets in the extensive tearing up of walls and
conditioning installations in area. The cost can run from ceilings, you'll want to 10 the
xisting dwellings. Estimates are $250 to $375 a ton, or higher if room unit route. Holm suggests
that, to get a good, objective
opinion on which would be most
satisfactory for your home, you
inquire of dealers who sell both
central and room air
conctitioning.
For apartments or homes
where room units are the
answer, your dealer can calculate
proper size, taking into account
factors such as room dimension,
exposure, and use.
Holm says the new, small-size
5,000-6,000 Btu models usually
are adequate for small
bedrooms. A larger bedroom or
moderate-size living room may
need 8,000 to 9,000 Btu's of
cooling and a big living room or
a kitchen may tall for an even
larger model.
Generally, the small, plug-in
units, can be installed by any
reasonably handy person. The
bigger units may call for
• Remote Throttle
professional installation,
Control Near Handle
especially through -the-wall
• Deep Drawn
models or those which require
special wiring. Wiring is a
Heavy Gauge
question, also, with central
Steel Deck
installations. Be sure your
• Durable Steel Wheels
household electrical capacity is
. 454144,2124
• Rear Grass Baffle
sufficient to handle the added
Prevents Grass
demand - or plan for the cost of
Clumping
rewiring as part of the job.
Whether you're installing
central or room air conditioning,
the right dealer is the key to
satisfaction. Ask neighbors and
Over 30 models including Rotaries,
friends who have had air
Riders, Self-Propelled, Hi-Wheel
conditioning installed about the
Models, Reels and Electric. Prices
dealers they used. Ask dealers to
start at..
give you the names of satisfied
STILL REMOTE FOR SIRHAN-Sentenced to death in
cnstomers and check up on these
e gas chamber (lower of the San Quentin Priso
n (tow
references. Look for well-known
San Quentin, Calif., for the assassination of Sen.
Robert
equipment names.
Kennedy, Firhan B. Sirhan (inset) possi
bly might not
In the case of central air
e there. What might save him, it Is believed,
is mounting
Sale
conditioning, or a room
tLment against capital punishment plus legal
Reaches Far Corners
appeals up
of Your Yard!
conditioning job of any size, a
to the Supreme Court.
Price
dealer should be willing to make

it's Time To Check
The Air Conditioning

Computerized Heat

SHOPPING FPR A

COLOR TV?

If so, shop with everyone ...
but be sure to shop with us!

TV Service Center
Curtis-Mathes

pring SALE
Powerful Briggs & Stratton 3 hp Engine

sand
ts
of flume beau-

ED ARRANGEMENTS

77 and

1

$
2
99k

OTHER MOWERS
Stn

Trade in Your Old
Mower Now!Save More!

LATH

CAMP STOOL

PICNIC

Reg. 984

GRILL 75-Ft. NOSE
Sale
Price

Admiral Appliance & TV

ID 437-5732

Handy for picnics and
cookouts! Even use it
in your fireplace! 13"
size grill. 60-337-7

Heavy canvas
seat. Folding
herd wood
frame.- 60-zoo- I

GENERAL
ELECTRIC
AM TABLE

45-108-2

WPM
TOOL:

RADIO
A fht• towel pee.
femme
with
sad
stets
circuitry *
high reliability pies
instant mead. tares,
4" emend( spooks,.
Seft While Ceihtet.

GAOLN
LO
E N IHERMOS®

Everything Now Discounted
ADMIRAL

ADMIRAL
DUPLEX -

22 Inch

CONSOLE TV
2 OnlY

FREEZERREFRIGR'TOR
Reg. $469.00

Now $229.95

Now 1399.95 w/t

Buy Now and Save!

Save $70.00

ADMIRAL

DISHWASHER
PORTABLE
12 setting Capacity

Now Only 1119.95
Save Now!
ADMIRAL

COLOR TV
20-inch Console
3 Only

Now 1444.95
Save $80.00!

FREE!
Win A beautiful
PRIZE
WANTED - 100 Women
to join our Grand Pgize
Campaign!
- PRIZES I. 3-Pc. Bedroom Set
2. Portable TV
3. Blender
4. Steam Iron
5. Mixer
6. Coffee Pot
7. Toaster
8. Radio
9. Electric Clock
10. Transistor Radio
.416

J
U
G
with

Spout

ADMIRAL
YOUR CHOICE

CHARCOAL
rePot
Bag

REFRIGR'TOR
RANGE or
FREEZER

497

40

Save

3-Piece Set

LIGHTER FLUID

sizi 33
Quart

Hickory blended briquettes. 60-337-3
Hickory Chips.
484

Reg. $199.95

Now '168.95

Flexible plastic nylon
reinforced.
Green with white strip
e.

Quick start. Won't flare
Up. 60436-9

Wood handled TrowA, Transplanter and
Cultivator. 43-119-11.

I iberglas insulation
R ust proof pl anti
- liner. 60-is941

1.00!

PITTSBURG

PAINT
Over 700 Colors
Interior Wall Pettit
Reg. $7.97

ICE

asir

20-Ft. Roll

Holds Twen0 2-oz. Battles,

TACKLE BOX
ADMIRAL
ROOM

AIR
CONDITIONER
Specially Priced at

$129.95
Buy Now and Save!

62-163-N

Lightweight
Foam
Plastic.
Convenient tubular aluminu
Idcat•for
picnics. 60- 164.

N•w Zebco $OO Reel.
Heavy Duty, Lightweight. 62-134-11_ _ _ _9.4
4

reAsco

Sale
. Price

•

p's

"My Buddy" 1 -tray
.
62-800-1

2-Tray Plastic lox.
62-504

3.34

40 Aluminum
Edging. 4' I'l " 1.97

Keeps grass- roots
from spreading.
44.169-1

USE OUR EASY
CREDIT OR...
BANKAMERICARD

AIL

e"

uriorwmosicsaiums...

PAQXLIGRr
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,
T191118 -UI
iurTrallIfy;
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we Caw
ni; Join Elliott, Rte.
Baby
Miss Rita Snyder, Rte. 6, MurTexas Preserves
A. B. Cloy; Sr., Rte. 1, Murray; Crt., Murray; re. Necie
Hicks, ray; Norman Smith, Rte. 1, Dex- Dinosaur Tracks
Mrs. Thelma Aline Morrison, Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs. Birdie
J. ter; Mrs. Lucille Atkins, Rte. 3,
Rte. 3, Murray, Miss DOoKLGar- Futrell, Rte. 5, Murray;
GLEN ROSE, Tex. (UPI)Orville Murray; Mrs. Martha Robertson,
ADULTS 100
land, 10'7 So. 9th St., Murray; Anderson, 500 No. 6th St, Mur- Ii Baby Boy, Rte.5,Murray;Glen The Texas Parks and Wildlife
NURSERY 7
Mrs. Dorothy Iziwise Lamb, Rte. ray; Hardie Williams,
Card, 917 Coldwater Ht, Mur- Department has purchased 347
APRIL 28, 1969
2, Murray; Mrs. Verna Lax, Dexter; L. 0. Dwaine', Rte. 1, ray; Mrs. Mollie Roger; 1'104 acres of land along the Paluxy
Rte. 6,
1304 °herby Dr., Murray; Mrs. Murray:
W. Main St., Murray;JoiutHeis; River to preserve the first eau
ADMISSIONS
ilean Butterworth, Rte, I. Mur(To Cony. Dir.) Rte. 1, LyunGro- ropod tracks discovered in the
ray; Mrs. Om Stephens, Rte.
DRIIESSALS
re; Mrs. lUmie G. Curd,(Expir- world.
Mrs. Kay Maraaao & Baby Boy, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Effie T. Vick.
The site will be converted
60. 110th St., Murray:
Rte. 2, No. 16th St., Murray; Miss rey, 822 No. 19th St, Murray; Miss
Shelia
a "Dinosaur Tracks Stat
to
Eldridge,
Rte. 5,
Sharon Webster, Box 1000, Hart Master George M. Ligon, 1504 Murray;
Park." The .Paluxy Riverloed
George Weeks, Rte. I,
Han . MSU, Murray; Jimmy Bu- Cardinal Lane, Murray;
Baby Murray; Wee Deaaa Canter Rte.
contains tracks of three 11Am
cy, Rte. 5, Murray; Mrs. Louise
Arizona is known as "The of pre-historic dinosaurs.
Boy
Johnston. BOX 94. Dexter: l.
Collie. 819 Lieber St.. HeaderdilGL.Yne
Reili
te...11 Mts. Ethel
ear Tem. Grand Canyon State."
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Hospital Report

1145 IS MI/
"FIR47 DAY OF
MAY" DANCE

,. STRANDS OF BLUE cultured pearls are
intermingled with textured 18 karat gold
beads and gold chains then dangle-looped
in front Award Redpiept: Henry Dunay

IT DIFFERS ONLY SLAW&
FROM /141"FiRST DAY OF FALL"
DANCE,(014104 DIFFERS ALSO
ONLY SLIalTLY FROM MY'FIRST
DAY OF SPRING" DANCE ...

OTASCO

BAROQUE BIWA pearls and diamonds
literally explode from abstract 18 karat
sunburst choker designed specifically for
!ate-day or evening wear. By Henry Dunay.

CING

4SU1PE1R N
E
PREMIUM

Cultuml,Tecutt AugutdA

4P

By TAD ROWADY

JEWELRY designers have
really started a revolution all
their own as evidenced in the
entries submitted in the fourth
annual cultured pearl jewelry
design contest spor.sored by
the Cultured Pearl Association.

BRUNS:WIC

They did more titan just trends are many and pearls
provide pretty settings for were used in rings. necklaces,
jewels, they created designs belts, bracelets and pins.
with bolriness. sophistication
The four award designs
and flair. Cultured pearls, of •hown here were selected an,
course, in every imaginable typical of some of the excitecolor, shape and size sound the ment that was created by the
keynote of this collection The competing designers.

POLYESTER CORD

* MASSIVE WIDE TREAD
25% WIDER, 15% DEEPER than most premium mos
Groot for fraction I Groot for Instant sle•ring response!

-* NEW 78 SERIES PROFILE
* TWIN TRIM-LINE WHITEWALLS
Scu4ptvrod sidmvolls. Th• modern
style trend for all generations, all cars!

* IMPROVED DOUBLE CHLOROBUTYL
TUBELESS LINER! Holds air bettor, *nom.
SZE
7.00.13
E78-14-7.35x14

' Passenger Tire Guarantee

1178-11-7.75.11

• Crewe...re oseene I mai Neese& sesd selects les lee
•fe & 0.• armload need tf fire fails, see a.et ewe space,
I•nal It floe or mese. 4. ,
.o'•e
fer del treed
were On 0 pro-rasa shore al she •adiamee pros else los
• Guaranteed enpoest wear-out for a spoofed rooretkop 04
04,0, 14 need avers me•OM pens{ we ell replace
(t.0**(110ail "at ra«ssot eschonge wee len -se* deflor
eicereowe sen sos

G711-14-8.230/
M78-14-8.5304
G71-13-8.1505
1178-13-11.450.5

SALI PRICI
27.95
31.95
33.95
35.95

get Tex
1.94

37.95
35.95
37.95

2.89

2.11

2.54
2.66

2.62
2.85

Per ••••• wedge* inele•ed
•AI eee• Ors ••• a el/ lee

QUALITY AUTO PARTS AT LOW LOW PRICES!
SAVE ON Wife HEAVY DUTY

&We BONDED

MUFFLERS BRAKE SHOES
• Guaranteed in Writing
as long as You Own
Your Car!

31
at

For 4 Wheels •
597

TEXTURED 111 KARAT gold forms ultrawide cuffed bracelet studded in charming
abstract design withcream color cultured
pearls. Award Recipient Klaus Muret

Special!
Installation
$8 a set

LOW
EASY
TERMS

NECKLACE CENTER of 18 karat gold
bamboo twigs set with cultured pearls.
emeralds and sapphires is detachable and.
can be used as a tiara. By Barbara Anton

most mei

MAKE Of CAR

SAUI Paso

5.94

$.44

Ply. 'S265 6-cyl

S44

10.84

8.54

1 1.54

9.74

12.44

12-299/311

Alintane 63- 66 Seale
3464 (most)

F.4

--..--

Porde= 65-65 Sege
PICK-UP TRUCK 114UPCIARS
Feed 41- 60
Feed 61- 61I
Chos 3062
Dors 6367

11.64

13.99

5.94
8.84

S44
1 1.54

5.74

5.24

8.54

11.24

OTASCO
MORE MUSCLE TO PROTECT SPY MISSIONS U.S. sailorii ash
New Jeriey. the world's only active battletkagon. docks at the
suka. Japan. to lend its muscle to the American armada gatheri
U.S. reconnaissance fligh s Inset is Rear Attn. Malcolm W. Ca
conimander of the specia task force.

• • 1

as the bsittleShip
al Base -at Yokof Korea to ;Srotect
Grand:lonction.Colo.
(Radios/sofa)

RHAM
P

Valiant 60-66 6-cyl
Lances 61-62 6-cyl
Dort 63-66 6-(yf.
Polcsie-Castiee 6063 Reit

Cliee '34.66 (mote)
Chevell• 44 67
Ford 65- 67(.00)

Replace worn, unsafe
brake shoes now! Genuine
Bonded Brake Scies give
25% more braking area;
.. 50% more lining depth.

MUFFLER GUARANTEE
Lenellole Pnefllers on. gsranenesed
repornot defects on rnoterelli.
.
04eseonierp. blowoos on ruseeeis for
as long os y041 Ow. yew Cur. It.
•••••••1 0, °deo, reseed by ..y.4
thes• ••f•<11 /Own onefflor on
year clef ond •I erre be repleced
It.. ef chore* (Does not rover
onsteRation charge I

• QUALM DESIGNED
EXTERIOR, wi* s
mom coolIngs of Mom
,1110V•1. coirethoo, loof
sort sir* lo swum
lampor muffler weer.
• SAFETY ENGINEERED
• wi*
Hoorlhmsholl
* prow& 111411111101114111 looks

RIDE

ELI MINATE
riding.
• Bouncing wheels
that
don't give you safe,
quick stops
• Up to 30%
excessive
tire wear.
• Bumpy, rough

(A) Original Equipment Type
For most cars
11604)

BEL-AIR
SHOPPING CENTER

OVER 470 STORES TO SERVE YOU!

SHOCKS
(A)

• QUALITY DESIGNED
INTERIOR wills
irmr4m1 supports

PHONE 753-8391
4•

FOR A SMOOTHER MEP

USE OUR EASY
CREDIT OR
!BANK AME ;Or AR)

WE INSTALL
only 994
pw lee&
NNW tel

(8) Golden Ultra
Heavy Duty Shocks
50% more working capacity than original
equipment! Smoother,
safer riding under
all
driving conditions.
I2
4.40 669.7

_

•
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DAY - MAY 1. 1969
gems
Tracks
ROSE, Tex. (UPI)as Parks and Wildlife
ml has purchmed 347
land along the Paluxy
preserve the first sauacks discovered in the
iite will be converted
)inosaur Tracks Stat
The .Paluxy River jied
tracks of three erPes
itoric dinosaurs.

Wps ht. Schulz
P4 I HAVE A HARP
16 THEM APART...

PAGZ NIKE
a
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TIMES - MURRAY.
KENTUCKY

THURSDAY - MAY 1, 1989

RESOLUTION ON THE
FOR SALE
and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED
NEW HEAVY DUTY disc bladPASSING OF
THAT:
es. Coulter blades and plow
A copy of these resolutions
LULU YOUNG
points. Get our price before you
be pieced in the log a the
buy. Vinson Tractor Company, WHEREASMurray High School Chapter
753-4802.
May-1-C
Lulu Young was an affect- of Future Homem
akers of
GREY NIGHTCRAWLERS and ive member of the Murray America, thst copies be supM.? WAPITIID
RIIAL ASTATI POR SALMI
High
School
Future Homeasak- plied to the local press, and
Red Worms. Be sure and try
REAL MATS POR SALO
POI SALE
l'OUR-BEDROOM brick home at WANTED:
Experienced block
these Grey Nightcrawlers! For ers of America and an active that one be presented to Mr.
q500 Sharp Street. Kay at 205% maim. 'hip
participant in all of it's activi- and Mrs. Alfred
SET OF World Book Encyclo- this vicinit
pay Pismo 753- GOOD FRAME Horne and 26 HOUSE IN
y the Grey NightYoung, her
KEENELAND Sub- pedias.
No. 10th Si lb rant contact 8142.
Phone 4874881 between crawlers are very new. They are ties for two and one,half years, devoted parents.
acres near South Pleasant divisio
n. HAS central heat and 12 noon
Bob Gass, 1616 S. W. 10th Si,
and
GIV3Ve
and
Churah
5:00
p. m. TENC resistant to heat and to cold.
. This anall farm air; carpeting,
Pt Lauderdale, na. nose 634 WANTED, night waitress.
1% baths, 3 bedCommittee:
AP- has lb acres corn base and .46
For your bait needs, Call 751 WHEREAS:
6341.
TYC ply in week Trenbolint Drive- dark tobacco belie. An extra rooms and family room-kitchen SPINET PIANO. Wanted, re- 2460,
or
see
Lee
Smith
on the
In, 12th and Clbeatiut.
combination with built in ap- sPonsible party be take over
Celia Simmons
Lulu Young had earned
good value. Price only $15,- pliance
NEW BRICK duplex. Two beds. Phone 753-7523. M-2-C low monthly payments on a New Concord Highway. Watch Junior and Chapter
Paula
Owen
500.00.
WANT
for
ED:
the signs.
rooms, central best and airExperienced painter
TOM and had completed one
apinet piano. Can be seen loMary Eva Wells
conditioning, carpeted, large full or part time. Good pay. GOOD Tbree-Bedrooen brick BY OWNER: 3-bedroom brick cally.
the
requir
ements for the
Write Credit Manager, TWO-BEDROOM 1964 Pacemakveneer home, 1.609 Belmont. in Kirksey. Has wall-to-wail carclosets and storage. Available Phone 753-8350.
Jenrie Barker
P. 0. Box 276, Shelbyville, In- er trailee, 10' x 50'
degree, and
Built under F. H. A. supervis- pet, birch cabinets, bulk-In
with
porch.
now. Phone 753-4575 before
apITC
diana.
WHERE
AS:
AVON
Priced
to
CALLING! Increased de- ion. Hos living room, den, kit- pliances with dishwa
sell. Phone 492-8534
490 a co or after 4:30 p. m.
sher. Den,
Lulu Young had faithfully
mand and newly created terri- chen with G. E. range
after 5:00 p. m. for information.
living
room,
and
dining room and
11-1 tories call for more
served the Murray High School
The Mariana Trench in use
Representa- oven. Ceramic tiled bath, util- utility room, carport and cera- TOBACCO STICKS, 5e each,
M-2-C Future
Homemakers of Amer- Pacific , Ocean is the deepest
AIR
CONDIONED
„ tives! Serve customers in terri- ity, airoonditioned, antenna mic bath. Two acres of land. Kennedy Leaf Tobacco Com- AKC
BASSETT Hounds. Good ica Chapter as Historian dur- point in the world - 36, 198 feet.
pany, Mayfield, Phone 247-2682.
with kitchen. Room for four tory of your own. Act at once! and drapes included. Price only Phone 489-296
3.
bloodlines with excellent mark- ing the previous school year
a a .11.
girls Available for summer and For interview in your home. $17,900.00.
ii. Ready May 22. See at 802 and was elected to the
fall semesters, 307 So. 13th Si write or oall Mrs. Evelyn L.
office
WHY
THREE CHOICE acres, o
NOT OWN your own USED SPINET PIANO. Reed North 20th or call 753-7964, of Treasurer for the
current
M-2-C Brown, Avon Mgr., Diet 440, blacktop. Three miles N. E. home or camp on the
The first sign of the zodiac,is
lake in Music, Benton (off Hwy. 58) 527- Charles Homra.
Shady Grove Road, Marion, Ky.
M-3-C year, and
Aries.
of Murray. One mile north beautiful Pationasna Shores. 8955. Open evenings and SunTWO-BEDROOM trailer. Pana- 42064. Phone
WHERE
AS:
965-3363.
14 FT JON BOAT with 9 H. P.
of Lake Side Stop Grocery on Two bedrooms completely fur- day afternoons also.
ma= Shores. $86.00 a month.
Lulu Young departed this
M-31-C engine
. Phone 753-8281. M-6-C life on
Van Cleave Road. This is real nished except diahes and linMarried couple, child 0. K.,
March 6, thus removing
GIRLS
CLOTH
ES,
infants
throens.
proper
Has TV and air conditionty, sowed down and has
1967 BRLDGESTONE 175 mo- from our midst her warm and
M-1-P WANTED: Experienced weldugh
size
years.
2
Phone 753- tor.
50 sturdy oaks to supply shade er, central heating. Price
er. Apply at Five
In good condition. Phone cheerful personality and deTHREE-BEDROOM brick house ing Shop. Phone Points Weld- and beauty. Price
1380.
M-1-C 435-63
priving us of the pleasure and
$5,000.00 $6950.00. Phone 4364469.
753-4629.
12.
1TP
pa Kentucky Lake, Blood River
BEAUTIFUL three - bedroom
profit of her continued activity
M-3
FRIGI
-C
DAIRE
top
loader
portarea. Large lawn, double mobrick bane, four miles north'
in our organization, now thereable dish washer, $73.00le:wt. All new. 900 feet from
Call BEIGE VINYL recliner, table fore be it
of Murray on three acres.
resolved
and six chairs, desk and china
753-7500.
AUTOM
M-1-C
OSILE
S
waters edge. Call 438-2323 for
POR
SALO
Speciotis rooms. Living room
closet. Phone 753-21320. M-3-C THAT:
appointment. Available May 1. RUGS a sight? Compimy com- has fireplace. Family room, and
1960 OLDSMOBILE 4-door hard- 1969 TWIN NEEDLE sewing machine in new cabinet. Makes SPINET PIANO. We would like The Murray High School
M-1-C ing? Clean them right with Blue kitchen panelled. Nice cabi- top, power steering,
power
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer nets, built-in range, large cerbrakes, radio. Local oar. Phone buttonholes, sews on buttons, to contact local reliable person Chapter of Future Homemakers
[GA STORE building and equip- $1. Wester
n Alto Store. MS-C amic bath, utility, electric heat. 753-81
monograms, overcoats seems, ap- to assume payments. Must have of America recognizes the ir63.
most at Hardin. Phone 854If-1-C
pliques, IBMS fancy stitches- good credit references. Write: reparable low to its work reBLUE LUSTRE not only rids Garage, two air-conditioners
87.
M-5-F
er
cravat; of soil but leaves pile and drapes. City water, good 1964 AUSTIN-HEALY Sprite, Twenty-five year guarantee. Dealers Credit, Box 4307, St. sulting from the passing of
well. Facilities for cattle, $550.00. 1988 M. G. Midget, Paycash balance, $34.14 or $1.45 Louis, Missouri-43123.
NEWLY REMODELED apart- soft and Lofty.
1TC Lulu Young, and
Rent electric horses, hogs.
ment, completely furnished, car- shampooer.
Storage and ham $900.00. Call 753-7500 after weekly. No down payment neTHAT:
$1. Big K
113-C house built of Redwood. This 5:00 p. m.
peted, air conditioned. Avail. For free home trial call 12' x 18' BEIGE carpet with The membership of the Mur11-1-C
brand new pad, both for $75.00 ray High
FOR ALL KINDS of building fine place offers -the best
able May 24. For further
Padumh 442-8805. collect.
School Chapter of
inCall 753-6477 after 5:00 p. m., Future Homem
1951 NAS.H. Runs well, $85.00.
jobs, new homes, lake cottages, Price $27,500.00.
ionisation phone 753-8240.
.
akers of AmerM-5-C
753-25
03
after
5:00
M-3-C ica deeply regrets the termirtaremodeling, roofing. large or WE HAVE the Euin Grogan
p. m. M-2-P
ita-c
small repairs. Free estimstes Perm near Shiloh. 140 acres 1963
tion of the beautiful friendFORD Country Squire sta- LATE MODEL Singer Zig-Zag
BRICK DUPLEX, 4d-bedrooms 17 years experi
WANTIED TO WY
ship enjoyed with Lulu Young, KEPT HIS WORD-President
ence. Phone 481)- with 50 acres open lend. 40 tion wagon. T-Bird
with large ()keels, buikth range 2963.
390 engine in console. Makes buttonholes,
expressing, at the same time, Charles de Gaulle, who kept
114-C acres in bottom. Has one mod- power and air. Five new tires., sews on button sews
and oven, air conditioner and
s,
over pins, WANTED: Used chest of draw our gratitude for
ern home and another house.
his vow to resign if his prothe privilege
=
blind hems and sews many KS, good condition, reasonably
atm.em
.:
ery. nice, $90.00. FOR RENTAL typewriters and Good tobacco barn, two wells, Oneowner. $395.00. Call
of knowing her during her
posed Constitutional reforms
adding machines, visit the Led- 13 acre corn
7992.
priced.
teacy
Phone
fashio
designs
n
753-19
necesA
.
18
and
ask sojourn 'with us, and
M-2-C
base; 1.44 dark
M-2-C ger
were rejected at the polls,
and Times Office Supply tobacco base;
sky for the fashion minded for Mary, before 5:00 p. m. THAT:
one-half acre
has retired to his country esTHREE-BEDROOM brick house Store.
homem
aker. Fifteen year guar"Or or
TFNC A moment of silence in mem- tate
Burley base. Contact us for furin Colombey-les-deuxnear
University.
antee. Full price, $51.91 or $5.45
Available
ther details.
WANT
ED:
Play
pen,
high
WANTIID TO RENT
chair, ory of Lulu Young be observed Eglises. He is 78. S en ate
now. Contact owner at 1709 SYLVIA CARRICO of The TWO ACRES
month.
per
For
free
home
trial
with well, four
at the 1968-69 annual Mother- President Alain
Hairdresser Beauty Salon, 202
Calkswey.
Poher autocall Paducah 442-8605, collect. and baby bed. Call 753-8552. Daught
er banquet of the Mur- matically
South 6th Street is proud to an- miles south of Murray near WANTED: One or two-bedroom
M-1-C
succeeded De
114C
LOST AND POUND
ray High School Chapter a-Fu- Gaulle
nounce.. she is the sole owner. Locust Grove Baptist Church. unfurnished house out of city
until a presidential
Price only $2,750.00.
limits on paved road. Must have MUST SELL 1968 Honda, 90 WANTED: Used baby stroller ture Homemakers of America,
election can be scheduled.
LOST: Brown malt, 3 months Sylvia, along with Wanda Nolin, NEW THRE
with
adjust
E-B
able
runnin
EDROO
seat
positio
g water and bath. Rent Scrambler, 3,700 miles with exM brick
Pam Woods and Lynda Chaney
n
old. Taken out of cage.
Phone 753-2485.
in Fairview Acres. A well built reasonable. Phone 753-1916 be- tras. Call 753-45
M-2-C
26 after 6:00
rens pot. If found, call 753- Invite you to call 753-3530 now home with
large living 'room. -fors 5:00 p m., and ask for p. m. Make offer.
for your appointment.
M-2-C Family room,
WILL BUY AKC puppy litters.,
. Reward.
woo
ROSSWORD PUZZLE
kitchen with Mary.
Answ b"estsrdiY.$ Purzie
TFINIC
M-3-C
built-in G. E. range and oven.
REDUCED for quick sale, male Phone 753-7664.
ACROSS
ULIN
OflUta 00110
6-Dregs
Large ceramic bath and oneSiamese kitten. Phone 753-7770.
00E MOU0
7-Peesessive
half bath. Electric heat, utility,
1-Long,
pronoun
MBIR MMIBBOONMU
Sill/ICES °PPM=
deep cut
8-Preposition
carport and storage. ThreeLIMN
6-Climbing plant
9-Sea nymph
1965 HONDA 90, $100.00. 1946 MINISTER WOULD like
OB M99 UMBO
fourth acre lot. Possession
to wax 11-Pieces of
10-Rugged
Chevrolet, 2 door sedan, $75.00. your car. $5.00 per
MOGI
MUT
dinnerwa
re
121SUBC
with deed. Price $18,500.00.
mountain
car and you
13-Improve
ø
L11Ü 2011U 2O
Phone 436-2379.
crest
II-1-C furnish wax. Will do a nice job. 14.
85 ACRE FARM. Approokoateo
Babylonian
MBEM
12-Mareli birds
IU MO OMB
ly three-fourths Mile hIlinctorr
dertv
Will do other aid jobs also.
13-Wagers
CUB OB
15-New
114-111hera
frontage. With many good
ONE-ROOM HOUSE on lake. 489-2323.
UBEri
lif-l-P
Englanders
19-Deafen
UMW-I1RE:3
building sites. Eight
17-Note of 'calk
nor]
70% completed To be moved,
21-Quarrel
miles
maw [MOGNI UMM
18-Danis1, land
23-Babylonian
from Murray near the lake.
$300.00. Blood River Boat Dock. MCMILLEN SPECIALTY Welddivision
MOM
U(161
hero
9
ing. Heliarc welding. SpecializFifty acres sowed down and
20-Food
ROACHES
M-1-P ing in all
25-klam's name
types of aluminum
Wftrom
27-Printer's
fenced. Has 9 acre corn base.
Carry Germs
32-Arrovi
43-Proposition
21-Damp
MATTRESS and Springs $20.00. welding. Phone 753-7295.
measure (pl.)
33 Weirder
Running water year around and
SPIDERS
22-Unusual
28-North
44-Capuchin
34-Room
Bassett dining room set, table
24-Footlike part
H-M-3-C
priced at only $10,500.00.
American
Are Poison
35.Don.,
monkey
25-Great Lake
and six chairs, $175.00. Phone
tree
THREE-BEDROOM frame home
37-Depressions
TERMITES
26-Glossy
47-Artificial
30-Disconcert
39-C
753-26
rate
69.
111-1-C
fabric
with
electri
c heat, on Watkins
Eat Your Home
language
(c911004
40-Trade
Partial Settlement of the Esta
211-Merry
31-Mere
te of
Street, Hardin, Ky. Downstairs
for
49-A continent
ANTIQUE white bedspread.
29-Obstructs
torrid
money
Locall
hes living room, kitchen, two
y owned and operat- Boys
(abbr )
30-Devastate
EXCHANGE PITCHERS
e 6 clothes. Girls size
J. D. Peterson
31-Chickens
1 2 3 4 5 .1.?.::.:.::::::fin. 6
bedrooms, hall and bath moon. ed for 20 years. We can be 6 dresses All good
32-Harm
7 8 9 10
articles
.
One upstairs bedroom. All reached 24 hours a day
14-Rail bird
*.:•_....' i':*
priced reasonable. Phone 753
35-0bese
'12 6.9.4BI
All downstairs carpeted. Price
INDIANAPOLIS UPI - The Cin- 36-W
3903.
M-3-C
inter
Call
WV
Today
I=
For FREE
14
$11,000.00.
4).:4,113
vehicle
cinnati Reds and the Indianapolis
16
Inspection
38-Liquid
Birch, Benton, Kentucky
ONE GOOD used tiller. Two Indians have
WE HAVE A number of good
iill
exchan
ged righthaPhone 753-3914
measure
19 :::::: 20
power mowers. Bilbrey's Car nded pitchers,
lots with and Without trees in
71
(pl. abbr.)
The Reds assignThis sale is Just the first day of a two-d
•:•?•:
Membe
+X
r
Chamb
er
of
& Home Supply, 210 E. Main ed Mel Queen
39-Vehic
Lynnwood Moto and' Fairay affair.
23 :•:•24
to the minor league 41-Beforeles
Commerce and Builders
In case of rain, sales will be postponed
.
9....:
Street. Phone 753-5617. M-3-C team and
view Acres
one week.
.11.1...1
42-Near
recalle
d
Johri
Associa
4)81(26
tion.
Norieg
LCP-19
a.
;
The second day's sale will be held May 10, 1969,
5
•:•.7:: 28
FULTO
43
N
-Fights
YOUN
G Realty, 46
:3,:.7";
and
Queen
was
1-0
23
FT.
with
Chris Cret, 85 h. p. Merthe Reds, 45-Preposition
;NRR
will ineclude many valuable antiques.
Maple Streets, Murray, Ky.
mury motor and trailer. Phone Noriega was 0-1 with Indianapolis 46-Cherrylike
3..X/
Fi•
OS
Office phone 753-7333. Fulton
A
color
M3°
44.•:•::X
753-8674 after 5:00 p. m. M-3-C but had a 1.00 ERA.
PARTIAL LISTING (May 3) Refrigerat
3l
48-Kite
Sire: 3;
Young, home phone, 753-046,
or - Stove 33 ;IV:
50-Wear
04'
Pots dz Pans - Kitchen Utensils - Odd
R. B. Patterson home phone,
X•:4
Dishes and
away
1.0.K35
36
37
Glassware.
Falsifer,51.
436-6697.
H-M-3-C
38
'0%
40
MOWER AND TILLER
41
DOWN
Formica Top Table and Choirs - Ice Crea
39UN
Hiope 73 4 Ill
m Freezer
42
REPAIRS
Nir 43
Bentonite is a rock composed
44
1-Lance
- Electric Fans and Heaters - Fishing Tackl
45
WESTWOOD
- Also RentalsSUBDIVISION:
46
e Box - - ••
..f clay minerals.
2-South
47
Rod and Reel - Radios - Clocks - Tape
Nice building lots in Westwood
Intk;48
American
BILIIREY'S
49
Located ISO So 1311s St.
Recorder * * *
animals
3-Speed Bicycle (new) - Binoculars (new
Subdivision end of South 18th
218 Mein
Phone 7536417
) - Flash3421111ed lava
Rif;%v.v.v.ill
H-A-14-C 1
Cast iron contains from two
Street, all sues to choose from,
lights - Dough Tray - Books (old and
TEC to
..... . . .. .. OW ...••••.4...V.!•'
numerous).
price
four
United
rangin
per
g
cent
from $1250.00 to
Pictures (original oil paintings) - Frame
restateSyndicate, Inc.
earbon.•
••
s - Shav$2400.00. No down payment,
ing Stand - Brick-a-Brack - Round Dinin
g Table smolt
monthly payments.
Child's Roll Top Desk - Oarpenter
Tools (new) THREE -BEDROOM brick, carKerosene Lanterns - Brass Vases - Flat
port, two full baths, large den
Irons - Iron
40 Skillets - Treadle Sewing Machine and kitchen, wall-to-wall carTables (card,
•c
magazine, end, round, square, etc.)
4C"-...so..4-4..:%peting, on a large corner lot at
TAKO TO THR HILLS,
- Chairs (odd
•
MAYBE I'M CUCKOO, BUT
and assorted) - Suitcases - Twin Beds
1618 Park Lane Drive, $21,500.FOLKS; THE RIVER'S GOING
with good
GROGGINS AMY KNOW
o-a
.t%
-.
1
Springs.
00. Shown by appointment only.
T' OVERFLOW
SOMETHING. I'M GETTING
ik AO ' -al 'O ;ft:
.'-o-oe •
THREE-BEDROOM brick at 1633
THE KIDS AND TAKING TO
ABedroom Suites - Hat Rack - Hook
':_
,
:
..."kt
4
itl - k•
Catalina Drive, central heat and
Rugs - ChiffeHIGH
im
-..e.7
robe - Wardrobes - Fire Tongs air,
wall-to
-wall
l
t,A1
: #
Lamps - Zenith
carpeting. Bar/
Transoc eanic Shortwave Radio - Vacu
gain
at
$20,500.00.
um Cleaner
I .....),..
ONE three-bedroom brick on
(new) - Bows az Arrows - Tennis
Racket - Dining
Catalina Drive, with central heat
owite
-rw.lii2=COCO.Fia
Room Suite.
and air, built-in range and
)Dog Irons - Wicker Basket& (all
en. $15,750.00. Also one threesizes) - Stone Jugs
- Crocks - Garden Tools - Pie Safe bedroom brick on Catalina Drive
Butane Burn$14,250.00.
er - Trunks - Step Ladder - Book Case
'
- Walking
FOR YOUR retirement home or
Sticks.
vacation home, three-bedroom
Two Junk Automobiles (Dodge and
frame with electric heat and
Studebaker).
air-condition, ceramic tile bath,
The above listing is Just a small
part of the items
near Kline's boat dock, bargain
to be sold May 3. Make every effort
to be there both
at $7500.00.
days, May 3 and May 10. The very
item you have
97 ACRE FARM with three-bedlonged for may be among the many
things to be
room house partly finished and
.old.
an extra basement for living
quarters, 11 miles east of MurCOME TO THE SALE, SATURDAY
, MAY 3, 1969,
ray, piced $16,000.00.
AND BE READY TO BID
-co4uo<LE.1TWO Commercial lots at Pine
%.'1;s814Eit'Siater&C4P,
BEFORE. I SINGS, INSISTS
Bluff Shores with a basement
R1LALCHIEF.1
Terms of Sale - Cosh, Day of Sale
ON MAXIMUM SECURITY AN
24' x 64', all for $4500.00.
CHIEF!r-MA'i I 1
IT'S THE
THIS RAT IS
SHOOT HIM
TH'COMFORTS 0'HOMEONE ACRE commercial lot in
PETER T. GUNN, JR. AUCTIONEER
'INTRODUCE
LEAST A
GOIN
.) FIRST,vou
G
it)
RAT
Aurora, Ky., on Hwy 68 with
NArvait PLANT/0
NUMBER 3,OrT14E
.
RAT CAN
ON HIS
IDIOTTHEN
two-bechnorn frame house, pricBRO
ADS AN'
'1
ASK FORelUD
OIES
Ft
INTR
ODUC
ed reduced to $18.500.00.
E
I.
BOOZE!!
8 ACRES, 1 1,4 mile from the
HIM!!
INSURANCE - REAL ESTATE - MORT
Lake, price $4,000.00.
GAGE
AT PANORAMA Shores, nice
LOANS - AUCTIONS - BONDS
building lots in a fast growing
development, nine miles from
Pete T. Gunn, Jr. - Billy B. Morgan
Murray, prices range from
$750.00 to $2,000.00.
Pete T. Gunn, III - Hatler E. Morgan
FOR ALL your Real Estate
needs call or see Freeman John
Phone 527-2141
108 E. 12th Street
son, Southside Shopping Cent
Benton, Kentucky 42025
r, Murray, kentucky 753-2731
m2c
..
aseL
1 ma b.
Cere7.
Nara Cm INt
Rea.11...E....E1
5'4 •,
IC

Awe

aS.1-4481.

VICK

I UM
:ORD

WALLS

C

.0ROBUTYL
,

biNger.
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FREE
MOUNTING*
and
ROTATION
Whim!
Balancing $1.25
vroieM inedr••••
•/.11•••• etin sea

em
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Public lA uction
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SATURDAY, MAY 3; 1969

urina

1:00 P.M.
Miscellaneous Household Goods
and Antiques

Sale To Be Held on Premises
1000
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Nheels

97
exch.

/"Ipeciall
installation
SS a rot
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ELLY'S PES
GO\ TROL
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Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
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Three South Marshall Seniors Complete
Four Years Of Perfect 4.0 Standings
SEEN HEARD ...
feaselismad Pram Pane 1)
not tried this as yet, bet we
are going to.
Just to mak* sure, we are going
to hold the whole kahootne
over the skillet so if everything
breaks it will fall into a safe
place.
Atwsys mindful of our reopensibility to our fellow cooks, we
pass on this morsel of knowledge for your general edificetion.
GAIL NORWOOD
Co-Vidsidlctorian

WANDA ROSS
Co-Valedictorian
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Ed Carroll Attends Letter To Editor
Management Meet
(Cestherad Ikon Pepe 1)

THURSDAY — MAY 1, 1969

Final Rites Held
For Doris Harmon

paper carried during the en
Columbus, Ohio, April 38. .
Finsl rites for Doris M. Hertire week helped reach a pea
Ed Carroll, sales manager for
mon of Murray Route Three
number of people.
Carroll Volkswagen, Inc., auReading is no longer primer were held this morning at ten
thorized Volkswagen dealer in
o'clpeir at the Seventh and Popa form of recreation, it
ily
Murray, attended a four-day
now a necessity. To keep up lar Church of Christ with Bro.
seminar about the management
with the current events and Bill Threet and Bro. Joy Lockof used car departments. The
world conditions, people must hart Officiating.
seminar was conducted by MidActive pallbearers were Karl
daily. The Murray-Callowestern VW Corporation, Col- read
way County Library can offer Nanny, Wilson Hughes, Gene
umbus, Ohio, based distributor
a wide range of these reading McDougal, Harry Russell, Jim
for Volkswagen products i n materials
Wilson, John C. Steele, Jim
to its. patrons.
Ohio and Kentucky.
Through this news media we Gough, and Lenith Rogers. Has.
The course employed case have been able to let the public miry pallbderers were Gene
studies of actual happenings know what new books have been Jones, C. H. Thurmond, .Terne•
in personnel and financial man- published and what services Thurmond, Josiah Darnall, and
agement, as well as in males they may expect from their lib- Jim Walston, all elders of the
techniques, in Volkswagen deal- rary. The printed support you Seventh and Poplar Church of
erships across the country. It have previously given on lib- Christ.
Harmon, age 43, died Monday
Is one of a continuing series of rary matters has kept the gennight after being stricken at
educational courses conducted eral public well informed.
Our appreciation is again ex- his home. He was an elder of
for all Volkswagen dealership
personnel in the two state ares. tended to your newspaper staff. the Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ.
Sincerely,
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Murray-Calloway Co. Library
Bessie Harmon; daughter, Miss
(Mrs.) Margaret Trevathan
Charlotte Harmon; two sisters,
and Library Staff
Mrs. Delta Green and Mrs. Otis
Rrittian; five brothers, Sandy,
The Murray Kiwanis Club
Gene, Don, Bobby, and Bill
will hold its annual Spring DoHarmon.
nut sale on the northside of
Murray tonight and on the
The Methodist Youth Fellowsouthside,
Thursday,
M a v ship of the Martin's Chapel and
eighth.
Good Shepherd United MethodJack Keene, sales chairman, ist Churches will sponsor a
A homecoming will be held
announced that the sugar glar- hamburger supper Sunday, May
at the North Fork Baptist
ed donuts will sell for sixty 4, starting at five p.m. at the Church
on Sunday, May 4.
cents per dozen. Proceeds will Good Shepherd Church.
The pastor, Rev. A. D. Vago for local charity projects.
Hamburgers with all the den, will preach at
the eleven
Ate Murray State University -trimmings", pies, and drinks
o'clock hour with Sunday School
CL1.K Club, which is sponsor- will, be served. The price is one
at ten a.m.
ed by the Murray Kiwanis Club, dollar for' adults and fifty cents
Singing will be held in the
will assist the Kiwanis in their for children under eight.
afternoon featuring the Erin,
door-to-door canvas. Salesmen The proceeds will go to the
Tenn., Quartet and the Gospel
will meet at Cutchins Stadium MYF fund. Everyone is invited
Aires Quartet.
at five p.m., tonight, and again to -come, enjoy the fellowship,
The public is invited to ateighth.
on May
and support a worthwhile fund. tend.

Kiwanis Donut Sale
Will Start Tonight

Hamburger Supper
At Good Shepherd

North Fork Church
Plans Homecoming

KAREN SIIIESS
Co-Valedictorian

Now we so into this problini
of finding one blue sock and
one red sock. We have never
discovered how socks Let separated in the first plike. We
wear them together, put them
into the clothes hamper together and we feel sure they get into the washing machine together, Yet, when we go to get a
pair of socks there is one blue
one. oats red ape, one brown
one. awe green one. What the
beck bopped Wall the Neshes.
What we de is pet all of these
mateless ambit, des ettik:$
sooner or lir, the
ana by an. We set ems all
heather We MM. Om we
repeat the Inseam

Youth Symphony To
Perform May 4

PATRICIA LEACH •
Salutatorian

For the first time in-the history of South Marshall High
School, three seniors have corn-'
pieted foar years with perfect
d.0 staidings and will be honored as co-valedictorians of the
11611 graduating class.
Miss Gail Norwood, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles T.
Norwood, has been a membar of
the Beta Club, FfiA, Library
Club, iMd Science and Math
Club during her four years at
South Marshall. A member
of the school's paper staff,
Gail is also treasurer of the
Library Club and reporter of
the senior class. She plans to
attend Murray State Delversity
In the fall.
Miss Wanda Rees. orsei*al
Yr. and Mrs. 11101§111.
is a co-Tided/144 It al
cradattimg dos. Wine MOtainli a 4.0 stands& Wanda
was a meniber of Ihe FHA,
FBLA, Beta Club, and bind.
She also participated in chorus,
the Junior play, and the Voice

vox

of Dixie, suinual music production. She will be a student at
Murray State University in the
fall.
Daughter of Mr.and Mrs.RoeBert Stress, Miss Karen Stress
has also been mined co-valedictorian of the 1969 class.
Cheerleader for four years,
Karen was active Lathe Library
Club and Beta Club. Selected
by the faculty as"Most Likely
to Succeed," she was also named "Miss South Marshall' by
the senior class. Other activities included being a class officer three years,participating
on the math team, junior play,
and being 1967 vice president
and 1968 president of SLACK,
regional chapter of the Student
Library Assistants' Club of
Kentucky.
Recipient of an
Alumni
Scholarship, Kiss
Stress plans to attend Murray
State University in the fall.
With a 3.84 scholastic standing, Miss Patricia Leach has
been named salutatorian. Daughter' of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
H. Leach, Patricia was active
in the Library Club, mixed
chorus, the Voice of Dixie, and
pep club. Her future plus are
to go to Draughon's Business
College in Paducah this fall.
Sixteen members of the 90member class will be honor
graduates with standings of 3.25
or above. Honor graduates are:
Gall Norwood, Wanda Ross,
Karen Sirens, Patricia Leach,
Ellen Collie, Danny Henson,
Dinah Clayton, Kathi Driver,
Beverly Green, Joetta Blagg,
Tommy Powell, Sandra Baker
Moore, David Haley, Glen
Thompson, Janice Ellison, and
Jane Farris.
Graduation exercises, which
will be held at the South Marshall High School Auditorium,
have been set for the following
dates: Class Night, Thursday,
May 15, at 7:00 p.
Baccalaureate, Sunday, May 18, at
2:00 p. in.;
Commencement,
Tuesday, May 20, at 7:00 p. in.

The newly-formed Purchase
Area Youth Symphony Orchestra will give its first public performance May 4 at Murray
State University.
Mr Channing Hale, Carbide
Beginning at 3 pm., the con- Engineer,
will show slides of
cert will be presented in the Camp
Bear Creek activities on
recital hall of the Price Doyle Tuesday,
May 13, from 7:00 p.m.
Fine Arts Building. Conducting until
8:00 pm., in the Lone
the orchestra will be Neale Ma- Oak Elementar
y School auditson, associate professor. of music orium. Jill
Komorowski, a Senat Murray State.
ior Scout, who will be on the
Mason and Richard W. Far- Camp Staff
this summer, will
rell, chairman of the Murray also speak.
State fine arts department, Patrons of
the Girl Scout
worked out the plans for the camping program,
Girl Scouts
orchestra which was organised and their
parents in the Lone
last November.
Oak-Concord area are urged to
Composed of 48 students be present for this
importart
from the Purchase area he program. They
are requested to
grades 7-12, the orchestra prac- contact their local
troop leadtices every other Saturday from ers before May
6, if they can
9.30 until .11:30 am. at MSU. attend.
Mason directs the rehearsals.
Troop leaders are requested
Purchase area schools repre- to forward the above
informa
sented by the student players
e to Mrs. Louise Lofton,
are Murray University School, Lone Oak-Conco
rd Neighbor
Murray High, Mayfield High, hood Chairman
by May 9.
Paducah Illgliman, St. Mary
High, and Livingston Central
High.
The first full rehearsal of
the four sections of the orches- Federal State Market News
tra, which include percuasions, Service, Thirre..y, May 1, 1969
Proodwinda brasses, and strings, Kentucky Purchise Area Wig
was held shortly after Christ- Market Report lir2ludes 8 BuyThe Calloway County 441
ing Stations.
review will be held
A second pAYSO concert is Receira 637 Herd, Barrows
Saturday, May 3, at the Student
scheduled for May 18 at 3 pm. and Gilts 50 cez • 3 Hig'ier;
Union Building Murray State
in the Tilghman High School Sows, Steady to 2,5 centi hLgh- University
. Registration will
tr.
auditorium in Paducah. There
start at 12:00 noon and the
US
2-3
200-240
S20.75-21.
lbs
25,
will be no admission charge for
will 'begin at 1:00 p.
US 2-4 190-240 lbs $20.00-20.75;
either concert.
US 2-4 230-260 lbs f19.50-20.10; m. All estimate must be reUS 3-4 250-280 11:3 $19.00-19)50; gartered in by 1:00 p. in. as
will not be accepted after
SOWS:
a etage American contime.
AS
1-2
279-350
lbe
$17.50-18.00;
sumed nearli 109 pounds of
All
girls entering this style
US
1-3
300-550
ltt
$1700 1750;
brief in 19611'
US 2-3 460-650 Lb. 116.00-17.00 *ow must bring accessories
with garments because garments will be judged on them
for appearance during the afternoon.
The fashion show will Int
held at 8:00 p. in. in the ball
111111L.
mom. The style show winlir
unit champions will be an
nounced at this time. Also rib
will also be given.
All 4-H members enrolled in
the 4-H sewing project are encouraged to participate in this
event

Girl Scout Director
Will Present Lecture

Hog Market

JAPIIMILZHERty

Carousal 4
Chase.S
Mussel 11
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ONE OF THE DEATH CARS, a 1968 Chevrolet Super Sport driven
by Bobby Gene Green, Benton Route 5, which skidded into a
Buick driven by Mrs. Glen Rudolph of Hardin Route I. The fatal
accident, frilling two people, occurred Sunday night, April 26,
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Upbeat Suits Stem from Forties Family Can
Enjoy Fine
Tableware

Slim, Easy Shape
Is New for Now
No woman admits to remembering the Forties — so
it stands to reason that it all
looks brand new. The narrow, lean lines that were the
stamp of fashions in that
era are the upbeat, updated
looks of today.
Not only slim but soft is
the message for suits with
waistlines clearly defined or
subtly suggested. Belts are
still fashionable but like
everything else coming up
spring, it's a matter of choice
observes the National Board
of the Coat and Suit Industry.

•

They're for Real
As day clothes get softer
and slinkier, the soft suit replaces uptight tailoring and
jackets go longer or shorter
A jacket may be tunic length,
elongated sweater type or
short and slim.
The long, self-belted shirt
over an easy skirt contributes to the concept of the
soft mood.
Skirts are straight but
never restricted — box-pleated. tared, sloped, pansled or
trumpeted, they move with
swing.
Real suits are back—often
teamed with wrapped- or
plunging-neckline blouses of
crepe or matte jersey. They
express the feminine concept
— lithe, casual, elegant.
The mannish look complete
with vest is on the scene. And
then there is the boy-girl
look, with both partners
sporting the same style and
fabric
What about Pants?
The return to classics creates interest in shirtwaLst
looks. blazers, jumpers with
jackets or coats. Belted cardigans appear with pleated
st;lrts.
What about the fashion
story of pants? Like them or
not, pantsuits are part of the
now scene. Starting with elephant bottoms,cuffs, straight
legs -- citypants parade up
and down the avenue.
Paired with jackets, and
with coordinating skirts
available, pants are ready for
every - special occasion, and
for every locale.
TRAVELING FASHION
Fashion makes it easier to
travel with a whole wardrobe
of changeable looks. The nes
math adds up a dress or tunic over pants, jumper and
blouse over pants, skirt over
dress over pant* "
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Checking is for spring iii the wool ;nit with dress.
molter dolma This one him•lacy look, accented by
hariticreehat edging and lace-covered buttons for
the jacket. Ws by David Kenna of Dublin.

Colors, Fabrics
Are Going Soft
Fabrics for the soft look of
springrczults
, are drape-y but
not
y. Lighter weight
tallies, tricotines, grosgrains
enter gracefully along with
high style checks and plaids,
silk serge and tussah.
Clarity is the word for colors crisp and clean on one
hand, subtle and sophisticated on the other. Light
beige and greige, mushroom
and mauve are no-colors that
light up wherever they go.
Flag-bearers carry on in
red, white and blue.
Pale yellow, peach, bei4pgpink, turquoise, ice blue color
the feminine spirit in the
light and lively mood of
spring.

Charking out for all of spring's activities is the
hritMn-wise costume. Here, a three-button coat
with high-set pockets is check-mated to a dress. By
l`mbia for Donle, a division of Dorothy Hubbs.

Generation Gap Spreads
To Sewing Techniques

Beautifully-set tables are
a source of pride for special
occasions—but they're meant
for family enjoyment, too.
Many a homemaker finds
that a table set with lovely
accessories has a beneficial
.,effect on family dining. The
.
woman with a growing family often cites the influence
on her children when, inItead of "any old flatware,"
she uses her sterling silver.
Not only do children learn
to use and appreciate fine
table accessories, but such an
atmosphere actually seems to
promote better manners.
It's a wise mother,of course,
who keeps her fine telling and
crystal safe out of the reach
of toddlers and young children, but once they're grown
to the stage where they can
be trusted with breakables,
there's no reason why these
beautiful things can't be enjoyed by the whole family.
In the case of sterling silver flatware, there's little
need to worry about wear
and tear. And despite its
seeming fragility, it's durable. Constant use, in fact
helps sterling grow lovelier,
as any display of antique silver proves.
Gifts of beautiful tableware aren't the prerogative
of the bride alone, For instance, homemakers who
weren't lucky enough to re,ceive a usable set of sterling
when they married, are often
able to add to their set later
on.
There's no need to be shy
one place setting when it can
mean the difference between
a table set beautifully for the
whole family and one at
which one member has to
"make do" with other flatware.
Serving pieces, too, such
as tablespoons, serving forks
and ladles, are often the
missing links in an otherwise
usable set of solid silver. With
a few adroit hints to family
or friends, these items can be
gradually acquired as birthday or anniversary gifts.
These days, when pretty
tables are more ail, more
'hart of the scene, lov ytable
accessories should be an view
as often as possible. Arid who
but the family is most entitled, to enjoy them?

WAIST IN MOTION
The long, slit skirt or tunic
gets the wrap from soft, subtle belts, ropes, wide bands
of color.

Is there a generation gap in
sewing? Young seamstresses
of the new generation are doing things differently in the
area of sewing techniques,
equipment and materials.
So says market research
data reported by Pfaff.
One of the primary reasons
for the variation in sewing
methods between mothers
and daughters is impatience
on the part of the younger
set.
Where Mom might spend
several hours getting .the detail work on a colikr just
right, her dadghter is interested only in end results and
is anxious to finish what
she's making as quickly as
possible.
Young girls are also mcire
eager to try new and unusualfabrics and styles. They want
to keep up with all the fads.
The following questions

can help a seamstress determine where she stands in
terms of the generation gap
in sewing.
1. Has she made herself
one new fashion item such
as a cape, a vest or a culotte
skirt?
2. Has she seaed with any
of the new fabrics such as
fake fur, bonded jerseys and
crepes, vinyls or leatherettes?
3. Does she use her machine to do any embroidery
work or decorative trimmings
with variations of the zigzag
stitch?
4. Does she use her machine
to sew either an elastic buttonhole or an elastic seam on
stretch fabric? •
"Yes" answers indicate willingness to krY new and 4
usual fabrics, sewing equipment and techniques, and a
closing of generation gaps.

Dickens Adotheis
NEW ORLEANS(UPI)- The
New Orleans& Pickwick ants is
the oldest such organisation in
the world according to the
LoiOans courist Commission

LIKED BY YOUNG
Young homemakers — in
the 18 to 30 year age group—
are first to accept vinyl fabrics for walls and furniture,
surveys show.

UNDERNEATH IT ALL
Beige is likely to be a popTo avoid accidents, provide
ular color for bra-slips, girdles and bodysults due to the good lighting at the bedside, in
emphasis on the "nothing the bathroom, the halls and at
underneath" look in outer- the top and bottom of stairs.
wear this season.

For town or travel, new knits combine fashionably
look with carefree ease. This two-piece costume
shows a belted effect, and simulates seersucker
striping in polyester knit. It's by Phil.Mur, Inc., in
Encron polyester.

LIKE MOM
•
Little girls love the look of
pantyhose in clear, strolig
colors, prints.

Going wide, the pants leg liar,out for spring. Example here i•
strewn with huge printed Ili",
ers, worn with solid-color safari
blouse. By Lynn Stuart for Mister
Pants.

ib.
,
•4s.. •
For the casual life, knits shape many of spring's
active sportswear fashions. Paired here are pullover
in loopy boucle knit and double-knit stretch pants.
Back-ripped pullover boasts striping at crew neck,
on short sleeves. Pullover, pants by Jantzen.

Costume, Pantsuit Snaring
In .Young Set Attention
For the young set, spring
Is a season of variety in silhouette, detail and fabric. It
points up the importance of
the costume — the coat with
matching dress, coatdress or
jumper with jacket — and
the pantsuit.
As seen in new young coats
and suits, the silhouette has
moved closer to the body, is
more gently shaped. Belts
appear more frequently,
while seaming often indicates
a waistline, reports the National Board of the Coat and
Suit Industry.
These lines lead to wider
hemlines, with many definite
A-lines or with width made
by panels or inverted pleats.
Capes and the loose silhouette enter.
Pockets, lapels and buttons
give emphasis and diversity.
Playing a principal role, buttons show up on doublebreasted closings or march
down the front of singlebreasted or side-button clo,nir ings.
Metal or pearl buttons or
buttons with fabric rimmed
In metal call for attention.
Leather belts and combinations of metal and leather
also interest.
Colors tend to concentrate
on white natural, gray, navy
and '-variations of beige to
brown. Red, pink, aqua, clear
green and yellow appear.

Pastel plaid colors a costume right
for girls. Here, double-breasted
coat covers a solid-color dress.
Suggested by National Board of
the Coat and Suit Industry.
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Romantic Mood Set by Designs

•

ape many of spring's
ired Isere are pullover
ible-knit stretch pants.
striping at crew neck,
ants by Jantzen.

TIMES

Ole! .. . it's Spanish that is tops in the
season's furnishings designs, closely followed by
Early American and modern styles. And,reports
from the International Home Furnishings
Market held at the American Furniture Mart,
Chicago, indicate that homemakers looking for
designs with a French or Italian flair
will also find them at their favorite retailer.
The Spanish has selections that range from the very ornate, rococo and baroque treatments to
relatively simple lines. And, there are many
elements of romance design from Mexico,
Central America and from Peru in particular.
The manufacturers have increased the use of
carvings, moldings and detailings of historic
origin. These features are very, very wood-like
in appearance but in some cases are of manmade materials.
Homemakers turning attention to modern will
find that the space age has definitely arrived
the concepts, forms, lines and shapes as well as
the materials are all of the next century. They
are being applied today for our fast paced living
and include glass, plastic, vinyl and the synthetic
fabrics.
Chick is the appearance of 1969's modern. . .
which may have some of its design elements
taken from the ,
1930's and 194e's
. culturally
speaking, but that's all. The big, heavy, overstuffed and "marshmallow" look is gone.
Modern has been scaled and refined to fit into
today's homes and wkth today's philosophy of jet

A SPRING AFTERNOON
9

Modern, because of its crisp, fresh look, has a
decorating appeal hard to pass up along with its
'comfort, warmth and flexibility of uses—made
possible by the design and styling innovations.
Also exciting to the eye are the applications of
Plexiglas. . which seems to be able to do
or be most anything: a chair, table, lamp shade,
lamp base, shelving or storage unit, as well as
chair or sofa frame. And many new colors, as
well as smoked and clear versions of Plexiglas
will be shown in the stores.

It is important to note that the wood finishes,
as well as the laminate and plastic surfaces,
lacquered and painted surfaces, will also be
found in this season's fresh modern.
When you look at upholstered modern you'll
find silhouettes that are trim and slim—decked
out in an endless selection of patterns, prints and
fibers, both synthetic and natural.
Early American for 1969 will have a bigger
variety of fabric and finish selection than ever
before. Plus, it will have refined, scaled styling
offering colonial and country selections that are
smart and sophisticated, fitting right in with
today's sonic pace.
Careful inspection of the Early American will
show that the manufacturers have applied many
of the fine, classical style elements. In addition,
some have borrowed from the country styles of
France, England and the Mediterranean
countries as well.

Watching velvet love seat and sofa add
the right amount of softness in
this
"-tmerica at Home"
. room setting los

Flessteel. Contrasting appliques on the
pillows and welt treatntent on the two
ices provide the color ac(en, Ma;'it

used throughout the room. This attractive s..tting was created by George
Branson. N 4q/)

Early American will have a greater number of
pieces and items in the collections and groupings
than in the past. There will be the unusuall
y
shaped tables that you can use in a,limitles
s
number of settings, there will be desks of all
sizes, storage units and casegoods pieces—a
ll
with refined scaling.
The fabric selections for Early American will
be limitless, making suitable furnishings choice
for country, suburban or high-rise city living.
And, looking at finishes, you'll see that
the
distressed finish continues along with a growing
popularifY of the dark and almost black finishes.
But, if your choices are in the French and
Italian, you will find selections to meet your
needs. They will also be scaled and refined
to
meet today's modern building and smaller room
sizes. And, you'll find them with upholsteries
that are rich and luxurious in appearance
and
touch. You'll be pleased with the many,
many
decorative carvings and cietailings on the
chair
backs, table bases and legs.

•

d colors•costume right
Hem double-breasted
v a solid-color dress.
by National Board of
ad Suit Industry.
'
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Strategic treatment for high, awkward strip windows: pinch-pleated
draperies on a window-wide wooden pole.
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Lambrequin in &lively pattern, matching Jul/length drapery panels, unities a wide window.

The brightly-printed Fiberglas ready-mades
contrast with several pairs in the cafe length,
in compkmentary solid colors-a custom look
at budget prices.

New York (ED)-You've moved dow treatments take a lot of doing
into that dream house or apart- -hut actually, it's easy if you use
ment. The colors have ham co- a little method.
ordinated, the furniture arranged
First, look at the physical conand fe-arranged and all your treas- ditions of your rooms. Are they
ures have been carefully scattered small or large? Is there a lot of
to give the rooms that lived-in light or is it quite dark? If the sunlook - yet, you still get a bare light is too glaring. Owens/Cornfeelitig when you glance around. ing Fiberglas draperies in a mediIt's a common problem that um or dark-colored fabric with a
usually has to do with making semi-open weave will absorb
the
something out of all those blank light. To dispel gloom, draperies
walls and windows. The dilemma in a light-colored open -weave
is that you've moved into larger should be used.
quarters and all the prints and
Secondly, what do your winpaintings that looked so enchant- dows look like? If they're
ing in your old place are simply awkward strip windows, theyhigh.
can
lost in the new one.
be decoratively covered
using
The remedy is simple. Buy a large wooden rings placedbystratefew inexpensive frames and fill gically on a window-wide wooden
them imaginatively. You might pole to hold pinch -pleated drapthink you have nothing to put in eries.
them-but how about raiding your
High. wide windows ean
family photo albums? Po that too distracting if you don't look
give
bare corner, buy a large, high them a unified treatment. One
plant to sit in an attractive con- way might be to use a lamiirequi
n
tainer on the floor.
"...toe
specially constructed plywood
Next, consider the windows. window frame - in a vivid conMost women think unusual who- trasting color to brightly printed

Fiberglas ready-made draperies.
If it's *ante you're looking for,
why not try a special arrangement
of printed and plain Fiberglas
draperies, or several pairs of complimentary colored ones? They can
add a lot of snap to any room and you can create a custom look
with these budget-priced draperies.
Fiberglas draperies are a saving
in another way. Dry cleaning costs
are eliminated because these easyto-care-for draperies should always be hand washed in warm
water with mild soap. Never wring
or rub the fabric during the hand
washing-the dirt will simply soak
away. Rinse them thoroughly in
cool water, letting the excess water
run off - and dry them by hanging over a shower rod or padded
clothes line. You never need to
iron them, because they resume
their shape and pleats naturally.
Once you've solved the problems of turning your walls and
windows into something special,
you'll really feel at home - and
so will your guests!

TV CAMEOS:James MacArthur

Jim Goes Happily. Back to Honolulu

By MEI. Matti
HAWAII may not be exactly the ethnic Gar.,
den of Eden that some of its admirers claim,.
but according to James MacArthur. who spent
eight months there last year while making the
CBS-TV series. "Hawaii Five-0," its melting
pot is harmless enough for him any time.
Heading back to the islands for a second
season of filming, the stocky, good-looking MacArthur says that working there certainly
matches location acting anywhere else—and
he's been almost anywhere else, from Switzerland to the Philippines.
"Oh, there are some racial tensions in Hawaii." Jim says. "but I would say that, on the
whole, the people live in peace and harmony."
With a grin, he adds that there are areas of
touchiness. "The islands were up in arms because of Vice President Agnew's remark about
he. notes. "and so I asked around and
said, 0.K., what do you call them instead of
the formal 'Japanese'? They told me to say
'Buddha-heads,' which the Japanese in Hawaii
darn seem to mind at all."
There are, Jim says, few technicsa problems
In filming a series in Hawaii, even though it's
so far from the core of television on the mainland. "We converted an old warehouse into the
'Hawaii Five-0' offices." he notes, "but actually we only shoot there a day, day and a half
a week. The rest of the stuff la mostly exteriors or in somebody's apartment we borrow."
MacArthur leases an apartment when he
stays in Honolulu. and the easy, pleasant life
appeals to him, an easy, pleasant guy.
"That 'aloha' spirit really does exist there,
you know," he says. "It's an insular place, of
course, and sometimes you feel pretty far removed from the action. It's great to Come back
to the mainland and get the feeling of excitement -but it's great, too, going back to Hawaii
dleffee
we and work."
As Danny Williams in "Hawaii Fiv•-0,"
During the eight-month stretch last season,
Jamas MacArthur prevides the same skilful
he got back to the States just once or twice.
professionalism his co-star Jock Lord dom,
The son of famous parents Helen Hayes and
and
he repeated the role in the movie version
Charles MacArthur, Jim has been acting since
he was B, when his mother had him taught in 1956, called "The Young Stranger."
He's been on Broadway with Celeste Holm
'Welsh to play a bit part in a stock production
of "The Corn is Green." Now, still compara- In "Invitation to a March" and his films intively young, he is a professional, if not a fren- clude "Kidnaped," "Third Man on the Mountain" and "The Love-Ins."
ziedly dedicated, actor.
He's divorced from Joyce Bulifant and they
"Now and then when I find myself running have two
children, Charles. 9, and Mary. 4.
down a road in front of a camera, with a toy
Asked to comment on the current lives and
pistol in a shoulder holster, I shake my head a 'times
of Harvard. he Just shakes his head and
little and say 'Hey, aren't you a little old for
this"" he says with a smile. "But the other laughs,
"It was only the other day I was saying
moments ate rewarding enough, the communi- 'Well,
least all that campus rioting and stuff,
cating bit and the see-the-world thing, so that as at at
Columbia and U.C.L.A., hasn't hit old
I don't dwell on the occasional absurdity of Harvard,'--an
d pow'" he says. "So what can
It all."
'nay? Except to note that when
MacArthur is Los Angeles-born, spent a year there was unrest, as there alwaysIiswas there,
on earnand a half at Harvard and has been acting poses--except it was directed at
g speo
pretty steadily since he was 17. His first big cific. Nobody nowadays seems somethin
to
success was in the TV drama, -Deal a Blow," the kids want. I know I don't." know what

grif
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.(olor Television
Reception Tips

•

ALLIANCE. Ohio (UPI) —
For best reception on the color
television set in your home,
NEW YORK (UPI)- ABC has the transmission line from anlistening to this flashback on the
acquired exclusive U.S. television tenna to receiver should be
POPULAR
is
hahdersum
cheaas
t ohrepreirrl
events that occurred during the
nghts for the 1972 Summer kept more than nine inches
from metal, have no
es'at for his contrive
S bee'
By WILLIAM D. LAFFLER eight ears of his stewardship ihnsiPn.8:11ADAkinelim
natnrivrexd
Olympic Games in Munich, West
sahwaarYp bends and, be as short .NEW
Germany , .Aug. 26-Sept. 10.
YORK (UPI)- Shortly and how he responded to them. ofin lilts and akipe at 11.
* * *
before the death Of Dwight D.
Selected Singles - "He Will tunic when his reputation was
asTh
P7
t'i
Islithe word from experts Eisenhower,
Caedmon Records Call :Again". by Mara Lynn that of a composer for ballet.
at Alliance Manufacturing
issued
an
excellent
documentary Brown (Spiral GS 2465), "Save With a Sutherland. in its title role
Company, producer of antenna
that reflects carefyl planning and Your Money" by Lonnie Mack it is a much better opera than it
"Dean Martin .Presents the rotating devices, who also
offer in-depth
Golddiggers," summer replace- these other tips for the color
reportage.
(Elektra EK-45(i52), •"You've is usually credited with being. InIt is a two-1.F album entitled Got
ment tint* fist Martin's regular television
plat setowner:
Me Singing Nursery deed, she makes it a good opera..
lima
rank,
tbh)e,
::
c(I:1 its
"Eisenho
wer"
NBC program; will begin July 17
and
Rhymes"
subtitled
by Jeannie C. Riley. o
transmission
She'secondwawas surrounded
instead of July 10, as announced should be twisted to eliminate 'The man and his times in his (Capitol P-2449), "I /Id Faithful'
cast, including
pureearlier. There will be nine instead stray signals. Use low-loss own words and in the words of l2y Mel Tiflis(Kapp K-986). "The
polyfoam lines for UHF. Avoid Churchill, Roosevelt, DeGaulle, Face on the Cutting Boon, voice tenor, Gabriel Bacquiew
of 10 of these shows.
* * *
metal-ring insulators.
Truman, Nixon, Pints/whey and Floor- by Verbatim (Metrome- who joins her in making thr
most of the lilts and the sentiOthers."
—Use a high gain antenna
eilicn
i
c(m
. ndrtauscl orchestraitleyd. byl'hR
This recording (CaedinonTC
to improve color and black and
%l‘le itj
t ei)
ck "Piano Affairs"
• white reception from distant 2037) is of value to future his- dia Tap
were
Pearl Bailey has signed wan
uhdlcao
:
rdn01Bon y
iorians because it is a wide- by Horst Jankowski is a 00ABC for a starring special which stations.
nge
sounding
n.el-to-reeler (Mercury (Lozicm
kli)
io,n-nli3a9
n.g
probably will be aired next fall. —For problem areas and sweeping audio review of the MEC 61195)
with excellent arof Monte
chorusCatw
e
The star of Broadway's "Hello, where stations are located in events which occurred during rangement
s' of "MacArthur Carlo facilities is a recording of
Dolly!" was a big hit when she different directions, installing the lifetime of our 44th Presi- Park,'"'Chitt
y Chitty; Bang the opera which Artur Toscanini
appeared recently on Carol a good antenna upon a rotat- dent.
Bang."Congratu
ing device will help. This will
lations,"'The liked very much and which
Bob
Considine, who is a newsClianning's ABC special.
Cu.v s In love With You" and Renata Tehaldi likes very much,
point your antenna for Most man and not an
* *
announce
r,
narefficient pickup of station sig- rates the
story in an unhurried "Cinderella Rocke feller,"among but many, many other person
like wen little. Appropriateh .
manner and ties in the voices others.
Be advised that if you wish
booster
ter pre - amplifier with the events.
Aliss Tehaldi has the heroine CONCER
T
to plan your float for exposure ncaa—nlsA.
and improve
(a vulture woman, no less)
role
Perhaps
a
highlight
of
the
when NBC and CBS telecast the signals from a great distance. album
is Richard M. Nixon's unBy DELOS SMITH
Tournament of Roses parade in
The opera is, of course,
An ABC News documentary, forgettable "Checkers" speech in
-NEW YORK (UPI) - WhenPasadena, Calif., next Jan. 1, it
Alfredo Catalini's "La Wally"
answer
to
a
newspaper
's
charge
"Comrad
ever
there
been
his
Soldier,"
e
truly
exa
which the
should fit the theme of "Holidays
unkind, perhaps, tnsay
network will broadcast May 16 that he had accepted money ceptional coloratura soprano in and it is
Around the World."
depicts the training, equipment from private sources to help fi- practice, there has been a re- it contains an impartial mixture
* *
and indoctrination phases of the nance his campaign as Ike's run- newed interest in Leo Delibes' of operatic cliches, Gennan and
WHAT'S AHEAD?
ning mate in 1952.
opera. "Lakin..." It is surprising French as well as .Italian. Thie
Projecting the men's wear Army in the ti.S.S.R. An ABC
Those- who think that Ike was that it hadn't attracted Joan makes it different from the Ii',,'
news, fashion authorities unit filmed the show in Russia, the wrong
man at the right time Sutherland before. But it has set operas of any national school
point to the eight-button and the material was released
double-breasted look as a without censorship for process- in American political history now, in a recorded production since they dell- only in their own
coming trend.
particular national cliches.
may temper their feelings after of the Monte Carlo Opera.
iii this country.
emesen.

LEACH'S MUSIC T.V.
PROUDLY-PEERS
MISS SPRING OF1969

Distributed by Xing Features Fredieste

Decorating with Flowering Plants
Some of the most colorful the floor with matching clay
and attractive flowering saucers.
plants are available during
Before setting clay saucers
spring months. There are on the floor, make sure they
flowering bulbs such as hy- are treated so they are no
acinths and tulips, old favor- longer porous.
ites such as hydrangeaS, geTo waterproof saucers, simraniums and fuchsias. and ply. cover the surface with
cinerarias with their purple, shellac or spar varnish This
blue and pink coloring.
closes the pores of the saucer
All of these flowering plants — the same porosity which
are displayed to advantage allows air to enter clay pot
with fresh green plants
walls to nourish plant root
Try a mixture of flowirs structures
For added protection, cut.
and foliage in an entranceway or foyer. Use them on a a circle of felt, the same ssae
table or,chest or directly on as the bottom of the &slicer

and glue It to the underside.
Dining areas art' particularly attractive when
decked with plants. An beindoor garden in Hies dining
room

offers a prelude to out'door entertaining. Wall
shelves, wicker plant stands
or racks make plant holders.

(:OATS EVERYWHERE
Weather resistant, but not
simply raincoats, are new,,
everywhere coats for a man's

sprtng They travel, go to
business and relax,

MISS SPRING TRIES OUT A NEW MAGAVOX COLOR TV AT

LEACH'S MUSIC &
DIXIELAND CENTER , MURRAY, KY.

------------

------------

-----
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"Lekme- is her meat or per
pa Delibes had such as her
ind as meat for his contrived
ercise in lilts and skips at f
ne when his reputation vt,p.
at of a composer for ballet
th a Sutherlan4 in its title role
is a much better opera than it
usually credited with being. In
rd, she makes it a good opera
the second rank.
She was surrounded by an ex
lent cast, including the pure
ice tenor, Gabriel Bacquiew
to joins her in making thP
tat of the lilts and the semifl tality.
.
The Monte Cub,
era orchestra and chorus were
iducted by Richard Bonynge
Indon-1391).
Also making use of Monte
rlo facilities is a recording of
opera which- Artur Toseanini
ed very much and which
nata Tebaldi likes very mucik
t many, many other persons'
e very little. Appropriately,
t. Tebaldi has the heroine's
e(a vulture woman, no less).
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'key it different from the leaoperas of an national school
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Costume, Pantsuit Sharing
In Young Set Attention
For the young set. Meng
•••••
Is a season of variety In silhouette, detail and fabric. It
points up the importance of
the costume-the coat with
matching dress, coatdress or
jumper with Jacket - and
the pantsuit.
As seen in new young coats
and suits, the silhouette has
moved closer to the body, is
more gently shaped. Belts
appear more frequently,
while seaming often Indira tes
a waistline, reports the National Board of the Coat and
Suit Industry.
These lines lead to wider
hemlines, With many definite
A-lines or with width made
by panels or inverted pleats.
Capes and the loose silhouette enter.
Pockets, lapels and buttons
give emphasis and diversity.
Playing a principal role, buttons show up on doublebreasted closings or march
down the front of singlebreasted or side-button closings.
Metal or pearl buttons or
buttons with fabric rimmed
in metal call for attention.
Leather belts and combinations of metal and leather
also interest.
Colors tend to concentrate
on white, natural, gry, navy
and variations of beige to
brown. Red, pink, aqua, clear
green and yellow appear.

THE PUZZLE OF CANCER

1
filleistdress remissness might well be the underlying theme of spring's
Nit dress trend. This silhouette is seen in all moaner of fabric from
swift cire for casual wear, to delicate watered silk or print chiffon for
dremap. Shown, ruffled print polyester and cotton, by FIntterbyr.
I VESTING IT
ABOUT PANTYHOSE
I The fur vest pulls together
Pantyhose in clear, light
the dress costume, suit or colors- with beige
and gray
pants put-together for early in the lead - accent spring
spring.
costumes.
I LIKE MOM
i Little girls love the look of
pantyhose in clear, strong
V,colors, prints.

PADDING SOFTLY
Quilted vests and boleros
follow the soft look into
spring sportswear.

From 1 p.m. Daily:

9

Adios%

24. Possessise pronoun. 10. Dined.
26. Dangerous cancer ll.Unpublished paper
1. Wife-Saver.
site.
S. Man's Name.
27. Cancer's Seven
9. Surgical task force.
Warning
_
7
31 11
0
EgY
alnc
erraW
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itePtiazi
i
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.
12. Cancer Therapy.
Signal.
14:Often coupled with
IS. Usually preceded
DOWN
nicotine.
by X.
2. Be on guard.
.15. Summer in Paris.
20. Russian composer
3. Vegetable.
16. Growths.
(1835-1919).
4. American pole.
IS. Hospital staffer.
21. Silver, Abbr.
19. ___ for a checkup. 5. Follow a course.
22. Part of a house.
6. Boy Scout
20. Disease caused by
23. Asian-European
dormitories.
abnormal growth and
country, Abbr.
spread of cells.
7. Ma Bell
25. A bone.
3.

1.

6.

Big fashion for spring is mink in little styles that are elegantly simple
for changeable weather. Quite • new look is achieved in a capelet to!,
working skins horizontally and using • jeweled buckle for closure.
Another trend to note is the pale beige hue. By Caprice Furs in Tourmaline. Emba natural pale beige mink.

•
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Here is one solution to the cancer puzzle
aaa
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Pastel pLeid colors•costume right
for girls. Here, double-breasted
coat covers • solid-color dress.
Suggested by National Board of
the Coat and Suit Industry.

Soft and pretty is the leath..13
er shoe look for little girls
this spring. Tbelines gener- 721
ally are softly rounded, and
even in school and
starplay
styles; a lower cut is
to replace the sporty hightongued look.
Keeping to the soft, pretty
mood are American shoe
leathers and colors. Pastels
are pale and creamy- pink,
blue, yellow. Deeper shades
are clear but not hard - ci
among them, red,lemon,emerald green and electric blue
Lots of brown is in prospect
- an integral part of the
leather
Choicelook*
of leathers is wide,
with smooth, grained, brushed, antique,lustre and patent
irL
In the picture.
Pumps go light and breezy,
making their point with cutouts. Appearing at the vamp
or side, these openings might
be geometric or in petal designs. When the pump is
closed, it's trimmed with buttons, bows and appliques.
Other slip-ons keep to the
line of hardware and high
tongues.
Sandals return to favor,
showing straps mostly in
narrow widths. Ts, crossovers and halters appear.
Laced leather oxfords offer
many fashion treatments:
saddles and kilties, spectatorties in varied color combinations, soft ribbon laces.
The leather moccasin remains the Cill333C. This spring (-)
it features modified hardLi
ware, kiltie fringe or tassels,
monk straps and hand-sewn
stitching. There's a choice
of toe shapes - squared or
rounded.
Back on the little-girl fashion scene Ls the leather ballet
slipper. It comes in various [
(1
colors, is flat-heeled and may
have a bow or cockade as
trim.
Play-minded sandals come
in bared styles with a strippy
look or sporty air. The fancier styles show flowers, bows,
bells, buttons.
Brown or tan sandals with
a hand-crafted look come in
waxy, antiqued and handstained leathers and are occasionally trimmed with rope
or brass.
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Little Girls Step Softly, Prettily,
As Pumps, Sandals Gain in Favor
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A better solution:
Give to the

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY
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SPRING
RELAXES
BEAUTIFUL LIVING
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If /t S.tays
Dry,That's
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Miss Pamela Kay Lassiter
MISS SPRING 1969
Relaxes In One Of The "Rocking
Chair" Seats
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Just about the only way to
Identify rainwear this spring
is to douse water on it and
see if it stays dry.
Can a silk moire cocktail
coat and dress ensemble be
more than what it seems? Or
a silk-and-worsted evening
pantsuit? Most definitely.
The more knockout the silhouette, the more it is a prototype of the exciting new
breed of rainwear.
Spring rainwear encompasses just about any fashion
going, in every possible fabric. The only prerequisite-that it be weathertreated.
ClaSsics are as impeccably
tailored as ever, but in fresh
new variations. A doublebreasted boy coat flaunts its
clean,spare lines in navy and
white tennis stripes on cotton. A secret agent trenchcoat makes its point in black
and white silk tattersall
checks.
Whether cut in lustrous
broadcloth, double-knit jersey or tweedy tussah, coats
are rich in detail. Braided
half-belts, gold-rimmed buttons, scalloped yokes and
gilded buckles on pockets and
cuffs are some of the variations.
Rainwear abounds in pleats.
Deep front pleats, hip pleats
and inverted vialitIng pleats
enable tile wearer to move
and move fast in a downpour.
Prints come alive With new
depths of coloring and unusual dimensional effects.
Black, 'white and blackwhite combinations are followed by white and navy.
There are reds, 'corals and
pale greens. Colors for spring
are calculated to cheer one
up on a wet day.
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MISS SPRING IS SHOWN ABOVE IN A BEAUTIFUL 1.MNG ROOM
BY DREXEL AT (NIX INTERIORS.
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Girl-Watchers,
Girls Consider
Pants Suiting

For town or travel, new knits combine fashionable
look with carefree ease. This two-piece costume
a belted elect, and simulates seersucker
striping in polyester knit. It's by Phil-Mar, Inc., in
Encron polyester.

'-.Pleats are an optical insists.
created by the print of this wads.
. able, drip dryable, packable drama
By Sacony inGala- fabric.
.

For the casual life, knits shape many of spring's
active sportswear fashions. Paired here are pullover
an loopy boucle knit and double-knit stretch pants.
Back-zipped pullover boasts striping at crew neck,
on short sleevis. Pullover, pants by Jantaen.

Moat tthsiggC 'Wised tourbes
are fashion men of this nonchalant, young spring dra•A. in cotton
knit. It's by Red Eye.

.Poulfy sleeves, frilly jabot are
fashion pointers diapliyed by
bandana print dress. By Bleeker
Street in 'it anisette's polyestercotton voile.

•

Pants for women? Pants
for city streets? Pants for
at-home gatherings or the
dressiest parties?
Both girls and girl-watchers will be given every opportunity to decide for or
against the feminine pants
turn-out.
Pants aplenty, in every
price range and every guise,
appear throughout spring
fashion collections.
There's a difference,
though, between the pantsuit of a few seasons ago and
the pants costume of today.
The difference may come
about through a more feminine approach to the pants
look.
In many cases, widening
the pant leg — making it
flared or floppy — seems to
have added that feminine
appeal.
But there are plenty of
straight, slim pants around,
too, and here the change appears in the re-thinking of
the pants costume look.
Now, the pantsuit becomes
a costume indeed. A soft fluid
dress or a v?fitla tunic tops
the pants part of the turnout.
_
--A sleeveless coat or jumper
parrs up with a blouse, and
all join up with pants. Or, a
sleeveless tunic plus shirt
over pants opts /or a narrow
jacket over all.
Another variation finds
overalls or jumpsuits, in such
fabrics as velvet, companioned by elegant blouses for
cavorting in the p.m.
Unexpected accessories also help to make the pants
look work and give a feminine stamp of approval to all:
Belts rest lightly on the
hips and focus interest on
the waist to encircle jumpers, tunic tops or blouson
dresses. Each topping, of
course, has its onn pants
partner.
The watch fob and chain
look of chatelaines — light
chains joined with pins —
swing across the front of a
pantsuit jacket or are swagged between.
Other jewelry is planned
with equal care, to become a
part of the pants costume.
SHINING FOR SPRING
Nylon cire, which started
In jackets last season,spreads
throughout spring sportswear. This fabric has a slick,
shiny surface.

BLUE AND WHITE stripes run rings around a chic pant
dress designed by Helen Lee for 7-to-14'rs. Brief sleeved.
self-sashed and buttoned part way, it is shaped of machine.
washable. crease resistant Saracen, polyester and rayon

STEP INTO
RACIOUS
LIVING
THIS SPRING

All-important look of pulling together well-coordinated parts to assemble•costume is suggested here.
Sleeveless dress and zip-front tunic jacket share colorful Tyrolean
embroidery trim. By Modern Deb.

-vit. herald spring fashion 'tenement. This asearerith sleeveless jackct, has easy hillneis
in ihr
front-pleated skirt. It features a pa..,.-al-bowed polka dlall allik holier with long ruled sleeves.
Tr,m1 to a
. *tiny look is seen in belt buckle and Inottenn.-By Belle Swastslars ler Abe Schrader.

Textured Fabrics Loom Ahead
Texture is the message for
spring fabrics that consider
the alternatives of ready-towear fashion—with softness,
surface and body — in colors
clean and clear or soft and
muted.
The issue rises to the SW face with cloques. piques,
nubs, slubs. lenos. seersuckers. textured knits and dimensional jacquards that
prove favorable prospects
for afternoon -to- afterdark
dressing
Crisply tailored men's wear
fabrics make fair promise to
let a girl interpret the pantsplus look her way, in classic
patterns, often heavily textured Plaids, tweeds and
checks dominate the theme
Drapable fabrics with dimension think likely to- slink
and shine in supple knits.
jerseys and clinging crepes
that plat the vamp to the
hilt
For sporting occasions are

down-to-earth fabrics in
denim, muslin, gingham
cut-out or embroidered ) and
bandana prints The charm
of the Pennsylvania Dutch
countryside is captured in a
print full of horses, houses.
birds and trees.
Tender as the night tints
of color b4prn in spring woolens, see-Iffrough sheers. laces
and chiffons for summertime
wear
Floraltspring up, as it happens, to headline the news in
print with wild flowers and
formal gardens. They provide the basis for nostalgic
patterns that borrow frpm
the past the French toile,
Victorian wallpaper and tapestry patterns.
Strong primitive* reminiscent of early art forms and
bold abstracts balance the
possibilities
All kinds of embellishmenti
lavished on all kinds of fabrics appear in the 7anner

inirkenced by the European
couture. Beads, braids, ribbons and massive embroidery
in stylized 'geometric patterns depart for gala evenings
Flag-waving red, white and
blue in trio or tandem parade
through spring — as do the
pastels Peach, coral. mauve
(either alone or as accents)
and soft, silvery gray lead
to a romantic mood.
TRAVELING FASHION
Fashion makes it easier to
travel with a whole wardrobe
of changeable looks. The new
math adds up a dres.s or tunic over pants, jumper and
blouse over pants, skirt over
dress over pants.
TRIMMING SI,E1).%
Trims of lace, ribbon and
rickrack help, to make the
sleeve pretty for spring.

at
V ested interest continues strong
for spring sportswear. Here it's of
hand-crocheted yarn that under.
scores the texture achieved in a
blend of three rotors. Designed
with Pbentex knitting or crochet.
ing yarn.

Fabrics Seek to Flatter
Youthful Coats, Suits
Young set fashionables focus their attention on the
new spring look of fabrics for
coats and suits. In a flattering mood, these fabrics complement the fresh styles and
silhouettes now on view,
Texture is the basis for
crepes, flannels. yarn-dyed
flat tweeds and men's wear
materials that aim to flatter.
Of course woolens prevail,
but there are plenty of seasonless wool and polyester
blends, silk and wools and
cottons galore—plus leathers
sad vinyls
Plaids and checks are everywhere. unusual in pattern,
size and coloring - with lots
of red, white and navy or
-shades of beige and brown
with ,green or yellow.
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As the calendar changes,
men's hats change for the
season ahead.
New felts are brighter than
anything seen in a whole
month of springtimes—brick,
frond green, azula blue,
- brown copper. A bright hue
may be spiced with a tweedweave band for the favored
pInchfront. snap brim style
Newest look in casual fabric hats is the duo-toner.
It harmonises tweedy check

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

A SPRING AFTERNOON

Men Meeting Dare
to Be Different

Kaletiline look el leather in spring '69 shoes puts emphasis on line
and
detail, with leathers both rugged and refined. Clockwise,
from upper
left, are: antiqued patent dram slip-on, five-eyelet brushed
casual tie, smooth leather chukka with wide monk strap, leather
antiqued
grained leather moc, smooth leather slip-on. Shoes by
Bass, American Gentleman, Jorman and Bostonian. Stetson, G. H.

Vents, Pleats Show Trend

Deeper vents also reflect the impact of shape. Both side
and center vents are deeper in spring suits, and are often featured in three-button models. Inverted pleats are gaining
popularity.
Double-breasted models in men's suits are coming into
their own, with six- and eight-button versions in demand. They
are handsomely shaped and look fashionably smart. "
The epitome of the newly shaped models- are the Edwardian
and Regency styles. They place maximum fashion emphasis
on large collars, wide lapels, and some unusual pocket treatments. Edwardian suit coats are quite a bit longer than others,
and are extremely shaped and definitely flared. Many incorporate flared trousers as part of the look.

Brighter colors make news in
men's felt hats — greener greens,
bluer blues and brickier browns.
This one has contrast band with
sluhby tweed texture. By Knox,

Sleeves Shape Up
In Fashion Line
Long or short, the sleeve
rules supreme.
As a major factor In..faahion, sleeve shapes take their
cues from the Forties influence now pervading spring
styles. The exaggerated
shoulderline which was a
fashionmark of the Forties
gets a '89 interpretation.
Shoulders are widened not
by heavy padding but by
sleeves puffed and pouffed,
ballooned and layered.
The long sleeve takes to
loose, flowing lines,

Once limited only to sport shirts and sweaters, knits
for men are branching out in spring wardrobes,and
appearing in both sportcoats and slacks. Example
here is a knit sportcoat which boasts stripes and
throe-button Traditional styling. It's by Mascot.

and still choose a shape to suit himself.
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Hats Heading For
Colorful Season
As the calendar changes,
men's hats change for the
season ahead.
New felts are brighter than
anything seen in a whole
month of springtimes—brick,
frond green, azula blue,
brown copper. A bright hue
may be spiced with a tweedweave band for the favored
pinchfront, snap brim style.
Newest look in casual fabric hats is the duo-toner
It harmonizes tweedy check
wool with specially colored
hopsack.
Pocket hats come on strong
for spring in brighter colors
and interesting fabric
weaves. The non-woven polyester type takes punishment
of rain and sun, avoiding
wrinkles.
For the more formal casual
look, there are plaids, checks,
herringbones and hopsacks,
with the accent on lighter,
brighter colors.
Now there are "he-she"
hats, too—witness the Counterspy in a range of poplin
colors. A young hat for girls
or boys, it takes many shapes.
rolls, folds.

Sport Shirts

•

Bold, Quiet
Styles

4.•

Sport shirts are styled this
spring to fit every mood and
taste. Whether a man prefers
them loose and easy, shaped
or close fitting, whether he
likes them bold and bright or
on the quiet side, there's a
sport shirt for him in the
stores now.
Knit shirts come out with
top honors, remaining the
most popular of sport shirt
styles. They are extremely
versatile, can be worn for
many occasions and with any
type of slacks, notes -the
American Institute of Men's
and Boys' Wear.
in anaition they pack well,
ana have song been tne iavorne ox goiters, tennis players, and other active sportsmen. otlil popular are the
intricately aesigned knits in
pullover and coat styles.
r'or the man wno axes the
"coordinated" look, some of
the newer spring knits nave
attached !Pawning ascots
Mock turtle collars remai,
important, but the cies....
piaczeted collar is returning
to masculine favor,
r'or the man who wishes
to be iasnionably ahead 01
ins Mends and neighbors,
spring oners many new LOOKS
me most ntted of the nev,
models are the body shirts,
wmen nave two curved
from the sleeve down tilt'
back of the shirt.
Most romantic of the nev
spring shirts is the Artist or
the Romeo shirt. This styli'
features bell sleeves and an
open neck with a long flowing
collar. It is often shown in
silk, giving it a very smooth
look.
And for the man who is in
a party mood and wants to
wear a different kind of shirt
at home, the new Cubavera
shirt tits right in. These are
pleated,-worn on the outside,
and adorned with chain belts
For backyard barbecues, it
vacation or lounging, new
print shirts come in a variety
o
t f acnoy
lT
orjthsae tytit.aaddnrd n agu nbu
rs
i gui:11tl de
signs.
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Miss Spring 1969 Visits Shiley Florist
ON her Spring TOUr of Murray.
THE LOVELIEST FLORAL CREATIONS

COME FROM SHIRLEY FLORIST.

SHIRLEY
FLORIST
MEMBER RD

MURRAY, KY.

Sport shirts, whether foil or tradttiOnal
knits, spruce up in vibrant
and -lively colors for spring
temporary

Sportcoats and slacks get togeitter for spring, in fabrics planned for color coordittation — witness this
tattersall jacket, with slacks that pick up the blue
of the jacket. Jgcket by Phoenix, slacks by Esquire,
in Ste%ens.."Astrocloth" pre-coordinated fabrics.

honey tones are still important, but new mustard,tones, burnished hues and off-beat olives are emerging. Electric blues
and greens are appearing and are balanced by metal tones of
gold, silver and copper.
The trend this spring is towards livelier, more vibrant colors.
The new spring colors define themselves in a variety of
patterns — glen plaids, windowpanes,checks and stripes dominate the scene. Patterns, like colors, are moving towards
bolder expression.
With all the variety this spring a man can show his colors
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A MAN GUIDE TO THE
WELL-DRESSED LOOK

FOR SPRING
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Buddy Buckingham and Rok Ray are Muhl!
Miss Spring '69, Pamela Lassiter, the Corbin look ii
sport jackets. Distinctive quality. Distinctive patterns.
,COourings and fabrics from England and Scotland. The
Corbin look sets you distinctively apart.
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"Distinctive Clothing"
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MAKING SPACE
Space saving as well as good
looks is aim of new designs
in chairs, tables, wall units,
which are made
stack and
bunch convenien y.

New Colors Are Emerging
Color widens its spectrum this spring. Wheat/whiskey/

11)11

wool with specially colored
hopsack.
Pocket hats come on strong
for spring in brighter colors
and interesting fabric
weaves. The non-woven polyester type takes punishment
of rain and sun, avoiding
wrinkles.
For the more formal casual
look, there are plaids, checks,
herringbones and hopsacks,
with the accent on lighter,
brighter colors.
Now there are "he -she"
hats, too—witness the Counterspy in a range of poplin
colors. A young hat for girls
or boys, it takes many shapes,
rolls, folds.
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started last season, reports the American Institute of Men's
and Boys' Wear.
Models range from a hint of shape to moderate waist suppression to definite -waisted" styles. The Regency and Edwardian models especially feature the contoured silhouette.
Traditional suit models — in a move away from tradition —
also step into shape, making it unanimous.
The new shape has initiated a series of changes in suit styling. Fashion notes accompanying the new models are longer
suit coats, broader lapels and slanted pockets. The new trend
in suit pants is toward the straight and stovepipe.
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Cate to play the country man, is
the saddle oxford,
squire r boldly-styled leather seen
in white-with-dark and
boots or brogues make it pos- dark-o
n-dark
tones of
sible for a man in spring. on leather.'
the other toot,.he can turn
asual footwear with
sophisticate by slipping into a Dress-c
distinctive look pops up
elegant slip-ons.
beatner, fine, trim — each everywhere this spring.
There are white grained
lends itself to the particular leather
slip-ons trimmed in
cnaracter of the different dark
patent leather, white
men's shoes being shown. smooth
leather boot-shoes
• The American leather texand white suede leather oxtures used include a variety
of tannabies: smooth, grain- fords.
A newcomer to this doued, antiqued, cordovan, waxy,
glove, brushed, split cowhide, ble-duty type of shoe is the
slip-on,
often a moc type, in
suede leathers.
Going to the office are both "wet look" leather, a smooth
leather
with
a highly gzed
rugged and refined types or
footwear. For the posh look, finish.
Putting feet on
ctly
men may wear polished high• cut slip-ons in smooth and informal basis are so slipons and tie-shoes in brushed,
grained leathers.
To set off the leather tex- glove and waxy leathers.Slipture, such styling devices as on style notes include brass
gold bars and chain, monk- plates or studs, monk-straps,
straps, "turtleneck" gores or smart tunneled straps.
For casuals well-suited to
and medallion toes are used.
Boots for busines.s- and - hard spring and summer ladress are most often jodhpur bor. look for tough but supor demi-boot styles in glossy ple split cowhide work-shoes
smooth, fine -grained and adapted from footgear originally designed for construcembossed leathers.
These may tome with deep tion workers.
Moccasins are marked for
side gores, narrow single or
a full schedule. Making It a
double straps, or stitching.
Leather brogues, hearty foot-happy spring are beefroll, tassel -tie and kiltie
and masculine, have been
mocs.
slimmed down weight-wise
Also available are handduring the tanning process.
sewn
moc-boots, and brogue
The brogue shows such
mocs with their welted leathtouches as squared or knobby
toes, penis both pin-hole and er soles.
heavy, pinking, and wheeled
The boldness of brass is
used as moc trim in the form
extension soles.
New oxfords are 'a versatile of rivets, studs, plates, bits
assortment of sleek or dressShoes for more formal occacasual ties in various leath- sions appear in fine-grained
ers. In the latter category, a or smooth leather slip-ons,
good-looking addition is the
bal-oxfords or dress boots.
suede leather bal-oxford with Dinner jackets and other
• a smattering of perforations. "strictly formal" clothes call
Another steady winner, es- for patent leather oxfords or
pecially with the younger pumps (plain or with bow)

Suits are shaping up for spring '69. The new styles, nipped
and fitted for fashion with a flare, extend a men's wear trend
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Shoes Make the Man
Into Country Squire
Or City Sophisticate

Suits Reflect Impact
Of Change in Shape

Murray, Ky.
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Hats Heading For
Colorful Season
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Bride Turns
Clock 'tack
For Romance
The fragile Victorian Look
la the faaus1n 1001C appearing
for the young brideln
spring and summer of 1969.1
Gaaebos, daisies in the
gram,slides in the parlor,India carpets, cut crystal raked
in a toast, her curtsy, his beer,
from the waist — all the*
can be seen as the bride turtles
the clock back in order to be
new.
Necklines rise high and
lovely with lace. Some kat
lightiy ornaments the threat.
some forms a ruff beneath
the chin—all for a prim and
proper look.
Sleeves are important. In
fact, no recent bridal season
has seen the variety in sleeve
design that this one offers.
Bridal sleeves are short,
three-quarter or long. What
they have in common is that
they are uncommonly decorative and an important feature of every fashionable
gown.
Long sleeves are either very
Tradition rules for the spring bride and the tradition it prettine
full or very close-fitting, and
ace. fishily ais the bride's bouquet, lavishes this gown and headdresss.
s.
cuffed or ruffed at the wrist.
Equall. traditional it her cultured pearl necklace. The uniform
Three -quarter sleeves are
than liar graduated strand of pearls has gained favor in recent rather
jeers.
lantern shaped, or snug to
the elbow and flounced.Short
sleeves are capped, poulied
or double-pouffed.
Headdresses are unusually
elaborate. The floral wreath
is back, and this season is
worn in a horseshoe-shape
When this spring's bride rently we preferred style.
framing the face. Lace caps
puts a string of pearls around
and
tiny high coronets may
In the selection of pearls,
her neck, she is following a
prove to be especially popucustom that is more than certain points are a guide to
lar.
quality.
3.000 years old.
The spring bride who reA fine cultured pearl is recceives a diamond pin for her
History relates that the
ognize
d
by it,., deep lustre and
gift of wedding Jewelry can
ancient Greeks first estabwear it as an accent on her
lished the pearl as the sym- rich iridescence.
The surface of a fine pearl
high lace collar, or — as did
bol of maidenly purity and
sweetness. Symbolically. it is unmarred by noticeable
Princess Alexandra, Queen
represents marriage and love. flaws or blotchiness, though
Victoria's daughter-in-law —
sparkling atop a lace coronet.
As a wedding gift to the it may have some tiny irregTraditinnAny, in any era,
bride — perhaps from her ularities, since the gem is a
the bride's diamond earclips
parents, or from the bride- natural product.
Cultur
ed
are
pearls
of simple design. Popular
should be
groom -- pearls symbolize,
choices are the diamond
too, a lifetime of happiness examined under shaded natural light. Fluorescent and
"stud," a cluster or a scroll.
ahead
Diamond drops for the bride
Synonymous also with taste incandescent lighting distort
should be small and worn
and refinement, a strand of the natural colors.
immediately below the ear.
pearls.is considered a most
precious possession by many
ENVELOPE IN HAND
women.
The Forties clutch tucked
For the bride, a choker
or princess length cultured under the arm,a soft flat envelope
with more detail, is In
pearl necklace is traditional.
The uniform, rather than the bag to accessorize the
ttme'kradriatect-strand is cur- spring scene by day.

It's an Old Greek Custom -Girls, Pearls Go Together

e
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THE SPRING

&YOUNG MANS FANCY TUNS
TO....
•

THOUGHTS OF LOVE
AND HIS SWEETHEART
WILL LOVE THE BEAUTIFUL
SELECTION OF DIAMONDS
AT

F UR CIIES

&
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New Ideas Dress Up Homesfor Spring

Comfort, Style Spark Shoes For Boys
English Country look, one of several current furniture styles in the
with warmth and charm. The atmosphere is congenial rather than relaxed mood, creates a living room
furnishings have tubidanee and authority. Rama, Cotswold Oak too informal, since the English oak
furniture by Conant Ball.
Sli APEM A K EltS SOFTEN
Look for soft fabrics for
foundations — such as nylon
tricots. stretch tricots, crepelike tricots and spandex.

LOOKING ELEGANT
For an elegant look, wall
accessories such as cameos
and medallions are mounted
on velveteen under glass

LEGGING IT
Legging along to complete
the spring sportswear picture are almost sheer kneehighs in subtle colors.

Comfortably-full toes,
snappy leathers and
grown-up, high-styled appearance characterize new
shoes ready to appeal to
little boys.
Leather mocs are novel
as well as classic, with tassels, straps, hits of brass,
boot cuts.

Tall-tongued slip-ons
sport high-flying fronts,
sometimes teamed with
monk strap or brass hardware, sometimes showing
side gores or lots of penis.
Going out to play are
sandals,chukkas and shoes
patterned after men's work
styles.
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SPREAD SPRING AROUND YOUR HOME
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Victorian look for spring's bride
appears in organza with Ale-acon
lace—and in diamond,. worn Victorian-fashion across her brow.
Diamond jewelry from Fine Jewelent._ Guild AI C -4,01•1it-141 Myr.
ray Hamburger.

Wearing Bridal jewels
Since the forehead has
come to the fore in fashion,
part of the bridal headdress
may be a jewel on the brow
This season, the traditional
diamond wedding pendant.
for example. may be worn on
the forehead a la Ferorrniere — the revived Victorian
fashion which decrees a fine
chain around the head, disappearing beneath the bridal
veil, with a single diamond
glittering in the center of
the forehead.
Or, the bride may wear a
slender strand of diamonds
with or without a Victorian
drop.
DOING THE POLKA DoT
Dancing Into spring fashion are polka dots

-4

s MISS SPRING ADMIRES
THE BEAUTIFUL
SELECTION OF KEEPSAKE
DIAMOND RINGS AT
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MARY CARTER PAINTS
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BUY 2 AND SAVE

RICHES
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MARY CARTER PAINTS HAVE EARNED THE 6000 IMISEKEEPIS SEAL.

(;ising wide, the pants leg flisre•
out for spring. Exansple Isere i•
strewn with huge primed flowers, worn with solisilor safari
blouse. By Lytan Strom for Mister
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Accents of Spring Take Fernmm Turn
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Footwear for spring takes a soft, feminine turn,
in leather shoe styles
for all occasions. Clockwise, from upper right,
suede pump with
ilplf-leather bow, spectator in grained and,patent are:
leathers, lustre leather
T-strap sandal, waxy leather "city sandal" and smooth
by Caressa, Howard Fox, Palter debs, Sbicca and Bassleather tie. Shoes
"Tacks."

Shoes Stand on Ladylike Footing,
Are Treated to Higher Heels

'k

I.

'
C.

hoes For Boys
11-tongued slip-ons
high-flying fronts,
times teamed with
t strap or brass hardsometimes showing
cores or lots of perfs.
xig out to play are
Is,chukkas and shoes
rued after men's work

IMO

ME

T

Back-sweep hair style complements a scarfed shirtw•ist dress,
in checked and striped silk. Scarf.
ed dress by Donald Brooks, hair
style arranged by Helene Curtis.

Larger handbags provide plenty of room for a lady's
necessities — witness this waxy leather satchel, with
outside pocket, several inner compartments. Leather gloves sport pens, knuckle openings. Handbag
by John Remain, gloves by Grandoe.

Optical illusion is created by handbata that hold
more than meets the eye. For dressy occasions is
this vanity box bag, with gold frame and clasp in
pastel-hued make-believe alligaltor. Another feature
is the attache handle. By Julius Resnick.

Jewelry Has
New Range,
New Ways

Madwissadiag la fashion is the beret, due to frame many face this
spring. This one, with self-grosgrain tie, is polka-dotted forastill more
fashion. Hat by Adolfo II. Fragrance fashion is skin perfume, suggeste
d
by Houbipnt — either Chantilly or Bain Nouveau.

Be feminine, be female —
that's fashion's dictum, and
it opens opportunities for
fashion jewelry, now appearing in new places, new ways.
The waist and hips are
held captive in antique belts,
in rows of finely tailored
chains with multiple texturlags, in chains blatantly
buckled, in chains of flowers,
.
1 in chains lit up with sparkle
and semi-precious glitter.
The neckline that plunges,
the shirt that opens, reveal
an abundance of chains
mixed with beads or crystal
heavy with pendants.
Lots of necklaces and belts
are interchangeable for a
double play on fashion, according to Jewelry Industry
Council.
12 In another vein entirely,
the flower boom turns on the
whitest enamels, blooms in
the softest color tones, and
the make-believe mother-ofpearl.
Fashion jewelry finds this
spring a generous provider
of new finishes, of intricate,
hand-etched enamels.
Rings are still the happening things, transforming every hand with the quiet elegance of the Old World, the
•extravaganza of the New
World.
Earrings range far and
wide. There are the bold button spreading over the ear!'
. the gypsy dangles, the tapered wedding-band hoops, the
heirloom cameos, the chunky
opaque stones.
The mini earrings in the
lightest, gossamer pastels are
budding out this spring.
Bracelets are the impudent
a way to go modest with the
bare look of the Twenties and
the Forties. They add up row
upon row of golden links,
shaking beads and tubes of
plastic, bold bangles of mesh.

Belted Looks Help Fashion Parts
To Pull Themselves Together

What jewelry to wear with pants
costumes? Suggested is hassled,
tie-bar pin, with coordinated earrings. Pin is set with faceted,
chalk•white Swarov ski stone..
Jewelry, Stanley Hagler; costume,
Leo Nardocci.

Well-decorated hands may wear
rings for spring, Here, eultuied
pearls and semi-precious stones
combine in four rings of varied
shape. Ring designs are from Jrn
Pearl Syndicate's gold-:filled
line.
rai

Handbags Make Space Gaip
In Styles for Every Hour

For sportswear, dresswear
or any-wear in between, belts forations, metal studs, buttons, polo belt hooks or heavy
enliven spring's costumes.
g. Often a bow, iniSeveral belted looks pull stitchin
tial
plate, sunburst or other
together spring's shirt-anddecorat
ion
replaces the usual
skirt, sweater-and-skirt, buckle.
pants-and-top combinations.
Waists
may
be wrapped in
One is the one to one-anda-half-inch style with large crushable suede or grained
brass or self-leather buckle. leather sashes. Or, sashes
deep fringe or multiAnother look, for the tiny sport
colored beading as part of
waisted, is the very wide belt. the
Americ
an Indian influStill maintaining their popularity are narrow braided ence.
Belts embrace many leather
and string belts, waist-tied
textures — among them, the
or riding the hip.
grained
, smooth, antiqued,
These include plaited
leather-and -chain types, harness, waxy and suede.
spaghetti-strand belts (worn
singly or several at a time),
and heavy leather cutout
shapes alternating with brass
rings or coins.
As belt trim, there are per-

Pants Prevalent,
But Shirtdress,
Jumper Arrive

Will spring find pants comThis spring's leather purses leathers make up a handpletely replacing skirts in
show evidence that ladies are some handbag group.
Inwinning the race for space cluded are huge squashy feminine fashions?
The prevalence of pants
in the handbags they carry. -pillow" pouches, big barrels,
throughout fashion collecAside from gains in space, spacious satchels and
totes
tions
— pants for day, pants
the spring collection spot- and brass-studded box bags.
lights rich-textured leathers
Spectator perfs, stitching for evening, pants for everybody and everywhere—seems
and styles with a quiet im- and outside pockets add
zip- to say,"Yes." Common sense,
pact all their own.
py trim — and many of these
however, says, "No."
The bountiful assortment bags also have
Even the most style-conof leathers shows a range of straps or chains. shoulder
scious
women, who may
surface treatments: grained,
Carry-ails this
are choose a citypants costum
smooth, waxy, antiqued, em- the een, flat orspring
e
or two, will certainly conbossed, suede and real patent types: envelopes, gusseted
portfolios, tinue with skirted fashion
leather included.
s
attache&
Handbag silhouettes this
Though they come in a as the mainstays of their
wardrobes.
spring are strongest in box
wide range of textures and
Then what does fashion
bags, satchels and totes, all colors, these bags
are ultra
offer besides pants?
with generous dimensions. smart in light-toned
emAfter these come the enve- bossed and grained leather
Shirtdresses and jumpers,
s. always basic,
lopes, swaggers, pouches and
really come inWhen "after dark" is on
barrels.
to their own now.
.the agenda, handbags scale
An important bag fashion down and light up
The shirtdress offers an
in a radiutilizing several of these sil- ant array of leather
unending variety of colors,
s — lushouettes is the shoulder bag, tres, polished smooth
prints and style themes,from
leathcompanion to the pantsuit ers, satiny suede
the crisply tailored to the
"reptile"and other outfits, reports embossed and safflan
prettily feminine.
leathLeather Industries of Amer- ers.
The jumper,in every fabric
ica.
and color and in new fit and
Gold, bronze, silver and
Every fashion mood from
flare styles, mixes well with
other metallics
seen in
' Hosiery designers under- elegant to sporty is covered in crushed, smooth are
blouses and shirts. It goes
and grained
new handbags. For a dressy textures.
score the fashion message in
over pants, too.
a spring that puts softness, daytime ensemble, envelopes,
Two other spring leaders
To set off spring's afterbox-bags and swaggers pro- dark and evening
subtlety in motion.
are the sportswear idea of
clothes
,
The spring message is pan- vide on-the-target accesso- new box-bags, minaudieres, many parts that add up well
and the dressier look of suit
envelopes and clutche
tyhose as the answer to skirts rizing.
Spacious but trim, they ap- their own romantic s have
with its own blouse and, or
which remain short, summer
look.
pear
smooth
in
light-gr
,
ained
vest or dress mated with jack. Closings in gold, silver or
shoes which never bare a leg
safflan
and
suede
leathers
,
et
or coat. For total dressing,
jewels
and city, country, patib pants
have been fashioned
Which require a sleek under- and many kftids of embossed Into flowers, butterflies, shells the costume still rules.
leathers. Closures and other and other shapes.
spinning
hardware are liner, straps
Also highlighting
w Knee highs almost sheer narrowe
r. Quilting, cording miniatures are jeweled these
and always subtly patterned
or filand
unusual
shaped
ly
hanigreed handles, cloisonne or 'SEE-THROUGH?"
in the subdued no-pastels dles also mark
the
look.
cameo
"See-through" shirts for
clasps, tortoise
and somber neutrals accomFor casual carrying, the trim and elegant interiorshell men? This season they're ofpany brief skirts, shorts and graine
fitantiquey, waxed, tings to carry out the
d,
fered
in leisure-hour styles.
golf skirts.
look of
btushed, and large-patterned
in such fabrics as voile.
precious beauty.
The body stocking in plain
or pastel, net or lace, designed to be seen from stem
to throat, fills in for sheer
lace gowns, peek-aboo cutouts.
Legcitement in mad, mad
With diversification the sporty leathers, or colorful
sin, teens inay choose the
teas for the young and dar- name of the game, teens can
patent or smooth leathers,
up-to-the-minute moo look
propose
ing
s prints, stripes work any number of stylish
are .strippler and lowerwith tassels, kitties, monkand hieroglyphics
changes In their spring footheeled
straps
and raised tongues
The message is wet and wear. The switch is on—from
Always keen on the moccaTeen-age shoes for dating,
Wonderful — a look silk and pants-shoes in waxy leather
dancing and dress-up parrainwashed gleams in sheer- to smooth leather pumps to
Dried Beef Bounty
sat evening pastels and lustre leather sandals.
ties
Dried beef which comes in with include closed pumps
vague pantyhose.
Other textures to grace
ornaments of gold,crysFor ankles peering out frisky feet include grained, *both jars and packages can tal, pearls or rhinestones
'rom city pants, for evening, antiqued, brushed, embossed
appeir in the menu in many Others have d'Orsay 7cut or
'or late day, stockings trail a and patent, notes Leather
ways. Shred it and use in completely open sidet
sattern running up one side Industries of America.
Also twinkling on teen toes
cream
cheese with horse- are
olari
ta
tie leg, show clocks and
Perfed spectators bid for
ng sandals, and
radish as a dip, for exathple. slingsstrippi
Dons on clocks, or a teen favor this spring, either
with up-front decor
;pray of roses
as oxfords or pumps. But Shredded, it can go into
a
Sandal hosiery is heelless, there's a new look to many
cream sauce to be served
dmost toeless and often cleft of today's spec-pumps, with
over baked, boiled or mashed ABOUT PANTYHOSE
or thongs that step out in monk straps, stuck-up
potatoes, dumplings or bisPantyhose in clear, light
tongues, stitched extension
he evening.
colors — with beige and gray
The message is color in soles and bold color combos. cuits.
in the lead — accent spring
Heels keep in the low and
)astels made for spring and
costumes.
ummer legs in lemons,limes, mid-height groove. Indeed,
IUHEEL131; .41.0,NG
borcelain blues, pinks, laven- for all except dress footwear,
NEW YORK (a) -- LightLIKE MOM
lera.
weight - forged aluminum
the teen miss Is due to stay
Little girls love the look of
The message is subtle pat- -with
wheels
are
being
used
the
in
regulower
chunky
heeL
pantyhose in clear, strong
Arn—patterned sheers which
lar railroad operations to colors, prints.
libme on color and then reClose-up of this season'
eat a pattern as the leg sandals reveals a similars speed rapid transit passeitigers
to their destinations.
FINGERTIP FASHION
loves
choice of looks. For the classThe aluminum wheals,
The message is texture, room, there's the not-tooLeather, nylon and cotton
equipped with steel rims, are shorties put the hand on
ow lighter and airier.
open sandal in fat T, wide
spring
expecte
d
fashions for day
to
reduce
double-strap or closed-toe
total
weight of each transit car, re,New idea for kitchens is a formation—Sometimes sprinsuiting in less power required ROMANTIC MOOD
.frigerator-freezer with ex- kled with brass or silver, or
!dor door dispenser for ice trimmed with fringe.
to operate the cars and addiJewels that look like anwater and cubes.
tiques befit a modern girl
All-out play sandals in
tional cost savings,

New shoe styles rate a "soft
sell" from fashion this spring
and leather is an integral
part of the look.
Supple yet rugged are the
new shoe leathers in smooth,
embossed, lustre and genuine
patent leathers; suede and
antiqued leathers; grained
and brushed leathers, and
others.
As part of the new femininity, heels are on the rise.
These raised heels are not as
high or thin as the stilletos
once seen.
They're thicker and sport
varying shapes: straight,
curved, round, occasionally
pinched or flattened at back.
Of course, chunky low (not
flat) and mid -heels are also
stepping through spring.
Pumps go the ladylike route
in a number of ways, and a
number of leathers, notes
Leather Industries of America.
There's the pump with bow
or ornament — slings, and
pumps with embroidered
openings dotting the instep.
Classic indeed are d'Orsay
pumps, either cut to a V at
the side or two-piece with
distinct separation.
Even those chunky-heeled

•

high-tongued "monster"
Aciornment
pumps have undergone re- sparkle of a comes in the
strap or
finement. They show a slim- throat-line, jeweled
ed flowming in tongue or strap, a ers, gleamingappliqu
mirror or lucite
lighter touch of brass and a ornament.
higher heel.
A most important influence
in spring footwear is the
spectator. Many a pump,sandal, tie and even mule is
wearing the spectator look,
done in a range of treatCooking up a master plan
ments.
Especially for the urban for a new kitchen?
Homemakers might well
life are "city sandals," sophisticates with a country begin by gathering samples
flavor. These may be mid- of paints, wallpaper, carpetheel casuals or more exposed ing. This helps to visualize
sandals,also with a mid-heel. the over-all result.
Keeping it casual, the mocNow, major appliances can
casin meets the season's de- play a part in the color plan.
mand for femininity with In hues such as harvest, copsofter leathers, lighter colors pertone, avocado, they might
and such touches as fringe, even set the theme.
nailheads and higher
For the personal touch,
tongues.
"season" the kitchen to taste.
However, sportier pennY Show off shiny copper pots
moos, moc-boots and monk- against a wall-hung pegstraps are also in the picture. board. Let potted plants
For after-dark dazzle shoes flourish on window sill. Or,
have a beauty that's skin- decorate the walls with prints
deep with the skin in smooth, of fruits, vegetables.
lustre, suede and embossed TIME TO CONSIDER
leathers plus antiqued patSpring might be time to
ents and metal-grained consider wrought iron
furnileathers.
ture, for indoors or out.

Cooking UpPlans
For New Kitchen

-
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Stockings Send
Spring Message
$01 'Legcitement

Varied Styles Grace Frisky Feet
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SELECTS MATCHINGS SHOES AND HANDBAG FOR SPRING
AT THE SHOE TREE SHE IS ASSISTED BY JANE WUAM.
MISS SPRING SUGGESTS THAT YOU GO BY THE SHOE TREE
FOR ALL YOUR SHOES HANDBAGS, & STOCKINGS FOR SPRING.

THE

SHOE TREE

SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER
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PACHI TEN

TRIR LIDOBI & TIMBRES

Tips Help the Amateur
Titeldnts
Hayseeds Toiling in Soil Of Springtime
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Vivid Color, Design Update Sport Coats
Men's sportcoata go into
the "shaped" look, and greet
the season with lively colors
and patterns.
in all styles the move is towards vibrant, more intense
colors, according to the
American Institute of Men's
and Boys' Wear.
A man can brighten his
life with lively greens, bright
blues, orangey-reds and lemon -yellows. Or, If he chooses

best fertilizen. This adds needed provide an excellent source of
By PHIL KADIS
(Editors: Gay Faulty, UPI
WASHINGTON, D. C. (UPI) organic matter to soil.
cut flowers. They're good to fill Women's Editor, recently wrote
Grass clippings, vegetable in beds where shrubs have been of childhood remembrances of
- Select a proper sit. for your
prden or all those backaches tops and peelings, dead leaves newly planted until the bushes spring down on the farm. The
from toiling over the soil wont and other materials that easily grow large enough to MI the following dispatch is the
rot also are good.
be worth the effort.
recollection of • citybred
'PamIn planning a vegetable
The best location for flower
- Ask your nurseryman or writer.)
or vegetable gardens is one that garden, separate crops requiring local agricultural 'dent which
By JOAN HANAUER
gets direct sunlight all day and is little space - lettuce, radishes, annuals and perennials grow best
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
well drained. its a good idea to beets, spinach - from those In your arm
coming of spring for the city
put a fence around the plot to requiring more spent, corn,
child is a little bit like& being
keep out stray animais or pumpkins, melons of potatoes. .. Proper
care
for
most sprung from jail.
curious toddlers.
Don't put tall crops where they vegetable and flower
There's release from
gardens
When the soil crumbles in will shade small crops. Also, includes:
imprisoning clothes - no more
your hand,- it's time to start don't put rows up and down a
- Surface cultivation or leggings, no more hated, itchy
turning it over. Plow under crop slope. Place them back and hoeing just often
enough to knee socks. And there's the city,
residues and weeds if they're not forth.
control weeds. Mulching with so clean looking under bright
dimmed or too coarse.
When sowing, follow straw, gram clippings
or leaves. blue skips, instead of the
Authorities say most soils can directions on seed packets. If
Watering is best done during steam-heated apartment in
be improved by working a you put in seedlings or small daylight hours
but not when the which We were confined because
one-rich layer of sand and a pants, ask the nurseryman for sun is high. A good
soaking once our mothen weren't' sturdy
two-inch layer of peat moss in, directions.
a week is better than several enough to stay outdoors long in
Some tips on flower gardens: light sprinklings.
along with proper portions of
the cold Winter days.
lime and commercial fertilizer- Separate annuals from
But spring was always a long
Don't depend on weather to
Zip-front cardigan jacket takes •
perennials.
stand-up collar and hacking pockprovide enough water - union time coming when I was a child
Well-rotted manure is one of the
- Annuals, easy to grow, it's raining day
- I guess it still is. March was
ets, for new "sculptured look" in
after day.
men's sportswear. It's the "Stockthe month of disappointment port"
it promised spring but always
The Edwardian suit, a classic of yesteryear, arrives on the scene to become the "in" look for today's yopng man, Here, it *pipette in a six.
the weather was just a
as their colors.
button, double-breasted style with characteristic deep lapels and subtle
continuation of dreary February
Plaids are featured in airy
shaping, in worsted twill.
windowpanes, and checks are
days.
shown in houndstooth.
There was my father, always
Stripes appear in bold chalk
Blazers, popular for several peaks of popularity. They are
predicting one more snow before
lines.
seasons, go on and on to new extremely versatile, and can
Easter and almost always right.
The combination of vibrant
be worn for many occasions
colors and bold patterns reThe first sign of spring wasn't
and with any kind of slacks.
sults in some'verylively sport
He'll either arrange for a soil test make a compost heap or pit. Dig the robin red breast or even a
By PHIL KADLS
The new six- and eightcoats.
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Key or tell you how to get one. If a pit tbree to four feet deep and budding crocus or whatever it is
button double-breasted modAll patterns are tailored
as
wide
as
you
wish,
els are ideal for the man who is
lining the that blooms first. It was St.
gardening things include a steel that's out, invest in a soil testing
into a host of styles, giving
wants the look of tomorrow."
a choice of modelsspade or spading fork, a hoe, a kit to guide you in deciding skies with boards. Then put in a Patrick's day and lhe epidemic
. Shape is
six-inch
the
layer
dominant
of
leaves,
gram
fertilfters
which
More
and
to
,
use
how
theme
knits
in
for
the
garden
"instant
watering
can,
of
men
Irishmen" that
are
steel rake,
new models for spring, but
in the offing, as- apparel
THE BRIGHT LOOK
cord and stakes for guidelines on much lime, if any, should be clippings., vegetable tops and emptied our classrooms on the Knits get the
here
again
spring
the
nod
range
for
men,
manufacturers
is
wide
take
up
similar
waste plant material.
NEW YORK (a) The color
added to soil. Some plants, like
day of the parade.
planting rows.
enough to suit all tastes.
Here. a white sportcoai I. teamed
their
knitting
to
provide
The layer should be sprinkled
characteristics of a new acidThere was a lot of with dart slacks and a nat.row
A hand duster or sprayer, a tomatoes and azaleas, do best in
A man who prefers the natsportcoats and slacks, as
resistant aluminum pigment
well as sweaters and
shovel and a hand trowel also acid soils and generally like soils with a cup each of lime and preparation for spring - while striped pullover - and are all • ural shoulder line or just a
may be the reason your new
hint of shape to his jacket
five-ten-five fertilizer, followed my mother exhumed Lest'year's knits.
shirts, for the masculine
help. After that, you'll probably with little or no lime.
has a wide selection in Tramarket.
car looks brighter and more
- The U.S. Department of by a thin layer of soil. Wet the good spring coat for everyday to be somewhat less cohlorflu, ditional
want a wheelbarrow, an ax and
models. For the man
Sportcoats particularly
dazzling than, you expected.
mattock, and pruning and Agriculture says fertilizers in layer down and repeat the wear I hunted for precious lost he can find softer shaBes of
who likes to try the new in
show the trend which
The new pigment provides
process.
granule
form
Compost
the
primary
are
more
colors.
should be items like my skate key, which
clipping shears.
fashion, there are the highly
takes in a variety of colbrighter
metallic finishes,
Last
season's
more
ors and textures. Patterns
subdued -shaped Edwardian and ReIf yours is to be a large convenient to use, although a bit watered often to keep it moist. also served as a hopscotch
pure color-pigmented coatings
shades are still here, but are
might include stripes,
garden, a wheel hoe and a more expensive. Liquid Cover it with a plastic sheet "stone."
with better color purity and
often updated and sparked gency models.
miniature or pencil
fertilizer spreader will come in fertilizers, applied with a garden containing a one-inch center
My teeth are still set on edge with a contrasting overplaid.
These are usually threeincreased gloss.
checks.
hose,
pole
allow
to
absorption of some
catch rainwater.
These new colors are button models with a deep
handy. Clean, sharp and
when I remember skating or
Knitted slacks, while
After three or four months, the rougher portions of sideefalit splashed into a variety of center vent. In addition to
perhaps not as widely
high-grade tools greatly reduce nutrients through the leaves as
the
waist,
fitted
they
feature
geometric
The Confederate States were
designs, and the
available, still are present,
well as roots.
contents of the pit should be on the way to the park, wheats
garden labor.
spring shopper will find'that wider lapels and a larger
often
in
organised
dark
solids.
at Montgomery, Ala.,
Fertilizers
graded
are
by
turned
over.
The
compost will the grass was turning green, the the patterns are often as bold collar.
A wide variety of garden
in 1699.
machinery relieves some of the the primary nutrient content of be ready to use the following dogwood trees blossomed as
sweat among those with huge the mixture. A mixture classified 'Print
surely as in any country
plots. Select equipment to fit by the numbers five-ten-five, for
meadow, the ducks skittered
the amount of work to be done, example, contains five per cent Gabby
across the lakes as on any rural
the contour of the land and the of total nitrogen, 10 per cent of
MANILA (UPI) - Filipinos pond.
available phosphoric oxide and are among the most frequent
character of the soiL
Spring meant the circus and
A medium-sized tractor is five per cent of soluble potash. users of the telephone in the my annual disappointment that
suggested for plowing. In light to These three nutrients are used in world. A survey made by an cotton. candy didn't taste as
large amounts by plants and are official of the International -Tele- good as it looked; my
medium soils a rotary tiller will likely to be deficient in soil, ass communications
Union showed bewilderment over the way
do the job.
result.
that the average rate in Manila is grownups gasped at aerial
A few words about fertilizers:
of the cheapest and 241 calls a day. compared with while obviously it was the
- When in doubt, consult easiest ways to increase the right in
London and nine in animils that were most
your county agricultural agent. fertility of your garden is to
fascinating.
Bombay.
The animals at the zoo in
Central Park were another spring
attraction as they canie out of
their houses into their
iron-barred "back yards." The
polar bears stretched sleepily,
already uncomfortable in thewarming aik, while lions and
tigers paced and seals slept
blissfully - they really seemed
to smile - on sunny rocks.
There wm the wonderful
Sunday -WWE we found the
park's carousel open, its
hurdy-gurdy music a siren song.
Beckoning beyond was
summer. I still pity inland
children who never fearfully
dove into a breaking wave, to
emerge triumphant on the other
side or be tossed under, only to
come back gasping for more.

Good Tools, Fertilizers
Lighten Garden Chores

Men Get
More Knits

Nails Tailored
For Every Need

FOLLOW MISS SPRING'S EXAMPLE GO TO

NEW YORK (s)-Thoughtful do-it-yourselfers are discovering that it pays to take
a good hard look at the little
things.
Like nails, for instance.
They're also discovering
that there really is a difference when it comes to buying
nails. Recognizing this difference can mean money in
your pocket and a better
quality job.
The nails that are making
such a big hit with homeowners today are made of aluminum. Among the many reasons for their trowing popularity are these:
Strength Retained
Unlike other nails, those
made of aluminum won't rust.
This retains their high
strength throughout the lifetime of the structure without
staining.
They're packed for your
convenience. You can buy
them in 50-pound cartons for
big jobs and have the equivalent of 150 pounds of ordinary nails or thereon be purcha.sed in a variety of packages for small jobs
There's an aluminum nail
for every building need siding. fencing, shingles roofing
nails, and gutter spikes They
Come threaded, as well, for
greater holdinv power You
can select a specific nail tailored for the job that needsto he done
If India's population continue.
to pow at the prriwnt ratr of
2.4.pfr cent annually it will rra.
.t ttiniunii 30 years:-

-

-s

MISS SPRING SHOPS at REECE'S.
IN THE PHOTOGRAPH ABOVE,MISS SPRING IS BEING
SHOWN A HANDSOME ARROW SPORT SHIRT.
YOU LIKE MISS SPRING, WILL FINUT A PLEASURE TO SHOP FOR
TOPFLITE MENtiffitn REECES!
STYLE MART AND HART SCHAFFNER & MARX, ARMY CATALINA SPORTSWEAR,
RESISTOL HATS, BEAU BRUNNER TIES.

REECE'S
510 WEST MAII

MURRAY, KY.
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lorirds
t oa
infe
clean and clear or so
muted.
The issue rises to the surface with cloques, piques,
nubs, slubs, lents% seersuckers, textured knits and dimensional jacquards that
prove favorable prospects
in
fte
f
dorressa
w.rnoon- to- afterdark
Crisply tailored men's wear
fabrics make fair promise to
let a girl interpret the pantsplus look her way, in classic
patterns, often heavily textured. Plaids, tweeds and
checks dominate the theme.
Drapable fabrics with dimension think likely to slink
and shine in supple knits,
jheirse
lt. ys and clinging crepes
that play the vamp to the
For sporting occasions are
fabrics in
down- to
denim, muslin, gingham
(cut-out or embroidered) and
bandana prints. The charm
of the Pennsylvania Dutch
countryside is captured in a
print full of horses, houses,
birds ang trees.
Tender as the night tints
of color bloom in spring woolens, see-through sheers,laces
and chiffons for summertime
wear.
Florals spring up, as it happens, to headline tne news in
print with wild flowers and
formal gardens. They pro-

•
arrives on the scene to be.
Here, it apprises in a six.
;tic deep lapels and subtle

BRIGHT LOOK
YORK (a) The color
eristics of a new acidt aluminum pigment
the reason your new
ts brighter and more
than, you expected.
iew pigment provides
t e r metallic finishes,
or-pigmented coatings
tter color purity and
d gloss.
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Textured Fabrics Loom Ahead
Texture is the message for
spring fabrics that consider
s
d yof_ready-to0tnd z
nnia
eaftl
a
t ta
ef es. rah
u
heur
with softness.

f popularity. They are
qy versatile, and can
for many occasions
h any kind of slacks.
new six- and eightlouble-breasted moddeal for the man who
he look of tomorrow.
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Costume suits herald spring fashion excitement. This one, with slrevt:it:sli jacket, has easy fullness in the
from-pleated skirt. It features a pussycat-bowed polka dot silk bodice with long cuffed sleeses. Trend to a
ghiny look is se.it belt buckle and buttons. By Belle Saunders for Abe Schroder.

If It StaysDry,That'sRainwqar
Just about the only way to
Identify rainwear this spring
is to douse water on itjapci
see it it stayfifry.
Can a silk moire cocktail
coat and dress ensemble be

Eolifederate States were
d at Montgomery, Ala.,

-

more than what it seems? Or a breed of rainwear.
a silk-and -worsted evening
Spring rainwear encompantsuit? Most definitely, passes just about any
rashThe more -knockout the silion look going, in every poshouette, the more it is a prosible 'fabric. The only pretotYPe of the exciting new
requisite—that it be weather-
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treated.
Classics are as impeccably
tailored as ever, but in fresh
new variations. A doublebreasted boy coat flaunts its
clean,spare lines in navy and
white tennis stripes on cotton. A secret agent trench4
coat makes Its point in black
and white silk tattersall
cnecks.
Whether cut in lus -•)s
broadcloth, double-knit jersey or tweedy tussah, coats
are rich in detail. Braided
half-belts, gold-rimmed buttons, scalloped yokes and
gilded buckles on pockets and
cuffs are some of the variations.
Rainwear abounds in pleats.
Deep front, pleats, hip pleats
and inverted walking pleats
enable the wearer to move;
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Girl-Watchers,
Girls. Consider
Pants Suiting
Pants for women? Pants
for city streets? Pants for
at-home gatherings or the
dressiest parties?
Both girls and girl-watchers will be given every opportunity to decide for or
against the feminine pants
turn-out.
Pants aplenty, in every
price range and every guise,
appear throughout spring
fashion collections.
There's a difference,
though, between the pantsuit of a few seasons ago and
the pants costume of today.
The difference may come
about through a more feminine approach to the pants
look.
In many cases, widening
the pant leg -- making it
Eared or floppy — seems to
have added that feminine
appeal.
But there are plenty of
straight, slim pants around,
too, and here the change appears in the re-thinking of
the pants costume look.
Now, the pantsuit becomes
a costume indeed. A soft fluid
dress or a wrap tunic tops
the pants part of the turnout.
vide the basis for nostalgic
patterns that borrow from
the past the French toile,
Victorian wallpaper and tapestry patterns.
Strong primitives reminiscent of early art forms and
bold abstracts balance the
possibilities.
• All kinds of embellishments
lavished on all kinds of fabrics appear in the manner
influenced by the European
couture. Beads, braids, ribbons and massive embroidery
In stylized geometric patterns depart for gala evenings.
Flag-waving red, white and
blue in trio or tandem parade
through spring — as do the
pastels. Peach, coral, mauve
(either alone or as accents)
and soft, silvery gray lead
to a romantic mood.
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Alsleeveleas coat or jumper
pairs up with a blouse, and
all join up with pants. Or, IL
sleeveless tunic plus shirt
over pants opts for a narrow
jacket over all.
Another variation finds
overalls or jumpsuits, in such
fabrics as velvet, companioned by elegant blouses for
cavorting in the p.m.
Unexpected accessories also help to make the pants
look work and give a feminine stamp of approval to all.
Belts rest lightly on the
hips and focus interest on
the waist to encircle jumpers, tunic tops or blouson
dresses. Each topping, of
course, has its own pants
partner.
Picture of spring in fashion is the
The watch fob and chain
costume — for instance, this don.
look of chatelaines — light
ble-knit shift and holdly-oriped
chains joined with pins —
coat. By David Crystal, shown
swing across the front of a
with Kodak Instarnatic camera.
pantsuit jacket pr are swagged between.
Other jewelry is planned
with equal care, to become a square cups.
part of the pants costume.
Brassieres themselves, unlinked to lingerie, are generally spare and uncomplicated, even in larger sizes.
Most girdles and pantie
girdles are short — though
long-legged pantie girdles do
exist to solve thigh problems
and pave the way for pantsuits.
One-piece foundations include everything from the
The big thing about foun- "second skin" bodysuit
verdation garments this year is sion that's brief and bare
to
that they're different.
the lightly paneled persuadYet, underneath all, they er that shapes the average
perform. They still round the woman to the full figure
bustline, shape the waist, corselet that mothered the
narrow the hips, trim the entire trend of one-piece unthighs.
derdressing.
So what's different about
Teaming with hosiery,
that?
many pantie foundations
have
legbands , specifically
It's the way foundations do
what they do. There is a soft- styled to hold up hose — or
ness and lightness about adapt to either waist-high or
the new underpinnings that thigh-high stockings via deMarks them for this season's tachable.garters.
dresses, suits, city pants.
Foundation fabrics are
The bra-slip is the queen soft, and so are foundation
of all the collections. Only a colors this spring.The shapemakers show up in mauve
few years ago, the bra-plusslip came in one style, stem- and mint along with bright
ming from a long-line bras- reds, skin tones, white, black
siere. Now. its .versions are and a mixture of prints.
many and varied.
The long-line style is still.
available. But more often the
TRIMMING SLEEN
bra is a bandeau, its slip a
Trims of lace, ribbon and
narrow shaft from under the
rickrack help to make the
cups Necklines range from
sleeve
pretty for spring. halters to plunges to low

Separates look for the one-piere
dress marks a trend for spring.
Here, it's a sleeveless, texture
skimmer, with its own obie
By taurepee Gross.

Outer Apparel
Demands Soft
Foundation
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GOLDEN GIRL—California 'sun colors of brilliant orange
and white provide after-five ,
brilliance in tilts easy slip of a
formal in cotton matelacce I
Complete with matching stole, "4.
it's designed by Helga.
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IlAY is. RITE WILL
WWI YOU MONEY
ON YOUR

SARI/4

ppitampTIONS

WHY PAY MORE

l
S
.

Say-Rite buys the Finest Quality Drugs in Large Quantities direct from Leading Pharmaceutical Manufacturers
to get the Lowest Possible Prices and passes them on to You! These large purchases are made possible only because of Say-Rite's tremendous volume of business. .
We invite you to visit our new Prescription Department
•
We bring' you the very finest prescription drugs at the lowest prices possible . . . whether prescriptions or vitamins, the health needs you purchase
at Say-Rite's new pharmacy are without doubt your best buy. Charlie Adams, our Registered Pharmacist, personifies the ultimate in skill and accuracy when compounding prescriptioni. This precision has been gained
his many years of training and -experience. No longer do you have to go out of town to get discount prices through
on prescriptions. Call or bring in your prescriptions . . . we know you'll be pleased and you'll appreciate the savings!
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ATEENTION SENIOR CIEZENS!! CHECK OUR EXTRA DISCOUNT% PRESCRIPTION PLAN!!
(-4

Our New Drug Store Open
9 a.m.-9 p.m. Daily
I -6 p.m. Sundays
in Bel Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-8304

MY, KY.
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If you are 60 years or over (or if you'll be 60 this
year) you can get an EXTRA 10% DISCOUNT
in _addition to our Already Everyday Low Discount Prices • All Prescriptions filled Efficiently
and Promptly!.
•
•
•

SAV-RITE DISCOUNT DRUG STOKE'
Bel Air Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.
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CUT OUT BLANK, FILL IN,
Bring or Mail to Our New Say-Rite Drug Store
in Bel Air Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.
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WEST KENTUCKY RURAL ELECTRIC
Cooperafive Corporation

CONGRATULATES
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PAMEU
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Miss Spriig says 'LIVE BETTER ELECTRICALLY'. Here she views some modem Electric appilances
Bekiw

a few of the services offered by West Ky. Rural Electric to their customers .

*DIAGRAM HOUSE WIRING
Ming a house to be serviced by
West Ky. Rural Electric? If so just
king your house plans to us for
FREE diagraming of wiring and
electrical instalations.

*HOME ECONOMIST
babble for consultation on home
economics problems on an individual
basis and as a service .to clubs.

•PLAN FARM -ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS
Want to make your farm completely modem? lust cal on
us for FREE advice and diagrams to make yours an al electric farm.
--1mmom
4
mon

$ ,

FOR A NOMINAL FEE WE WILL INSTALL OUTDOOR MERCURY VAPOR LIGHTS
ON YOUR FARM.
THESE HELP MAKE YOUR FARM & HOME MUCH'SAFER AT NIGHT AND HELP TO DISCOURAGE
PROWLERS.

West Ky. Rural ElelaitiApperative Corporation
t., t,

t,

ts;"

In Murray
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THE FASHION message
of many of the recent Summer collections for both day,
sports and evening wear continues to be pants. pants,
?ants.
Why pant.? That, my
friends, is a fashion enigma
but couture designers continue .to show pants from
short jump suits (which are

SPORTS OUTFIT is made up of blue buckskin leathir —
pants patterned after western jeans and brass=buckled
vest. Designcd by Viola Sylbert for Albert Altus, twosome
Is accented with bright red long-sleeved turtleneck sweater.

It's the way foundations
what they do. There is a sofdo
tness and lightness about
the new underpinnings that
marks them for this season's
dresses, suits, city pants.

most attractive at a resort I to
long jump suits covered with
long billowing open - front
skirts to pants under -short
and elongated tunics, jackets
and mini skirted dresses.
Oh, yes, there are slim
pants under Summer raincoats which make sense if
there is a real all-day downpour and if the hot sun
doesn't decide .to break
through the gloom anti rain
and make you feel "ickysticky."
The collections include
straight, slim pants, medium
width and cuffed, swinging
wide leg pants. At any rate,
the fabrics used run the
gamut from sheer, sheer, seethrough voiles, organzas and
laces to opaque cotton, wools,
knits and soft, soft leathers.
Colors are exciting in the
leathers as well as the fabrics
- -more so than ever this year
because the accent is on the
soft, muted tones.
Toppings are many and
varied but the sleeveless
tunic, cropped Jacket and the
poncho-type top rank high in
the picture.
So. if you prefer pants and
want to wear them, the choice
is almost unlimited but
remember, to look well on
the
female figure, pants must
be
tailored to perfection and
-,-.4,nerst*MtIttenta te
the positive.
is one garment that
calls for workmanship and
fit
that ate absolutely tops,

SPRING

The bra-slip is tne queen
of all the collections. Oily a
few years ago, the bra-plusslip came in one style, stemming from a long-line brassiere. Now its versions are
many and varied.
The long-line style Is still
available. But more often the
bra is a bandeau. its slip a
narrow shaft from under the
cups. Necklines range from
halters to plunges to low
square cups.
Brassieres themselves, unlinked to lingerie, are generally spare and uncomplicated, even in larger sizes.

GOLD BUTTONED, double-breasted fashion, pant suit in green cabretta leather
has Napoleon collar, wide lapels. By Kurt
Wasserman for El Greco, Bag by Greta

1969

Fashion Scribes
Trek To The
Mountain Top
By ROBERTA DLit }I ,
PORTLAND, Ore.
PI) Three major Portland ortswear
firms recently showed fall lines
in their natural habitat, taking
visiting fashion writers from
seashore to mountain top.
Pendleton even used Indian
models in showing its men's line
at Ksh-nee-ta resort on the
Warm Springs Indian
Reservation. The firm showed its
women's line in the more
conventional soft-light setting
after dinner in Jade West
restaurant here.
White Stag showed off its ski
wear on the snow-covered slopes
of Mt. Hood.
Jantzen took visiting fashion
writers on a crisp walking tour
of the Portland zoo to blend its
muted colors against a forest
background.
None of the lines presented
major style departures. White
Stag emphasized a streamlined
look with Thermefleece, a new
linira material providing greater
wan3th with less bulk.
Both men's and women's ski
wear featured warm-up pants
and most ski pants go over the
boot instead of inside.
Pendleton showed most of its
Ntromen's pants in a straight leg
style and noted that on fall
sheaths "the belt is a must this
season."
Jan tzen's most noticeable
innovation was color - what the
firm calls muted tones. The deep
tawny, brown, green, red and
purple shades are rich without
being bright.
All three firms showed a few
items in the "unisex" look such
as Jantzen's Edwardian tween
pants suit and Pendleton's
outerwear pants suits.
White Stag showed some ski
wear in matching men's and
women's styles of cire nylon for
the wet suit look.
Pendleton and Jantzen both
featured coordinates with
Pendleton showing the three
piece suit - jacket, slacks and
skirt either in matching patterns
or pattern and solid color.
Jantzen even mixed checks and
tweeds in striking combinations
of skirt and jacket or oYerblouse.
Jantzen also showed some
wild body sized prints in flared
leg pants and matching
overblopses of double knit.
As for skirts, a Pendleton
official admitted their length
remains a major problem.
"We try to design for
mid-knee or the top of the
knee," he said. "We get.
complaints from New York that
they're too long and complaints
from, the South that they're
indecent
ly short."
-- --
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PAMELA Trys On Some Of The Many Spring
Fashions To Choose e'torn,IAt Mademoiselle.

°•,7

THE MADEMOISELLE SHOP
East side of the Square
MURRAY, Kt.

Outer Apparel
Demands Soft
Foundation
The big thing about foundation garments this year is
that they're different.
Yet, underneath all, they'
perform. They still round the
bustline, shape the waist,
narrow the hips, trim the
thighs.
So what's different about
that?

•
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Play Any Role, Is
Sportswear Rule -But Be Feminine
Choose art image and live up to it, is fashion's declarationie
!or spring sportswear. Be a playful pixie, or a slinky vamp.m
/
Play Indian squaw or cowpoke.
Play any role this spring but by all means, be feminine about.
it. Fact is, it's hard to be otherwise, since the sportswear focus
is on softness and movement.
Whether in pants, skirts, shirts, blouses, sweaters, vests org
,
jackets, the fit is easy, but there's lots of shape moving into
and defining the body.
Accenting all is color — frequently, three tones of it. Classic red, white and blue is rivaled by other tricolors such asr4
white, hot yellow and navy.

Jeans Get the Girl-Girl Look
Western and Indian influences continue strong — mostly
a matter of separates. Bandana prints, calicos, ginghams
bold color combinations vie with muted tones of suede or..r
cotton suede embellished with fringe or beading.
'
-tt)
The Western jean — first on the scene — continues, but:
,
girl-girl in exotic prints and stripes, along with paisley and
pastel batik. The jean is. most frequently combined with the
body shirt.
Pants-wise, it's also the year of the all-in-one — the jumpsuit or its many variations, Suited to today's mood for simplification, the all-in-one eliminates the problem of too many
pieces, too many gaps or just too many accessories.
Blouses, Shirts Favor Femininity
Pants — all shapes, all fabrics, all colors — pervade the
Most girdles and pantie
sportswear scene. They're wide and low over the heel, or
girdles are short — though
narrow and straight. They're wrapped, cut short, treated
long-legged pantie girdles do
every fashion way for spring.
exist to solve thigh problems
Blouses and shirts soften up, as the soft top replaces the
and pave the way for pantstrictly tailored top., This year there are fewer ruffles — but
suits.
plenty of feminitlitsr, via lace trims, gathers, shirring,
still
One-piece foundations include everything from the , more blousing and puffed sleeves.
Sweaters share in the new softness. This might take the
"second skin" bodysuit verform of a freshet of frills, a mock stock tie or a spill of ruffles.
sion that's brief and bare to
Whatever the detailing, it's definitely feminine gender. And
the lightly paneled persuadthis same femininity shows up in the more classic turtles,
er that shapes the average
mock turtles and V-necks, where the gentle touch is a matter
woman to the full figure
of color and texture.
corselet that mothered the
Neither sweater nor blouse-shirt but somewhere in between
entire trend of one-piece underdresljng.
is the tunic top, meant to show its long lines over pants. For
short-short skirt set, it also goes out on its own.
the
Teamlng with hosiery,
Adding Up Spring's Separates
many pantie foundations
have legbands specifically
Most of these tops pair up with skirts as well as pants. Making a third and a fourth in such separates- combinations are .
styled to hold up hifsse — or
vests and jackets. Sometimes the vest is a jacket, sleeveless
adapt to either waist-high or
thigh-high stockings via destyle — and the jacket may be a casually-minded coat.
tachable garters.
The skirts in these get-togethers are as individual as the
Foundation fabrics are
rest of spring sportswear. They offer a variety of shapes—
soft, and so are foandatioin_ / . A-lines, bias cuts, dirndls, flares and, of course, slim. Then
colors this spring:Tre shape- —there -are pleats, handled a number of ways, including
the
makers show up in mauve
brief pleated flounce, flippy and extroverted.
and mint along with bright
The blazer makes its tailored point over soft skirts or pants.
reds, skin tones, white, black
Jacket of jackets, it may be shaped with belled sleeves. Or it
and a mixture of prints.
may be completely squared-off at shoulders and hemline
.
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is in latile air
NEAL STARK & SONS
Mobile Homes

MU SPRING IS SHOWN LOOKING AT A NEW MOBILE HOME AT
NEAL TARKS

ENJOY REAL LIVING COMFORT
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS
All MAKES & MODELS WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL
AND WE SERVICE IT WELL!

NEALMobileSTARKS
Homes

• 5 MILES NORTH OF MURRAY ON.mtn. 641

Phone 753 6734
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LADIES' SLACK SET

7'3
This 3 pcs set makes the
scene. The crop top, the
wide leg pant, and the
hat to malch makes this
bold print come alive.
Etats 6-16. Red and
Navy.

It's
Straw Hat
time...

.4

a

tUAIROL
KINDNESS
N20"
INSTANT

HAIRSETTER
Twenty heat - at - once
rollers in 3 sizes to creare any hair style you
desire.

18"

Reg. ;29.95

LUGGAGE SET

Includes Train Cale,
Overnight Case and
Popular Trojan's Pullman.
famous
Structo moulded
shell
ered with durable covvinyl
Select from Blue,
Gold or Green. Charcoal,

Time for springtime fashions
...suntime fun. Time for
3vacotions and voyages and
*new romances. Time for that
lighl-hearted fragrance that
sets the mood for it 4l—purty,
flirty Straw Hat by Faberge,
now in a never-before
collection of giftables and
getables all dressed up in powpastelle wraps. From the group:
STRAW HAT COLOGNE
EXTRA ORDINAIRE 2.5010
12.50 STRAW HAT
COLOGNE SPRAY 3.50,5.00
STRAW HAT BATH
POWDER 325,4.75 STRAW
HAT BATH POWDER
SHAKER 2.00 STRAW HAT
PERFUME SPRAY 4S0

1488
ACRES IF
FREE
PARKING

BEL AIR SHOPPING MITER
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
.55111..

PANTY
HOSE

A—nso

Enrosheer Nylon,
Seamless
Stretch
Mesh.
Sizes, small, medium, tall.
Colors. Onnarrson. Woe

$1.33

11t

11-9, Cantrece, unwis
e,
Stretch Sheer Leg w/oparri.
Pansy. Sixes: Petite, Average ,Tell. Color
Cinnamon 'Hawaii, Coffee, lose
Othor stykos $1.44 cad $1.77

MON - SAT
9-9
S11111111TS
1-6

SPRING AITERN0091
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Tar Reduced
In Cigarette

;

WASHINGTON UPI - It is now
possible to produce a "less has.
ardous" cigarette in which a
App cancer-causing tar has been
educed by 34 per cent, a researcher told Congress tacky,.
Dr, Perry B. Hudson, Palisades, N.Y., said some tobacco
companies are involved in "serious discussions" with the developers of the process. He called
on the government to inform the
public about the development.
Hudson is president of High
or Foundation Inc., which has
Tgeen awerimenting with a formula called Chemosol. In testimony prepared for the House
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, Hudson said tobacco treated with Chemosol results in a safer cigarette without toxic side effects or change
In taste.
He said three years of researdill indicate Chemosol acts on ben‘,o a pyrene, a tar substance in
tobacco which most researchers
recognize as a cancer-causing
agent.
"The smoke of cigarette tobacco treated with Chemosol, und- POPE'S BLESSING
-- Appearer properly controlled condit- ing healthy and happy, Mrs.
ions, contains significantly less Valdivia Perschetti, 42, of
quantities of Benzo a pyrene," Rome, Italy, gives a big kiss
Hudson said. "Chemosol is non- to her husband, Alceo,. as
IFILiC and does not affect the tasthey leave Methodist Hos7e, flavor or aroma of cigarettes, pital, Houston., Tex., where
and can be used in commercial she underwent delicate heart
cigarette production."
surgery. She received 11,600
He said he had "independent from Pope Paul VI to
have a
tests" made as requested by the mitral valve ieplaced
by
government and "the results of surreon Michael
DeBakev.
these independent tests clearly
established that chemosol effec- Unfriendly Friend
ts a substantial reduction Of ben-ALBANY, N. Y. - (UPI)zo a pyrene of 34 per cent which
State
police reported that when
aonsiderably exceeds thepercenTage found necessary as being they moved in to arrest a westsignificant in diminishing turn- ern New York group on narcotir
origenicity tumor causing of tars violations, the suspects gave all
their drugs to a friend who was
In cigarette smoke."
He said he has been "informed to leave the area until the threat
that serious discussions are bei- of a raid had passed.
The trouble was that the
ng initiated by the American
Chemosol Corp., which owns the "friend" happened to be a state
Chemosol process, with comm- trooper engaged in undercover
ercial companies for the purpose work. Those arrested were so
41f using Chemosol in cigarette incensed the.v have "commissioned an artist to prepare a
manufacture."
•
"At a time wiren the health composite sketch of the trooper
problems associated with cigar- for circulation among drug
ette smoking have reached a users," police reported.
*5.
crisis stage ... a practical, less
hazardous cigarette treated with
, Chemosol can now be offered
k IR the millions of afikiketil who 1965 law which prohibits the go.
will never be willing or able vernment frolii regulating -toba) to give up smoking, " Hudson cco advertising. If the act is not
extended the government may
(aid.
The committee is holding he- clamp down on advertising, peraril:1gs on whether to extend a haps even prohibiting television
cigarette commercials.

SWIM SUiT
59.44
i.66
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The private world
of Ambassador is air
conditioned
at no extra cost.
"

•

•

9 Cantroc*, Sesanfees
Sheer Log w/Opaqii.
Slims: Petite, A r•rToll. Colors, °now
Hawaii, Coffee, Role
styki $1.44

$1.77

And yon tlyinghit
you had to be rich
to be pampered.
4)

Enter a private world of your own. Smart-looking,
plushly comfortable, elegantly appointed. And air
conditioned at no extra cost to you.
Of course, you can add even more luxury to
enjoy more comfort in your private world with
Options such as a rich velour upholstery in the
Ambassador SST 4-door sedan. And you can choose
a powerplant from V8 engines sized all the way
up to 390 cubic inches. Yet, we give you all this
luxury for no more than you'd pay for u comparably
equipped Ford, Chevy or Plymouth.

Come in ma for pampered treatment...
Where everything's going for you!
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Fly Control
Overlooked
By Dairymen
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FLY CONTROL

Fly control is often overlooked
by dairymen, but a University of
Tennessee study shows cowsprotected from hornffies produce op
SO ner cent more milk than
01-protectea cows.
Herbert Holt, an assistant U-T
oliry husbandman, said that dalmien shodibmin controlroses-

-Aro we est est melt wail me
•

Store Hours: Monday-Saturday
Sunday
ibebilbeloinded6

UM IS HARD - Ohio's Gov.
James A. Rhodes tabovel,
whose name was among
those mentioned as a possible Republican vice presidential nominee last year, is
busy denying a Life Magazine r epor t that he paid
more than $100,000 in taxes,
penalties and interest to settle unreported tax claims.

12:9 a. m. - 9 p. m. a
30 to 6:30 p. m. a

a
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UNCLE JEFF

•

Kt NAVE A

Ines have mined-a loss in milk
production.
For an effective fly control
program, he says, insecticies should be used in conjunction with ,
good sanitation around the dairy will join representatives from
complex. Manure, wet straw,and 25 states and several foreign
other waste around the dairy countries this week at Oklahoma
complex should be removed fre- City to compete in the 18th annual
quently to facilitate fly control. international land, pasture and
The homily is a pest primarily range judging school.
to dairy cows and its' imnoyance
Tennessee is represented by
prevents the cow from consuming 4-H teams from Lincoln and Ovfeed properly, causing a loss of erton counties and Future Farmbody weight and reduction in milk ers of America teams from Johnproduction.
son County High School in MounHolt says that the back rubber tain City and E. W. Grove high
is the best method of applying school in Paris.
insecticides to cows. Two re. The youth teams earned the
commended insecticides are cio- opportunity to participate in the
drin and co-mi.
contest by winning top spots in
Holt says the chemicals should Tennessee land judging activity.
• be diluted with diesel fuel, never The event attracts 4-H Club,
burned motor oil. During the FFA and adult grows across the
math of August, he recommends country plus 50 international stuthee of co-ral, which controls dents enrolled in universities in a
IR
both nornflies and cattle grubs. Oklahoma and neighboring states. a
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FACTORY
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CORN GROWING
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IN OUR
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PAINT DEPT.
MAY 3rd

OIL PAINT
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•
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TO ASSIST YOU
MTN YOU PAINTING NEEDS

a
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PINE BEETLES

Corn producers have a choice
The Southern Pine Beetle is
of cultivation of herbicides in one of the most destructive for- a
controlling weeds in their corn est insects in the South, and
fields, but the ebanicaLs are starts its operations about now.
now being lased sod of the timei North Carolina State UniverIn Teneee,
em
Asp a U-T ex- sity of Forestry, and entomolotension ass —nib apsnomist. gy specialists say the beetles
Dem cultivation remits in root often attack in epidemic proporpruning, says D. U. Gossett, tions, tbough the causes are not
therefore, if cultivation is used'understood.
it should be shallow - not more
Presence of the beetles, reddthan two inches deep.
ish brown insects about the size
Though cultivation has long of a rice grain, is indicated by
been the principal method, in patches of dead and dying trees.
1968 estimates Indicate that her- Infested trees may have small
bicides or chemical.s were used reddish-brown globs of resin with
In over 50 per cent of corn acre- a hole in the center of each.
age in Tennessee.
Control measures must be apBoth pre-emergence and post- plied promptly if they are to be
emergence herbicides are rec- effective, NCSU specialists say.
ommended. li-T county offices Immediate destruction of dead
have publications available show- and dying trees before the beeting proper methods of appLicat. les complete their life cycle
prevents population build's).
Benzene hexachloride is an a
effective insecticide when used S
at a rate of one gallon diluted
LAND JUDGES
with 55 gallons of No. 2 fuel oil U.
and sprayed on the bark to the a.
Four Tennessee youth grows point of runoff.
,a
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UEONA ml UONEss introduces one of her two new male
cube,at the Lincoln Park Zoo in Chicago
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would net a successor confirm- Some court watcher
s believe bert Brownell, 65, attorney gen- Lasisbury Pie
ed by Aug. 13 when Congress that Nixon might nominat
e Ste- eral under Eisenhower; and forHOLLYWOOD
takes its summer recess.
(UPI) -wart to succeed Warren, thus mer Gov. Thomas E. Dewey of
Angela Lansbury will return to
it appears that White House giving himself
a second vacancy New York, twice an taisuccess- movies
to star in "The Dreamers"
advisers are hassling over the to fill.
Republican presidential nomi- for Cinema
Center Films.
selection of the nominee; but Others figuring in the specula ful
- nee.
the following names are being tion are Atty. Gen. John
N. liltRCA Records
most frequently mentioned in the chell, 55, who has said
Regardless of who Nixon namhe deNEW YORK (UPI) - In
various Washington rumor mills: finitely does not want the
job; es, the chances are considered
1968,
By CHARLOTTE G. MOULTON
its 50th year of business,
Judge
Henry
J.
Friendl
overwhe
y, 65, of
lming that the Senate will
- Justice Potter Stewart, 54,
the Second U. S. Circuit Court of confirm the next chief *Ake RCA set new all-time records
WASHINGTCN UPI - Hawsers a handsome, witty Chico Repub. Appeals, New York, who recentl swiftly,
for both sales and profits for
without the rancorous
y
President Nixon may decide,clu- Liam appointed to the court in proposed a substantial weaken- election
• the seventh straight year, the
-year
debate that Ibrced
company reported.
ing the next three or four weeks, 1958 by President Dwight D. Eis- ing of the 5th Amendment pro- Johnson to withdra
w his own
who he meats to succeed Earl enhower. He generally is con. vision against sell- incrimina- candidate for the
Final sales figures totaled
job,
Justice
to be in the court's tion; Secretary of State
Warren as chief justice of the
63,129,020,000, an increase of
Abe Fortes.
William
covative wing.
United States.
3.4 per cent over the previous
P. Rogers, 55, a respect
- Washington lawyer Charles ington lawyer, former ed Wash-.
Insiders believe Nixon will b$
year, and profit, after taxes,
U.
S.
attorBuilding of Coal
Ye to submit a same to the Senate S. Rhyne, 56, a former president ney general and close Nixon
was 6154,047,000, a 4.4
intiof the American Bar Association mate; Prof.
within that time period to alloW ik
MIDDLESBOR9, Ky.(UPI)- per cent increase over '67. "DurPaul A. Freund, 61,
for ample debate. Warren plans who once was Nixon's roommate of the Harvard Law School,
ing these seven years of contina The Chamber of Commerce
to retire in early June and Nixon t Duke University Law School. leading authority on constitu
uing progress. sales have inbuilding
in
this
tionKentuc
ky
would Like confirmation for his He was chairman of United Citi- al law who is perennially
mountain town was built out of creased 80 per cent and after-tax
men..
zens for Nixon-Agnew in last tioned
choice before that happens.
profits more than tripleu. pops
as a likely candidate for 40 tons of coal in 1926.
At the latest, the President fall's campaign.
Robert W. Sarnoff, RCA presihigh judicial appointment: Her*
,xlent,

m. - 9 p. m.
I to 6:30 p. m.
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sin, BEING

THE Nome" os RA/INTIM, this mott•er invented a playpen so
she
could get some sewing done in a St. Petersburg, Fin., park.
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After 32 years in•the U.S. Army, three wars
and.
various other assignments throughout the world
, I selected Calloway County as my permanent home
, not because I was born or raised here, but simply because
Hike
the 'people and atmosphere of Calloway County 'And
am
proud and happy to call. it home.
•
My past training and experience amply quali
fies
me for the office of Sheriff. During the past year,
I have
organized, equipped and operated the Murray State
University Campus Police, planned and organized
control of
traffic and parking, effected the arrest of narco
tics peddlers and users, driving marijuana off the MSU
campus,
drastically reduced drinking and petty theft, and
established a close working relationship with the Murray
Police
Department ard-the'Kentucky State Police.
My pe4ormance as the Commander of Murray
State
University ROTC is a matter of record - during my
three
years, the ROTC moved from the verge of proba
tion to
the Number One position in competition with over
70
universities east of the Mississippi.
It is my desire to be the best Sheriff Calloway Coun
ty
has ever had. I am not obligated to any person or
group,
and I will enforce the laws regardless of race, creed,
religion, influence or pressure. It is for this reason that I
am
financing my own campaign.
As a citizen of Calloway County, if you want law
and order, consider my qualifications for
riff when
you cast your ballot on May 27th.

1

--11r

OF YOUR FINE BUSINESS
We Are Pleased To Have Constmcted This
Modern New Addition To Your. Building

LEON CATHEY
CO103 NTRAPhoneCTO3862

FITTS BLOCK & READY MIX, INC.
FREED COTHAM COMPANY
HUGHES ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
MINTER ROOFING COMPANY
MURRAY LUMBER COMPANY
East Main Street - Phone 753-3540

302 Chestnut Street - Phone 753-4832
Ar

•

104 North 13th. Street - Phone
753-7498.

•

Benton, Kentucky - Phone 527-5191

104 Maple Street - Phone 753-2161
.,

9
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PAGE FOUR
paid in employee csab wages col
$50 or Jahn
11011111111101d help
daring the pad Wender quarter
(January. February, March) Is
responsible for meeting bee*
'us column of questions and payment' to D on Form 942
answers on federal tax matters and paying the tax des.
Q.Pm considering a joboverIs provided by the local office
of the U. S. lateraal ROMs, seas. If I take it will I have to
Service and is publishedas &pub- pay U. S. Income tax?
A - Income earned overseas
lic service to taxpayers. The
column answers (mistime most by civilian or military employees
fregamily inked by taxpayers. of the U. S. government is fully
<
.• Da Ey NS return the taxable, Those who work for a
,
411 eurdErso
down as 7per- private concern overseas maybe
• cent, demob Toe hoard it re- able to exclude all or part of
fermi to as a 10 percent surtax. their income from U. S. tax.
For details, send a post card
What is that?
A . Mg* the surcharge to your District Director for a
• is $trIellip dimpribed as a 10 tree copy of Publication 54,"TaZ
permit tax, the-ia. did Dot bp Guide for U.S.Citizens Abroad.
mane effective MI Apr111,1968. Q - is there any way I can
Abe law Herein provided for have more taken out of my pay1 a /1144p9rong airdery on the check? I was underwfthheld last
year even though I didn't claim
HE IBM es an of the ON
onae, rafter than 10 purest any exemptions.
A - Yes, you may file a new
immierre for Alva tarelibpecwithholding cerifticate with your
• ember 1968.
Q
What's the deadlhe for employer. On this certificate,
paying my maid's Social Security Form W-4, indicate the addltional
amount you want taken outof each
tax'
A- Social Security taxdeposits paycheck. Your employer will
‘.2
f• or household help shOuld be tell yes when the change will be
t•
• made by April 30. An
who

THE LEDGER

Income Tax
Questions and
Answers •

4

&
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SALE
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SHOES - CLOTHING

p
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Store Hours: Monday-Saturday
Sunday

g
C -3

shoesate

9 a. m..9 P• m.
12:30 to 6:30 P. in.
AS.

PACKAGED

CARDED

BUTTONS

NEEDLES
Regular 25c

Reg. 29c and 37c

STYLES AND SIZES
FOR EVERYONE

60
casuals LACE
$1.47
&TRIM

6I.

per card

Roger We Jones

pkg.

DkutlekVitageb

SIZES
5 TO 10

candidate for

WHITE
BLACK
LIME
PEACH
YELLOW

1ST QUALITY
MADE IN U. S. A.

County

,

Pair
..41/.4•••••
••••Pft

MEN S & BOYS

TRACK SHOES
$3.87
FLOWER
WeStein
10041
FRESH
SLACK
OR
WHITE
SIZES 6 TO 14

BOOTS FOR
BIG & LITTLE
HOMBRES

FASHIONS
IN SHOES
SIZES 41.4 TO II

$3.81

BARGAIN
TABLE
2.00 & 3.00
LADIES SHOES

Boys
$4.81

SIZES TO FIT EVERYONE
.4.4
"
..
.
" ""•••••••••-411P"
.
1.".4PAISP%of....dftwilnolP.4
•
•••••••••"
.
"
41
"
.4111."‘P"'."41°.

THE VERY BEST IN

Let's Go
Fishing
Hip Boots

FOR BABY WEEK

6 TO 12

Each shoes is constructed to
give your toddler the
maximum of good
supported comfort.

$1.81
WADERS-6-12 $10.47
Stocking Foot
WADERS 5+ M+ L+ XL
at only $1.97

To me, the office of County Judge belong
s
to the people. Therefore, I believe that regardless
of social or financial standing each person should
be treated with dignity and understanding.
This
I pledge if I am elected.
I would welcome anyone who wishes to
check my personal integrity to contact my present employer, the Marshall County Board of
Education, or the Superintendent of Marshall
County
Schools.

•

Since it will be impossible for me to see
everyone personally before the election, please
consider this my personal appeal for your suppor
t.
"Help put a man in the Judge's office who
has
taught lawyers".

$2.11 and up v•-•
•
I I

Respectfully,

•

ROGER JONES
r

•

4

MATERIAL,

6-

45
liat
Cti
o biiii

Bargain Table
Boys Oxfords ALL
$2.1 pr. SIZES
Baseball Spies
54.81
4
$4.41
STEEL
RUBBER

In

36 Inch Cotton

PRINT

yd.$
12
8

O.

580

per
inch

45 in. Dacron &Cotton
VOILE PRINTS . . 99c yd.

45 in. Dacron & Cotton
FLOCK DOT

45 in. Forte! & Cotton
BROADCLOTH
solid 88c yd

60.1n. Dacron reg. $6-$8
DOUBLE KNIT
yd. $4.58

Size 32. 46

REG 19.95

YD.

yd. loci 4BROADCLOTH

54 in. Indian

11.91

MANY STYLES TO
CHOOSE FRQ1114

•
I was born near Dexter in Calloway County on May 9, 1919, the son of Fred and Grace Jones.
I am married to the former Edna Earl Hobbs, and
we have three children - Susan, 15; Nancy,
13;
and Allan, 8. I attended Faxon School and then
served four and one-half years of military service
An the New Guinea and Philippine Lslarlds campaigns. Discharged as a sergeant, I resumed
my
education and graduated from Murray State University. For the past sixteen years, I have been
a
teacher and principal in Kentucky - all of
these
years except three being spent in the Marsha
ll
County school system. My e- k'perience in teachi
ng
has been in-the fields of United States history and
government. For the past twelve years we
have
resided on a farm in the northern part
of Celloway County.

material

SHELLS

Men's
$14.89

50c yard

36 in. Indian Head-Solid Color'
RA A

Ladles Nylon Sleeveless

REG.
8.95

AND
UP
This is my formal announcement as a can(Mate for the office of County Judge of Calloway
County, subject to the Democratic Primary on
May 27, 1910.

reg. to

To

$2.48

Ladies'

99c

Ladies'

Scooter Suits
Size 8 - 18

$2.88
Girls

Pant Dress Pant Dresses
Prints and Stripes
Size 8 -- 18-

Size 6.14

$1.68
SHORTS JUMP SUITS
.$2.48
to $2.88

Ladies' Jarriaica

Sizes 8 --18 •
Solid Colors, Stripes, Checks

910
Men's Spring

JACKETS

Dacron & Cotton Perrna Press
S- M-- L

so*
•

Men's

Short sleeve-Dacron &
Cotton
Navy-GoldSizes S+ M+ L+ XL

$8.88
Ladies Flair Leg

JEANS
Sizes 8 to 16 Sizes
Colors -- white, pink, blue

.88 I

9
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NG
INC
m. a 9. p. ma.

__

I to 6:30 p. m.:AGED

Bus
lar 25c

Pkg.

5.

YD.
36 Inch Cotton

MADCLOTH

AGE FIVE

•

something for which it has never
found adequate compensation
when Rd Ames, bored with the
role, bowed out as Boone's
Ox ford -educated Indian sidekick,
Mingo. Now that he's had his
freedom for d tirtie why not
NEW YORK (UPI) — The great* Ames' palm with sufficient Wampum to bring him
most
boring
element of
Aelevision? No, not the weakest back to the fold for another
MIthe weekly situation comedies, season? All would benefit.
Sometimes I wonder why
not the daytime soap operas, not
the game shows. This vote goes NBC calls it "The Tonight Show
for the everlasting repetitionof Starring Carson." Seems like
s performers appearing as guests every time I tune in, Carson
on the "talk" and variety isn't there. The poor chap.
programs. Week after week, the obviously - underpaid by NBC
same persons show up on some has to go oil' moonlighting on
star's show,often in quick return night dub and other personal
earances on the same show: appearance engagement to keep
ei are great performers, yes. bodys and soul together.
ut you'd like to see them, and Jack Gavpr
• appreciate them, twice, maybe
a...; Luce times, a season; not see,
them every time you. turn the
;dial. You say that these programs
'!Yan't exist without this system?
'• They might try by substituting
imagination for the lazy way out.
Now that Jackie Gleason has
.: had his fling with one-hour
'9nusical versions of "The Honey_ mooners" during the past two
seasons and has retrenched this
season to occasional 15-minute
-,- segments of same on his Saturday
.night program, he should realize
'
Abet his best bet for the future.
is a half-hour non-musical
7'"Honeymooners" fitted fre• quently into his 60-Minute stint.
,.Fifteen minutes isn't enough,
Ilkio one needs the song numbers
and a look at the constantly
:re-broadcast 30-minute series of TAPPED FOR TOKYO—Ar
min
"The Honeymooners" made year H. Meyer (above), ambas
saago will ,provide sufficient dor to Iran since 1965, has
support for this comment.
been named ambassador to
NB(II has hired the "Daniel Japan. Meyer, 55, is a native
Boone"tieries for another season, of Fort Wayne, Ind., but
.tits iixth. I still think that
calls Lincoln, Ill.. kome.
Patricia 'Blair, playing Boone's
Fes8 Parker's) wile is the most
The Arabian peninsula has an
.veautiful woman on television,
pnd that the program lost area of about 1 million square
miles.
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Store Hours: Monday-Saturday
Sunday

8 - 18

ON ALL FILM
DEVELOPING!

Iresses

ALL
METAL

4a
s SUIT

LEAF
RAKES

88

Dacronr polyester double knit

lair Leg

designed with exhilirated detai
lr.

D 16 Sizes
e, pink; blue

ai

w

the belted coatdress deftly

ing.

In black

with white.

RURAL

Murray Highway

Mayfield, Ky

$1.37

ALL
METAL

MAIL
BOXES

er)

$241

AY
DS
REDUCING CANDY 3 FLA

4,4

VORS

A, V

GRASS SEED

1MONTH SUPPLY

5 lb bag

269

$491

$117

STAINLESS STEEL

DOUBLE SINKS
•

CO
FOLDwithialur
TS
foam lad

$1757

11

P SPRAYEUPU•
'"size ais$67

REDWOOD
PUNTERS

3/8" Diater

Sizes ,
8 to 18.

Clemmie Jordan

li,v #044

13C

67 $10.27
GARDEN
RAKES

alitotirt

HANDLES

FLOWERS
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Clinics May
Help Cure
Accidents

IA

IIWTUCEY

limpaamom
addberme.
.or eaWe• lty.
Look in any ratable dodosliry or wordfInder for a deffmaIlion of "immitiout", gad MOIlt01
thoee altemegiives pop up, emelt
an opt dostotillom 401
rhil
nve eilite_
alr
higbinego-41111 elmeife driver.
Ma pain' in swig to de- AWAITS ETESiGHT --- John
Madden, 54, Conroe, Tex,, is
Bak__
Tlir mare to isima &wive, but airaiting result ot an eye
the State Paidis Mary Deport- transplant in Houston, Tex.
moors Driver Liosombig Devi- It was the first total eye
11110
wsil hose %mad the transplant ever performed,
818111111f — Driver Improvement a n d skeptician has been
Mies.
voiced over Madden's luck in
Dimming this unique ap- gaining any sight in the eye
proach to an old problem. Driwhen bandages are removed.
ver 1..iceoeingli Deputy Director,
Sim McCarty, in it beet: "Before the clinics, ail-we were doing umier the 'point' system was
giving die driver three or four
ahances• to kid biased( belore
we took his permit away from
him.*
Q — I made a mistake on my
-Enlorcesnent and punishreturn and failed to claim a
ment Soot was not the answer,"
deduction to which I am enMcCarty said. "Human nature
titled
. Can I file for a refund
Ming what it is, some drivers
lest wouldn't play by the rules. on this even though I have not
IPer them, the rules were al- received the refund I requested
ways meant for the other fel- on my original return?
A — Yes, you can correct
/ow."
Begun cm a shoestring just this filing error now even
lour years ago, the clinics have though the refund on your ori'stared in a whole new point ginal return has not arrived.
of view tooled the problem Obtain a copy of Form 1040X
&river. A policy of driver re- from your local 111S office and
movement was transformed into follow the instructions on this
form for correcting the misone of driver improvement.
Spooking beton a group of take. You will receive a separ-,
emoife drivers at a recent din- ate refund for the additional ale, Driver lAcog Supervisor mount claimed.
Q — Should I keep the extra
Lovas A. Wheeler summed die
program up in a few, well-cho- forms you sent me for estimated tax' I only needed one to
sen wor&
nbe ipiestkin is one of viti- make my declaration.
A — Yes, the other three
ates," he smiii. "Hcrw you think
dictates the soy you drive. And pre-addressed voucher forms in
our purpose is not to save your the estimated tax package
permit ACM 1111,11111639..+-akle- tte should be.lieredlor your remaining estimated tax payments. Be
save your lite."
From a , peiot course, intro- sure to keep your estimated LII
duced to 25 students at Frank- worksheet since the figures on
foit in April 1965, the program it will be used to determine
hes grown into 19 clinics. Op- your payments.
meting four nights a week
Q — I mailed my return just
throughout the State, they now befor
e the deadline. When
handle about 800 problem dri- shoul
d my refund come'
vers monthly.
A — The increased volume of
And they ore proving highiy
returns received by IRS offices
oacceadol. Of some 6.300 drivduring April should extend
ers graduated during 1968 aslightly the 54 week processlone, ism thin three per cent
ing cycle fir refund returns
have since experienced diffithat are accurately and comculty to the extent that sumensioo of their operetta's permits pletely PreParedYou should have your refund
became necamary.
within 10 weeks from the date
llos drivers attending
a
clink fail within the 18-34 age you filed or, in any event, a
pop The majority 'are males letter from IRS explaining why
.
Some arrive at the Wild ses- lit is delayed.
Q — What's the rate I should
sion with an ism "WI. me?"
pay when I report my meid's
look in *air arm Came kimr
they were waft god an aster Social Security taxes this quarter!
to kern.
A — The rate is 4.8 percent
As one
11.-al was for the emplo
yee and 4.8 per.
11,0711 in WO aid" al a hUTcent for the employer making
17..
All et Item have one thing the combined rate of 9.6 per- • IMMINIIIIL Vag were caught cent. Employers who paid a
household employee 850 or
baup, not just
ince bid at bunt Ws,sot otter more in total cash wages durObree or mem those within a ing January, February and
two-year perksi Some have al- March should pay 9.6 percent
needy been pieced under driv- of the total wages to IRS using
Mg suipension vrhiie others, Form 942.
Sightly -more fortunate, are on
probetkm.
Officer may either require the
The reasons behind the chiv- driver to attend a clinic or make
tog citations which led to their sueh attesdanee voluntary.
arieval at the clinic are varied
Failure to appear at every sesas the ran they drove, but near- sion of the clinic, when partily all of them have at least cipation has been imposed as
a
one speerhog offense to their mandatory obligation, results in
credit.
immediate suspension of the opAttendance at a clinic DOW- erator's driving permit.
sity follows a meeting with one
Classes are conducted one evoi the State's eight Driver Im- ening
a week, usually from 7
provement Offioem. Notifica- to 9:30
p m., for a period of
tion of the meeting is automat- four
weeks
Sealy mailed, by the Driver LA- each stude. On the final night,
nt is given a written
cemeing Division, to each motor examinatio
n based on the mait when he hos secured six to terial cover
ed during the coweight points &paint his driving *. Successful
completion of the
Privilege.
clinic demands each driver pass
And the confeieoce with the the test with a. mini
mum grade.
officer must be kept. of 80 per cent.
During the ouirtereitee.
And, as an added incentive;
driver's record at violations is each driver finiefing
the bourse
gone over in &tad. Depending in extended a three-peint
credit
upon the circumatences of asch on his driving record.
aim, die Driver knpruvement

Income Tax
Questions and
Answers
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IcliltKD FLY BAIT
This is the ORIGINAL
Sugar Fly Bait
You can pliy less for Fly
Bait, you can pay more —
you can ,buy it colored
blue, red, yellow or
pink, but why take a
chance? If you have a
Fly prOblem outside, use

Kilko

GU AR A N,T EED

Fly Bait

./TROLLING MOTORS
LAZY-TROLL
REMOTE CONTROL.
36" SHAFT
SILVERTROLL 30" 93.97
SHAKESPEAR 606
WONDERTROLL
FLUGGER PHANTOM

